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ABSTRACT 

Revenue Management under Model Uncertainty: Theory and Methods 

Omar Besbes 

A growing number of industries are adopting advanced decision support tools to 

optimize their revenues. One of the main challenges in the area of revenue manage

ment is the ability to account for the underlying uncertainty associated with the 

demand, e.g., the sensitivity of customers to changes in prices. Most of the litera

ture focuses on cases where the demand model is known and the only uncertainty 

considered is that associated with random realizations of the demand itself. 

This dissertation focuses on revenue management settings in the presence of 

model uncertainty and in doing so extends the existing revenue management liter

ature along theoretical and practical dimensions. Chapter 2 provides a diagnostic 

tool to evaluate demand models that are commonly used through a performance 

based approach that departs from classical statistical approaches. Chapter 3 and 4 

focus on single and multi-product dynamic pricing problems under demand model 

uncertainty. For such problems, we are able to quantify the value of prior informa

tion on the demand function as well as to provide near-optimal prescriptions for 

various levels of uncertainty. 
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1 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Revenue management is a growing subfield of operations research which deals 

with modeling and optimizing complex pricing and demand management decisions. 

Since the deregulation of the airline industry in the 1970's, revenue management 

practices have become increasingly prevalent in a variety of industries. The liter

ature review in each chapter will also provide a detailed survey of work directly 

related to this dissertation. 

A classical problem in revenue management is the so-called tactical pricing 

problem: given an initial inventory of products to be sold over a finite selling 

season, devise a strategy that dynamically adjusts prices so as to maximize the 

expected total revenues. In this problem it is implicitly assumed that there is 

little or no control over inventory throughout the time period over which sales are 

allowed, and pricing is the main lever used to optimize profits. The recent books 

by Talluri and van Ryzin (2005) and Phillips (2005) as well as survey papers by 

Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) and Bitran and Caldentey (2003) describe nu

merous instances of this problem, ranging from fashion and retail, to air travel, 
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hospitality and leisure. A more complex version of this problem arises when there 

are several different product types and a set of "resources" (raw materials or prim

itive components) used to "assemble" them; such problems are often referred to as 

network revenue management. 

A key issue in any revenue management study pertains to the modeling of 

customer behavior and their reaction to prices. A model vastly adopted in the 

literature is that of semi-myopic customers. These are assumed to arrive at random 

points of time with a private willingness-to-pay which is a draw from a given 

distribution. Upon arrival, a customer purchases the product if her/his willingness-

to-pay exceeds the price of the product. In other words, customers are not strategic 

in the timing of their purchase. Many applications fall under this category and 

only such settings will be considered in this dissertation. It is worth noting that 

there are instances where customers might strategically decide on the timing of 

their purchase and that this leads to fundamentally different considerations. Such 

cases are not discussed in this dissertation and we refer the reader to, e.g., Shen 

and Su (2007) for an overview of that line of research. 

In the context we focus on, a crucial concept is the functional relationship be

tween the mean demand rate and price, often referred to as the demand function 

or demand curve. One can think of this as an aggregate characterization of the 

market that is derived from the willingness-to-pay distribution which governs cus

tomer behavior; see Talluri and van Ryzin (2005), Phillips (2005) and Train (2002) 

for further discussion on customer behavior modeling. A critical assumption made 
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in most academic studies of revenue management problems is that the demand 

function is known to the decision maker. As a result, the only form of uncertainty 

is due to randomness of demand realizations. This makes the underlying problems 

more tractable and allows one to extract structural insights. At the same time, this 

assumption of "full information" endows the decision maker with knowledge that 

s/he does not typically possess in practice. It is far more realistic to assume that a 

firm possesses only limited information with regard to the demand function. This 

issue is especially relevant for fashion items and technical products with short life 

cycles, but it also arises in many other instances in which limited historical sales 

data does not allow for accurate inference of the price-demand relationship. In 

such cases one can view the assumption of full information as more of a convenient 

mathematical abstraction (which facilitates studying the structural properties of 

optimal pricing policies), rather than an accurate description of the information 

available to the decision maker. 

The presence of uncertainty associated with the demand function gives rise to 

several important questions, both from a fundamental theoretical perspective, as 

well as from an applications standpoint. There are various levels of uncertainty 

that firms might be facing. In the presence of historical data, firms can already 

make inferences based on past observed purchasing behavior. In these instances, 

it is natural to ask how should one use available data to guide decision-making or 

how good are "classical" demand models that firms typically rely on in practice. In 

the absence of historical sales data, the problem faced faced by the firm becomes 
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more challenging as there is no basis from which to infer information initially. As 

a result, information gathering becomes part of the overall revenue optimization 

problem. The design of prescriptions in such settings, in conjunction with tools to 

assess their quality, are important research questions. 

This dissertation seeks to address some of the above questions. In particular, 

we highlight the general interplay between estimation, learning and optimization 

in revenue management. The dissertation is organized around three main parts. 

Chapter 2. Chapter 2 analyzes a pricing problem where the demand function 

is unknown but the firm has access to historical sales data. The main question 

addressed there pertains to the validity of a given class of demand models in the 

context of revenue optimization. While the statistics and econometrics literature 

have developed powerful methods for testing the validity (specification) of a model, 

managers are typically more interested in the performance of their decisions rather 

than the validity of the model from which they are derived. Focusing on the 

problem of demand model specification in the context of revenue management, we 

propose a framework and a statistical test that captures this perspective. Theo

retical properties of the test are established and its efficacy is illustrated both on 

synthetic examples, as well as on an empirical data set in the realm of financial 

services. It is shown that traditional model-based goodness-of-fit tests may consis

tently reject simple parametric models of consumer response (e.g., the logit model), 

while at the same time these models may "pass" the proposed performance-based 

test. 
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An important takeaway of the second chapter is the importance of consider

ing the ultimate problem of interest (here, the downstream optimization) when 

analyzing model specification. It will be apparent that the ideas developed in 

the context of revenue management are pertinent to other operations management 

problems. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed test is the first one that 

strives to assess the validity of a model from purely operational considerations, 

i.e., focusing on decision making implications of model specification, and shifting 

the focus away from a statistical perspective. The only other study we are aware 

of that shares some common ground with this theme is Liyanage and Shantikumar 

(2005), who examine demand model uncertainty effects on the design of inventory 

policies. They do not focus on model testing or specification per se, nor on statis

tical analysis, and therefore the intersection of their paper and this work is more in 

terms of philosophy rather than the main focus and methods that are developed. 

The test presented in Chapter 2 allows for a direct implementation, and can 

hence provide a useful diagnostic tool for practitioners. Interestingly, while the 

approach we develop relies on nonparametric estimation methods, the test itself 

may actually be used to lend support to parametric modeling. In particular, it 

can help identify whether simple parametric families support near-optimal decision 

making despite being potentially misspecified. Given that parametric families will 

often be rejected using traditional model-based tests, their justification from an 

operations perspective may be one of the more useful outcomes of our proposed 

test. 
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The premise of the analysis in Chapter 2 is the availability of historical sales 

data. In the absence of the latter, a firm is facing a starker challenge as there is 

no clear basis point that one can use to devise a potential demand model. The 

rest of the dissertation focuses on the more general problem of dynamic pricing 

problems without knowledge of the demand function and in the absence of histor

ical data. We anchor our analysis around the prototypical revenue management 

problem discussed earlier: given an initial level of inventory and a finite selling 

horizon, dynamically price the products being sold so as to maximize the total 

expected revenues. The implication of demand model uncertainty is that this class 

of problems is characterized by an intrinsic tension between exploration (demand 

learning) and exploitation (pricing/optimization) 

Chapter 3. The problem just described was first formalized in Gallego and van 

Ryzin (1994) as an intensity control problem in the context of "full information," 

i.e., when the demand function is known. Chapter 3 considers the problem above 

in cases where the demand function is not known. We focus on two basic levels 

of uncertainty with regard to the demand model: i.) the nonparametric setting 

where the demand function is only assumed to belong to a broad functional class 

satisfying mild regularity conditions; and ii.) a parametric setting in which the 

demand function admits a given parametric structure but the parameter values 

are not known to the decision maker. Our main goal is to introduce suitable 

algorithms that learn the demand function "on the fly," and use that as a basis for 

pricing decisions. Their performance will be measured in terms of the revenue loss 
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relative to a full information benchmark that assumes knowledge of the demand 

function. We refer to this loss as the regret associated with not knowing the 

demand function a priori; the magnitude of the regret quantifies the economic 

value of prior model information. The policies we consider are designed with the 

objective of achieving a "small" regret uniformly over the relevant class of demand 

functions (either parametric or nonparametric). This adversarial setting, where 

nature is allowed to counter a chosen policy with the "worst" demand function, 

ensures that policies exhibit "good" performance irrespective of the true demand 

model. 

The complexity of the problem described above makes it difficult to evaluate 

the performance of any reasonable policy, except via numerical experiments. To 

address this issue, we consider an asymptotic regime which is characterized by 

a high volume of sales. More specifically, the initial level of inventory and the 

magnitude of demand ("market size") grow large in proportion to each other. 

This regime allows us to bound the magnitude of the regret, and to characterize 

the performance of our proposed policies. 

Relatively few studies in the revenue management literature consider uncer

tainty with regard to the demand function, and most of this line of work is pursued 

within the context of a parametric structure in which one or more parameters are 

not known. The typical approach there is to use a dynamic programming formula

tion with Bayesian updating, where a prior on the distribution of the unknown pa

rameters is initially postulated. Recent examples include Aviv and Pazgal (2005), 
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Araman and Caldentey (2005) and Farias and Van Roy (2006), who all assume the 

market size parameter is unknown. (See also Lobo and Boyd (2003) and Carvalho 

and Puterman (2005).) While the Bayesian approach is attractive as it allows for a 

stylized analysis of the joint learning and pricing problem, it suffers from significant 

shortcomings. Most notably, the objective of the dynamic optimization problem 

involves an expectation that is taken relative to a prior distribution. Hence any 

notion of optimality associated with a Bayesian-based policy is with respect to 

that prior. 

The analysis of parametric settings in Chapter 3 contrasts with the above pa

pers as we adopt a "frequentist" approach based on Maximum Likelihood esti

mation. We propose pricing algorithms and establish that as the sales volume 

grows large, the regret eventually shrinks to zero. That is, these policies achieve 

(asymptotically) the maximal full information revenues, despite the absence of 

prior information regarding the demand function; in that sense, they are asymp

totically optimal. In addition, we derive asymptotic lower bounds on the regret 

that hold for any admissible pricing policy. In light of these bounds, the perfor

mance of the proposed algorithms algorithms is "not far" from optimal in the sense 

of the magnitude of the regret, and in some cases cannot be improved upon (i.e., 

no admissible policy can achieve a smaller regret). 

While the proposed parametric approach circumvents some of the problematic 

points in the Bayesian formulation, it still shares a very significant shortcoming 

with the latter, as well as with any parametric approach. In particular, for the 
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method to work well, it is crucial that the structure assumed by the policy be 

consistent with that of the true underlying demand function. In other words, the 

postulated model needs to be well specified with respect to the actual mechanism 

generating demand observations. In the absence of this premise, any parametric 

policy may exhibit extremely poor performance. To counter such misspecification 

risks, we investigate settings where the decision-maker does make any a priori 

assumption about the form of demand function; this is the nonparametric set

ting. In the latter, we propose a class of pricing policies that separates estimation 

(exploration / demand learning) and control (exploitation / pricing to maximize 

revenues). Their broad structure runs as follows. In the first phase (exploration), 

one uses "test prices" to gather data on the underlying model. This information 

is then used to construct an empirical version of a deterministic relaxation of the 

original stochastic finite horizon revenue maximization problem. Finally, the solu

tion of this optimization problem gives rise to the ultimate pricing policy that will 

be used immediately following the learning phase, throughout the remainder of the 

selling season (exploitation). We show that by judiciously selecting the number of 

prices used to experiment with as well as the length of the experiments, the pro

posed policies are asymptotically optimal. In other words, the value of knowing 

the demand function a priori shrinks as the sales volume grows large. 

Overall, Chapter 3 develops lower and upper bounds on the magnitude of the 

regret for different levels of model uncertainty. These can be used to rigorously 

quantify the economic value of a priori information on the demand model, by 
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assessing the revenue loss that results from incomplete information; the "price 

of model uncertainty." In addition, they provide a means for quantifying the 

"price" that one pays for eliminating the misspecification risk (discussed earlier) 

via nonparametric approaches. 

Chapter 4. Chapter 4 is aimed at extending the previous analysis to network 

revenue management settings under demand model uncertainty. In particular, we 

focus exclusively on nonparametric settings in this chapter. 

The full information version of the problem was formulated and analyzed in 

Gallego and van Ryzin (1997). In the presence of demand model uncertainty, the 

dimensionality of the network problem presents key challenges in the execution of 

the ideas developed in the context of the single product problem in Chapter 3. 

Recalling the structure of the proposed policies in the nonparametric setting, two 

main main issues would appear here. First, on the exploration phase, one needs to 

select a suitable and sufficient rich set of "test prices" for purposes of learning the 

multidimensional nonparametric demand function. Second, for purposes of the 

exploitation phase, one needs to properly formulate a constrained optimization 

problem to derive the ultimate pricing strategy. 

We first develop a naive policy that tests a discrete set of prices in the ex

ploration phase, and then selects the "best" price to be used in the exploitation 

phase. Our analysis establishes that the policy is asymptotically optimal, but its 

performance degrades significantly with the number of products being sold. This is 

a manifestation of the curse of dimensionality. With this observation in mind, we 
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then propose a modification of this policy that uses the demand data obtained at 

the price testing phase to construct an estimate of the entire demand surface. This 

functional estimate is then fed into a proper deterministic optimization problem 

which gives rise to the ultimate pricing policy. The key idea here is to use prior 

knowledge on the smoothness of the demand function to guide the data collection, 

and nonparametric curve fitting stages. Roughly speaking, the smoother the de

mand surface, the less one suffers from dimensionality effects; this is articulated in 

precise mathematical terms in the analysis. When the unknown demand function 

is suitably smooth, we exhibit blind pricing policies that build on ideas in non-

parametric statistics whose performance degrades gracefully with the dimension 

of the problem, effectively mitigating the curse of dimensionality. An important 

implication of this is that good performance can be achieved while requiring only a 

moderate number of prices to be tested in the learning phase, making the approach 

more appealing from a practical perspective. 

A useful insight that arises from the analysis of Chapters 3 and 4 is related 

to the industry practice of "price testing," a prevalent method used by firms to 

address the lack of precise demand information; a recent empirical study of 32 large 

U.S. retailers, finds that nearly 90% of them conduct price experiments (see Gaur 

and Fisher (2005)). The main idea is quite straightforward and closely related 

in spirit to the structure of our algorithm: in the first step one experiments with 

several prices; and in the second step one selects the price/s that are expected to 

optimize revenues based on the demand observed in the previous step. Among 
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the main questions that arise in this context is how many prices to test, and 

for how long. Current practices are mostly guided by ad hoc considerations in 

addressing such issues. Given the significant role that price testing plays in revenue 

management practices, there is a growing need to improve the understanding of 

this approach and add to its rigorous foundations (see, e.g., Williams and Partani 

(2006) for further discussion and examples). Our analysis contributes to this goal 

by providing simple and intuitive guidelines for selecting both the number of prices 

that should be tested, as well as the overall fraction of the selling season that should 

be dedicated to experimentation. 

Summary of main contributions. The dissertation extends the existing rev

enue management literature along the dimension of decision-making under model 

uncertainty. Chapter 2 provides a diagnostic tool that uses historical sales data 

to evaluate demand models that are commonly used by adopting an operations 

perspective as opposed to a purely statistical one. Chapters 3 and 4 analyze at 

single and multi-product dynamic pricing problems under demand model uncer

tainty. For such problems, we are able to quantify the value of prior information 

on the demand function as well as to provide near-optimal prescriptions for various 

levels of uncertainty. 
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Chapter 2 

Testing the Validity of a Demand 
Model: an Operations Perspective 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Motivation and overview of the main contributions 

Understanding the structure of realized demand and the underlying consumer pur

chasing behavior plays a key role in almost all areas of revenue management. In 

the academic literature on pricing and capacity allocation problems, demand is 

typically modeled in a manner that facilitates stylized analysis from which qual

itative insights are derived. In contrast, in most real world settings prescriptive 

solutions are typically sought. In the presence of historical sales data, a possible 

(and prevalent) approach follows along these lines: (i) specify a parametric family 

to be used as the demand model; (ii) estimate its parameters using available sales 

data; and (iii) optimize the calibrated model with respect to decision variables. 

(See Talluri and van Ryzin (2005) and Phillips (2005) for examples and further 

pointers to the literature.) 

The successful application of the approach outlined above would require that 
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the postulated family of demand models matches, in some sense, the true underly

ing mechanism that determines realized demand. Thus a natural step that should 

be inserted prior to the optimization stage (iii) above is to assess the validity (or 

equivalently, misspecification) of the postulated family of models. These type of 

questions have been studied extensively in the fields of statistics and economics 

(econometrics). The focus there has been, by and large, on methods for testing 

the hypothesis that a proposed class of models (typically a parametric family) con

tains the true structure that generates the data. In other words, the tests examine 

whether the specification of the model class is correct; specific references pertinent 

to the present chapter will be given in Section 2.1.2. 

To motivate the approach we develop in this chapter, and illustrate how it 

differs from the traditional objective outlined above, consider the following simple 

set up which is characteristic of many pricing problems encountered in practice. 

Consumers' purchase decisions are governed by a so-called response functionov 

equivalently, a willingness-to-pay distribution, denoted \(x) = probability of pur

chasing the product at a price x. (This function is assumed hot to change over the 

relevant time horizon over which decision are made.) The revenue manager's ob

jective is to maximize the expected profit-per-customer, say, TT(X) — (x — Xo)\(x), 

by suitably setting the price variable x. The main issue is that the true underlying 

response function is not known, and for this reason a class of (demand) models 

is put in place, based on which the profit maximization objective is solved. The 

question then is: 
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What is the loss incurred by using pricing decisions derived from this 

restricted class of models relative to the best achievable performance? 

If the answer is that this loss is suitably "small," the assumed demand model, 

whether well specified or not, might be deemed adequate insofar as it leads to 

pricing decisions that generate near-optimal profits. 

demand models / response fn n Profit / Performance 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

price price 

Figure 2.1: Demand model misspecification and performance implica
tions. A = optimal profit rate minus profits achieved using model based price-
estimate. The magnitude of A quantifies the loss due to model misspecification. 

In Figure 2.1(a), we depict two demand models (response functions) that char

acterize substantially different consumer choice characteristics. In Figure 2.1(b), 

the profit function associated with each model is represented. Suppose that the 

true response function characterizing consumer demand is given by the full line, 

and that the postulated model used to derive the pricing decision is depicted by 

- j T i i *. i r 
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the dotted line. The optimal price, relative to the true response function [solid 

line] would be $5. The "best" price prescribed by the assumed demand model 

[dotted line] is $6. 

Figure 2.1(b) depicts the difference A between the optimal profit rate, and the 

profit rate realized by the model-prescribed decision (x — 6); the latter describes 

the profits that are achieved using this prescription, that is, when consumer be

havior is dictated by the true underlying response function. The main idea is that 

if A is suitably small, so that based on a sample of past sales it cannot be dis

tinguished from zero in a well defined statistical sense, then the decision maker 

in our problem will be content with the performance of the misspecified model 

s/he is using. This view represents a significant departure from the traditional 

statistical perspective on such problems: the two demand models in Figure 2.1(a) 

are easily distinct, and most reasonable statistical model-based tests would end up 

rejecting the notion that they are identical based on sufficient data generated by 

any one of them. In contrast, an operations perspective should focus directly on 

the discrepancy in performance. 

The main contribution of this chapter is to place the observations made above 

on rigorous grounds. This is done by developing a hypothesis test that allows 

one to assess the validity of a model based on its performance implications. To 

be concrete, we focus on a revenue management setting outlined in broad strokes 

above, but it should be apparent that the ideas are pertinent to other operations 

management problems. The performance-based test we propose is effectively aimed 
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at quantifying what values of A (the loss in profits due to the use of a given 

model class) differ from zero in a statistically significant manner. To meet that 

goal, we prove that the distribution of an appropriate estimator of A, suitably 

normalized, converges to a simple limit distribution as the sample size grows large; 

see Theorems 2 and 3. The limit is a scaled Chi-squared distribution and several 

numerical examples are developed to illustrate the behavior of the test statistic and 

the consistency of the test. We also illustrate the applicability of these methods via 

an empirical study that originates in a financial services application (see further 

discussion below). 

The limit theory alluded to above allows us to quantify what values of per

formance loss can be considered significant, in a precise statistical sense, so as to 

reject the family of postulated demand models based on observed data. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first such test that strives to assess the validity of 

a model from purely operational considerations, i.e., focusing on decision making 

implications of model specification. 

In terms of methodology, we rely on nonparametric estimation techniques to 

establish a consistent estimator of the true unknown response function, and rel

evant asymptotic theory for such estimators. Large sample theory of maximum 

likelihood estimation in a misspecified environment also plays an important role in 

our derivations; see, e.g., White (1996) and the literature review below for general 

references on these topics. 

Origin of the research questions and bearings on practice. This re-
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search was initiated when analyzing pricing data for a financial services firm that 

offers automobile loans. Each customer was offered a rate for a given term of loan, 

and the ultimate response (accept/reject) was recorded; further details on the na

ture of the data are discussed in Section 2.7. The initial objective was to assess 

whether the response function that was used to model the consumer's decisions 

was adequate. In particular, the main question was whether the firm should con

tinue using the hypothesized parametric model (which consisted of a logit response 

function with estimated parameters), or fundamentally change this model. 

An initial analysis of the data revealed that certain values of the decision vari

able (offered rate) that were tested led to very poor performance. In some sense, 

one would really like to focus on the "price sensitivity" only in the neighborhood 

of the point of maximum of the profit function. A systematic way of ignoring "less 

relevant" regions in the decision variable space would be the key to operationalizing 

such a test. This led to the performance-based approach that is proposed in this 

chapter. Our proposed test allows revenue managers to assess if historical demand 

data supports the use of a given model focusing on the performance of decisions 

that it breeds. Roughly speaking, rather then globally testing the entire demand 

model, it effectively localizes the test to a region of interest (at which near-maximal 

revenues are obtained). The test presented in the current manuscript together with 

the supporting limit theory allows for a fairly straightforward implementation, and 

can hence provide a useful diagnostic tool for practitioners. 

Interestingly, while the approach we develop relies on nonparametric estimation 
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methods, the proposed test may actually be used to lend support to parametric 

modeling. In particular, it can help identify whether simple parametric families 

support near-optimal decision making despite being potentially misspecified. For 

practitioners this, most likely, would be a desirable outcome given the complexity 

and non-transparent nature of nonparametric methods (fact to point, these meth

ods are very rarely used in industry). Parametric models, in contrast, admit a 

straightforward interpretation, and can be easily used to assess price sensitivity, 

elasticity and other important demand-related characteristics. Given that para

metric families will often be rejected using traditional model-based tests (see Sec

tions 2.6 and 2.7), their justification from an operations perspective may be one 

of the more useful outcomes of our proposed test. 

The remainder of the chapter. In the next section we provide a review 

of literature that is most closely related to our chapter, and pointers for further 

background reading on response function modeling, specification testing, nonpara

metric estimation, and other topics that intersect in our work. In Section 2.2 

we formulate the revenue management problem. Section 2.3 provides some back

ground on model-based testing and hypothesis testing. Section 2.4 introduces the 

performance-based approach; Section 2.5 presents a new test and its properties 

which are then numerically illustrated in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 presents an ap

plication of the test to an empirical example. Appendix A.l provides the proofs of 

the main results. 
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2.1.2 Literature review 

Our focus in this chapter is on a revenue management application which centers on 

consumer choice behavior. There is a large stream of literature focusing on such 

models. Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) and Train (2002) are examples of such that 

provide an overview on the topic. In a large number of applications, firms would fit 

a number of parametric models and compare them based on some criteria before 

deciding on the "best" one. This is based on a significant body of work, dating 

back to the pioneering paper of Akaike (1974), that deals with model selection; 

the typical approach there is to formulate an optimization problem that penalizes 

the complexity of a model (e.g., log-likelihood with penalty for the number of 

parameters in the model). It is important to note that all models considered in 

these comparisons may still be misspecified with respect to the true mechanism that 

generates the data. Amemiya (1981, Section II.C) reviews some criteria typically 

used for model selection, and gives a general econometrics perspective on this and 

related issues; Leeflang et al. (2000) provide a general overview from a marketing 

perspective. 

Distinct from that line of research is the model testing paradigm in which the 

specification of a model is tested against the true underlying structure of interest; 

this approach is covered in almost any graduate level textbook on statistical the

ory; see, e.g., Borovkov (1998). Broadly speaking, our work falls into the latter 

category. For the purpose of our revenue management application, the response 

function is a conditional probability and hence one can draw on general results that 
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have been developed in the literature for testing the validity of regression (condi

tional expectation) type models. Perhaps the two most notable examples are the 

conditional moment tests of Bierens (1990), and the conditional Kolmogorov test 

of Andrews (1997); see also references therein for further pointers to this literature. 

Both these tests enjoy certain optimality properties in terms of their power against 

local alternatives. Unlike these types of tests, that do not directly estimate the 

regression function, there are various others that use intermediary nonparametric 

approximations to the regression function; see, e.g., Hardle and Mammen (1994). 

Various instances of the model specification tests detailed above have been 

applied to empirical data sets in order to assess the validity of widely used models 

such as the Logit or Probit. Horowitz (1993) analyzes the binary response model 

of choice between automobile and public transit, and Bartels et al. (1999) apply a 

nonparametric test to scanner panel data and reject the multinomial logit model; 

see also references therein. While not focusing on testing per se, Abe (1995) 

provides a discussion that focuses on the benefits and drawbacks of nonparametric 

models relative to simple parametric models (logit) in the context of marketing 

research. 

The current paper provides a novel goodness-of-fit test, and applies it to an em

pirical dataset. We rely heavily on nonparametric estimation methods, accessible 

overviews of which are Hardle (1990) and Pagan and Ullah (1999). The distin

guishing feature of our study is that it shifts the focus from a statistical to an 

operational perspective. The only other study we are aware of that shares some 
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common ground with this theme is Liyanage and Shantikumar (2005), who exam

ine demand model uncertainty effects on the design of inventory policies. They do 

not focus on model testing or specification per se, nor on statistical analysis, and 

therefore the intersection of their paper and ours is more in terms of philosophy 

rather than the main focus and methods that are developed. 

2.2 Problem Formulation 

We consider a problem where a single product can be sold for a price x £ X :— 

[x,x], with 0 < x < x < oo. At the prevailing price, x, a consumer will purchase 

the product with probability F{Y = l\x}; where Y € {0,1} is a random variable 

such that Y — 1 corresponds to a purchase decision; and Y = 0 corresponds to 

a situation where the consumer declines to purchase the product. We refer to 

\(x) := ¥{Y = l\x} as the consumer response function. 

Let r(x) denote a function that describes the revenue /profit resulting from a 

given sale. The decision-maker's objective is to set a price that maximizes the 

expected profit per customer. That is, for the profit function 

ir(x) := r(x)X(x), (2.2.1) 

the objective is to seek x* € argmax{7r(a;) : x G X\. Under mild conditions on 

7r, e.g., continuity, such a point of maximum exists. The optimal profits are then 

7T* : = 7r(x*). 

The decision-maker does not know the true response function A(-) character

izing the market. S/he only has access to data in the form of n past observa-
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tions T>n = {(Xi,Yi) : 1 < i < n}; each pair (Xi,Yi) describes the sales outcome 

Yi € {0,1} when offering the product at price Xi € X. Using this data, a model for 

the response function is fitted from the parametric family C(0) = {£(•] 9) : 9 G <9}, 

where & C Rd is a compact set. The notation here is indicative of the fact that 

the postulated model for the response function belongs to a parametric family, 

which is the most widely used approach in practice (as discussed in the intro

duction). In what follows, we use Fo(y\x) to denote the conditional probability 

of observing y when x is chosen under the model £{-\9). For any 9 e O, we let 

p(x; 9) :— r(x)£(x; 9) denote the profit function under the parametric assumptions 

describing the postulated model. Put x*(9) to be a maximizer of p(x\9),x 6 X. 

Hence for a fixed choice of the parameter 9 6 O, x*(9) represents the optimal 

model-based decision price. In practice, the value of the parameter 9 is estimated 

from the data T>n and let 9 denote such an estimate, i.e., a mapping from Vn to 

0. While many such estimation procedures exist, depending on the context, we 

will focus here on that of maximum likelihood estimation, which is by far the one 

most prevalently used in practical settings. 

The main question. The method outlined above arrives at a prescribed price 

as follows: estimate 9, compute x*(9) € arg max{p(x; 9) : x e X}. The classical 

statistical model-based approach would focus on whether £(•; 6) is a good approxi

mation to the true response function A(-); roughly speaking, whether £(•; 9) s=: A(-). 

As indicated above, there is a significant statistical literature that develops rigor

ous methods to test such a hypothesis. In contrast, a revenue manager is interested 
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in the performance of the prescribed price, namely, how n(x*(6)) relates to n*. In 

particular, it is natural to consider x*{9) to be near-optimal if ir(x*(9)) PH IT*. The 

focus of this paper is to develop an operations-based perspective that focuses on 

the performance of the decision prescribed by the model class £(6>), rather than 

on the model per se. 

2.3 Background and Model-Based Testing 

We first describe briefly the classical model-based approach which is the one often 

found in the statistics and econometrics literature. In doing so, we also introduce 

some necessary background on hypothesis testing and the key concepts that will be 

used throughout the paper. Subsequent to that, we review briefly a model-based 

test developed by Andrews (1997), that will later serve as a basis for comparison 

against our proposed performance test which is described in Section 2.5. 

2.3.1 Traditional model-based approach and hypothesis test
ing 

The traditional statistical approach strives to determine, based on observations Vn, 

whether the true unobservable conditional probability A(-) can be distinguished 

from the "best approximation" within the model class C{G). Formally, one can 

formulate the hypothesis test as follows: 

HQ : A(-) = £(•; 90) for some 90 € 6 (2.3.1) 

Hx : A(-) ^ £(•; 9) for all OeO, (2.3.2) 
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where the ' ^ ' in the alternative hypothesis means that for any 9 G 0 there exists 

some x G [x_,x] such that X(x) ^ £(x;6). It is worth emphasizing that what one is 

testing via this traditional statistical formulation is a hypothesis about the model 

that generates the data. 

The decision rule that is used to resolve the test typically hinges on a suitably 

chosen test statistic Tn : T>n —» R+ . The idea is that when Tn (properly scaled) 

exceeds, say, a suitably chosen threshold r, the null hypothesis Ho is rejected. 

Since the distribution of "good" test statistics is often difficult to compute, one 

resorts to an asymptotic analysis. (Note also that the hypotheses in (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) 

are not simple hypotheses, in the sense that the distribution of the response Y 

conditional on the covariate X is not fully specified under H0.) 

Define a scaling sequence of positive real numbers {an} such that anTn con

verges in distribution to a limit random variable Z; we denote this as anTn =» Z 

as n —• oo. The threshold r is then chosen so that 

¥{anTn > r | H0} -»• a as n -»• oo, (2.3.3) 

where a € (0,1) is called the significance level of the test. That is, the choice of 

r ensures that the Type 1 probability of error, i.e., the likelihood of rejecting the 

null when it is true, is asymptotically equal to a. A decision rule or test (we use 

the two interchangeably in what follows) is said to be consistent if 

^{anTn < r | Hi} -> 0 as n -» oo. (2.3.4) 

This restriction ensures that the Type 2 error, namely, not rejecting the null when 
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it is false, has vanishingly small probability as the sample size increases. Finally, 

the p-value associated with the test is the minimum level of significance at which 

one fails to reject the null hypothesis: if the p-value falls below the significance 

level a, the null is rejected (the smaller the p-value, the more evidence there is to 

reject the null). 

Testing model specification as in (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) has received significant atten

tion in the fields of economics (econometrics) and statistics as discussed in Section 

2.1. A specific test that falls into this category and has certain desired properties 

is described in the next section. 

2.3.2 Example of a model-based test 

Below, we briefly describe a model-based test developed by Andrews (1997) which 

resembles the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov test used to assess if two samples are 

drawn for the same distribution (see, e.g., Borovkov (1998)). Based on historical 

data Vn = {(Xi,Yi) : 1 < i < n}, the test uses the conditional Kolmogorov test 

statistic which is defined as follows 

CKn = \ /nmax 
3<n 

.. n 1 n 

-^HYi < Yj} l{Xi < Xj} - - 5 > , Q S < YjlXi) l{Xi < Xj} 

where 9 is the maximum likelihood estimate of 6 and in our set up ¥$(Yi < Yj\Xj,) = 

1 if Yj = 1 and Ptf(yi < Y}\Xi) = 1 - i{Xi\d) if Yj = 0. The Conditional 

Kolmogorov test statistic compares two terms. The first is an empirical version of 

the cumulative distribution function of the vector (X, Y). As the sample size grows 

large, this term converges to the true cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the 
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vector [X, Y) by the law of large numbers. The second term is a semi-parametric, 

semi-empirical version of the cdf of (X, Y), and under the null hypothesis, it would 

also converge to the same limit as above. However, when the null is false, the two 

limits will differ, and the statistic, which is scaled by */n will diverge to infinity. 

In that regard, we make the following assumption 

Assumption 1 For i > 1, (X^Yi) are independent and identically distributed 

(iid) with response function given by P(Y = 1\X = x) — \(x) and marginal dis

tribution G with density function g(-) which is positive everywhere on its support 

[x,x]. 

Assumption 1 is adopted for convenience as it facilitates the mathematical analysis 

in what follows (the derivation of large sample properties of certain test statistics 

is the focal point). From that perspective, one can significantly weaken this as

sumption and still attain the type of limit theory allowing for mild dependency 

of (Xi,Yi) pairs, and this is well documented in the statistical literature (see, for 

example, White (1996)). From a practical perspective, we require this assumption 

mostly to ensure sufficient dispersion of the decision variable (X). In the absence 

of this, it would be impossible to reconstruct the response function consistently. 

In the empirical study presented in Section 2.7, we will illustrate that such price 

dispersion is present in the data (see Figure 2.4). This is typical of cases where 

price experiments are conducted to infer the nature of the consumer purchasing 

decision. We also make the following technical assumption 
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Assumption 2 Each member of the family of response function models t{x\ 9) € 

£(<9) is continuously differentiable on [x, x] x 0. 

We state below the result for the special case under consideration here. 

Theorem 1 (Andrews (1997)) Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Under the null 

hypothesis, 

CKn =$• K, as n —• oo. 

The precise characterization of the limit /C is given in Andrews (1997). The limit 

distribution depends on several nuisance parameters including the true parameter 

vector 9* and the marginal distribution G(-). In addition, the form of the limit 

distribution is fairly complicated. To implement the test, Andrews (1997) suggests 

a bootstrapping procedure. Further details on the implementation of this test will 

be discussed in sections 2.6 and 2.7. 

2.4 The Performance-Based Approach: Key Ideas 

Motivation. The model-based approach, and hence the test described in (2.3.1)-

(2.3.2), focuses on the specification of the response model. Roughly speaking, for a 

given estimator 9, the null hypothesis will be rejected when the estimated response 

function £(•;&) differs in a statistically significant manner from the true response 

model A(-). Yet even under such circumstances it is possible that the estimated 

response function would still give rise to a "good" pricing prescription, i.e., a price 

that performs well under the true underlying response function. As illustrated in 
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Figure 2.1 in the introduction, this is possible even if the postulated model class 

C{0) is completely misspecified relative to the underlying response model A(-). 

We now describe a new test that focuses directly on the performance of deci

sions derived from the parametric model class C{0). In particular, the question 

that will be answered by this test is whether decisions that are derived from the 

"best" parametric model in C(0) lead to actual performance (profits) that differ 

significantly from (i.e., are inferior to) the best achievable performance. The lat

ter corresponds to profits generated by the optimal decision derived from the true 

underlying response model. 

Background on parametric inference and model misspecification. To 

describe our proposed test, we first need to articulate what is meant by the "best" 

parametric model in £(<9), as that class need not include the true response function 

A(-); a good reference on the topic is the book by White (1996). 

By far the most widely used method for fitting a parametric model to given 

data is that of maximum likelihood. Let 

9 e argmax J i ^ S o g f P ^ p Q ) ) I , 

be the maximum likelihood estimator based on the sample Vn, where P# denotes 

the conditional probability distribution of Y given X for a parameter vector 6 G 0. 

In our context, Pg(y — l\x) = 1—Pg(y — 0\x) — £(x; 9). The right-hand-side above, 

which is being maximized, is a sample-based approximation to the expected log-

likelihood E \og{Pe{Yi\Xi)) , where the expectation is with the respect to the 
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true distribution of Xj's and Yj's, which may be distinct from any distribution 

{P0 : 9 G O}. It is easily seen that the expected log-likelihood is maximized for a 

value of 9 = 9* which minimizes 

E log^MXO/Wl^i))! , (2-4.1) 

over the parameter space 0. 

The expression in (2.4.1) is called the Kullback-Leibler Information Criterion 

(KLIC) and can be shown to be non-negative and equal to zero if and only if 9 is 

such that A(-) = £(-;9) for almost all x in its support X. Hence one can think of 

KLIC as a measure of "distance" between the true underlying response function, 

and members of the parametric class C(0) (although KLIC is not formally a metric 

since it does not satisfy the triangle inequality). As n grows large, the empirical 

log-likelihood converges to the expected log-likelihood, and hence one expects that 

9 will converge to the point 9* which minimizes the KLIC. The latter can be 

shown to hold under some mild technical conditions (see White (1996)). Thus, 

when using ML estimation, one is effectively using a finite sample approximation 

to the parameter that minimizes the KLIC measure of distance of the parametric 

model class C{&) from the true underlying response function which generates the 

data. 

Formulation of the performance-based tes t . The Hypothesis test can be 
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written as follows 

H0: TT* = ir{x*(9*)) (2.4.2) 

Hi : TT* > ir(x*(9*)), (2.4.3) 

where: n* represent the optimal profit rate; x* £ argmax{7r(x) : x € X} is 

the optimal price relative to the true underlying profit function; and x*(6) is the 

maximizer of the profit rate corresponding to the parametric model class p(x; 9) = 

r(x)£(x;9) for 9 € O. Thus what is being compared above is the best achievable 

performance n*, and the performance achieved by a decision (price) that optimizes 

the "best fit" parametric model. 

An important observation here is that the new test is quite different in flavor 

from the traditional statistical one given in (2.3.1)-(2.3.2). The latter would end 

up rejecting a given parametric model class unless it provides a "good" global fit to 

the true underlying response function. The test described above is local in nature: 

it will reject the null only if the resulting price prescriptions do not fall within 

the region where the true profit function achieves its maximum. In this manner, 

we substantially relax the definition of the null H0 in comparison with the model-

based test (2.3.1). In particular, whenever the null hypothesis is not rejected in 

the latter, it will also not be rejected in the performance-based test. However, the 

new notion of a null hypothesis can hold under a much broader set of scenarios; the 

example provided in the introduction in Figure 2.1 provides such an illustration. 

The new notion of the null hypothesis in (2.4.2) is attempting to capture the main 

question facing the decision-maker: does restricting the class of possible models to 
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C{0) imply a significant deterioration in performance? 

The reader would have obviously noted that the best achievable performance 

7r*, as well as the best performance achieved by pricing based on the parametric 

model class n(x*(9*)) are not directly computable, as A(-) is not known to the 

decision-maker. The remaining challenge is therefore to prescribe a procedure for 

executing the performance-based test so as to meet a required significance level 

as well as the requirement of consistency. This is spelled out in the subsequent 

section. 

2.5 The Performance-Based Approach: Proposed 
Test 

We now turn to the analysis of the performance-based hypothesis test presented 

in (2.4.2)-(2.4.3) and in particular to the question of designing an appropriate test 

statistic based on which one can determine whether to reject HQ or not based on 

the observed data of consumer purchasing decisions. 

2.5.1 The nonparametric approach 

The first step towards operationalizing the test (2.4.2)-(2.4.3) is to define a con

sistent estimator of the true profit function ir(x). Note that the postulated model 

class £ (0 ) need not contain the response function A(-). Letting Z{ = r(Xi)Yi for 

i = 1, ...,n, the available data can be viewed as noisy observations of the profit 

rate at the n discrete points X^s. Indeed, 

Zt = r{Xi)Yi = ir(Xi) + e(Xi)t (2.5.1) 
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where e(X{) = r(Xi)Yi — Tr(Xi), and given Xi, e(Xi) is a random variable with 

zero mean and variance <r2(Xj) := (r(Xi))2X(Xi)(l — ApQ)). There are various 

nonparametric approaches to estimating 7r(-) (cf. Hardle (1990)). One of the most 

straightforward is the Nadaraya-Watson estimator: 

*»(* := -;—n \ J\ » (2-5-2) 

where h, the so-called bandwidth, is a positive tuning parameter and the Ker

nel, K : R -+ M+ is such that J K(u)du = 1 and K(u) = K(-u). Note that 

n(x) = E[Zi(x)|x] can be rewritten as E[Zjl{X; = x}]/g(x). Viewed this way, 

the numerator approximates the expectation E[Zjl{Xj = r}], while the denom

inator in (2.5.2) approximates the density of X at the point x, g(x). For pur

poses of concreteness, we will assume throughout that the Kernel is Gaussian, i.e., 

K{x) = (27r)-1/2exp{—x2/2} for i 6 l , noting that other choices are possible; cf. 

Hardle (1990). 

2.5.2 The test statistic 

Note that 7rn(
-) is continuous and let xn G argmax{7rn(x) : x G [x,2f]} where 7rn(

-) 

is denned in (2.5.2). Recall that x*{9) G argmax{p(a;;#) : x G [x_,x]} and that 9 

denotes the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter vector 6 based on the 

observations {(Xi,Yi) : i = l , . . . ,n} . The performance-based test statistic An is 

then denned as 

An = 7rn(xn)-9n(x*(6)). (2.5.3) 
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The motivation behind this construction is as follows. As the sample size grows 

large, the approximation Trn(') should eventually provide a good approximation 

for the true profit function 7r(-), and hence we anticipate that 7fn(xn) fa n(x*). 

Similarly, 9 should be close to 9* and this should imply that 7rn(x*(9)) « •K{X*{9*)). 

As a result An can be viewed as a noisy version of the difference between the two 

terms in the null hypothesis (2.4.2), i.e., An fa n(x*) — TT(X*(6*)). Based on this, 

we anticipate that An, properly scaled, would converge in distribution to some 

random variable under Ho, while it would diverge under the alternative hypothesis. 

To formalize this intuition we impose the following technical assumptions. 

Assumption 3 (Interior maximum) i.) TT(-) is twice continuously differen

t i a t e [x, x] with unique maximizer x* which is interior and such that ir"(x*) < 

0. 

ii.) p(-; •) is twice continuously differentiable on \x, x] x6>. For all 9 € 6>, p(-; 6) has 

unique maximizer x*{9) which is interior and such that d2p(x*(9); 9)/dx2 < 0. 

Assumption 4 (Maximum Likelihood) 

i.) E[|logP(ypO|] < oo and \log¥e(y\x)\ < fQ(x) for all 9 e 0, where /0(-) is 

bounded on X. 

ii.) The KLIC E log(P(y i |X i)/Pf l(y i |X i))l admits a unique minimum 9* € 6. 

iii.) logFo(y\x) is thrice differentiable with respect to 9 on 0. 
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iv.) There exist functions /i(-), /2O and /3(-) bounded on X such that for all 

9 G 6>, and for all x, y € X x {0,1}, 

d£{x; 9) 
d9i 

< fi(x), 
dH{x; 9) 
d6id9j 

< f2(x), 
a3logPe(?/|x) 

89id9jd9k 
< h(x) 

v.) For each 6 € 0, let IQ be the fisher information matrix whose elements are 

defined as 

Ie{i,j)-=^e 
dlogF0(y\x)dlogFe(y\x)) 

89, d9j 
i,j = l,...,d. 

We assume that IQ is a positive definite matrix for all 9 € 0. 

Assumption 3 just ensures that the optimal decision is interior and Assumption 4 

is standard in the context of asymptotic analysis of maximum likelihood estimators 

(cf. Serfling (2002)). 

Theorem 2 (Consistency Test) Let Assumptions 1, 3 and 4 hold. Put 

1 a\x*) 
7 := f(K^\^)fd^ (2.5.4) 

2n"(x*) g(x*) 

and let hn J. 0 be a sequence of positive real numbers. If nh\ —* 00 and nh\ —> 0, 

then 

i.) Under H0: nh^Ar 7 x as n —> 00, 

ii.) Under Hi: nh3
nAn =$• 00 as n —> 00, 

where x2 is a Chi-squared random variable with one degree of freedom. 

Discussion. 1. nh?nAn converges under the null hypothesis to a scaled x2 random 

variable, and diverges to infinity under the alternative. Given the value of the 
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constant 7, a consistent decision rule can be constructed on the basis of the limiting 

distribution under Ho: At a significance level a, the decision would be to reject 

HQ if nh\An > ra where ra is the (1 — a) quantile of 7 %2. Note that the test 

is consistent as the probability of not rejecting Hi when it is true is given by 

¥{nh\An < Ta\Hi) which converges to zero as n —* 00 by Theorem 2 ii.). 2. At 

an intuitive level, the test procedure can only distinguish the best performance 

achieved by the model-based decision and the best achievable performance, up 

to noise of order (n/i^) -1. In other words, if A — n(x*) — ir(x*(9*)) is of this 

order, it would be difficult to "see" any ill effects stemming from the use of the the 

restricted model class C(0). 3. The value of the constant 7 plays a crucial role 

in the proposed test: the higher this value is, the harder it will be to reject the 

model. 7 is increasing in the the variance of the noise associated with observations 

at the optimal operating point <J2(X*). This is consistent with intuition, as higher 

variance in the noise induces larger confidence bands around any nonparametric 

estimator of the profit function, and as a result makes it harder to reject any given 

model. Note that the "flatter" the profit function will be in the region of the 

optimum (i.e., the smaller the value of |7r"(a;*)|), the harder it will be to reject a 

model. This stems from the fact that operating away from the optimum will have 

lesser ill effects on performance. This is highlighted by the fact that 7 is inversely 

proportional to TT"(X*). 

An implementable test. As the above discussion makes clear, the value of 

the constant 7 depends on characteristics of the true profit function, which is not 
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known to the decision-maker. Consequently, the asymptotic result in Theorem 2 

is not directly implementable. What is needed is an approximation of 7. Indeed, 

g(x*) can be approximated by g{xn), where g(x) is given in the denominator of 

(2.5.2). Then n"(x*) can be approximated by n'^(xn), and a2(x*) can be approxi

mated by using a Kernel approximation to compute E[(Z» — £7[Zj])2|Xi] as follows 

?2(*n) = n h ^ \ ^ h }) x , • (2-5.5) 
nh 2-,i=i ^y h J 

Letting 

*:- -^mdm^^^l^^^l' (2-5-6) 
we have that % converges to 7 in probability; the' corrections by \/n are just 

introduced to ensure that the denominator is different than zero and that 7„ > 0. 

The following corollary provides an implementable version of the performance-

based test 

Theorem 3 (Implementable test) Let Assumptions 1, 3 and 4 hold. If hn = 

Cftn~"1/7/(logn)1/T where Ch is a positive constant, then 

i.) Under H0: n4 , /7 '(logn) -3/7^"1An =>• %2 as n -* 00, 

ii.) Under Hi: n^^ log r i ) - 3 / 7 ^" 1 / ^ => 00 as n —> 00. 

We now have an implementable test that allows one to evaluate if the profits 

achieved using prices based on the postulated parametric demand model differ 

in a statistically significant manner from those that would be realized using the 

optimal decision based on the true model. It is worth stressing that failure to 
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reject the null does not imply that we have identified the "right" model, nor that 

we have used the right decision. Rather it asserts that based on the available data, 

one cannot distinguish the performance induced by the the decision based on the 

parametric model and the best achievable performance, had we known the true 

underlying model. 

An alternative procedure to estimate 7. The weak convergence result in 

Theorem 3 i.) depends critically on the rate at which % converges to 7. Given 

that this involves estimating the second derivative of the profit function, we expect 

this convergence to be slow. To improve the finite sample performance of the test, 

we propose a bootstrapping procedure for estimating the constant 7. 

Algorithm 1: Bootstrapping estimate of 7 

1) For a fixed positive integer b and j = 1,..., b, draw n vectors with replacements 

from {(Xi,Yi) : 1 < i < n}. Let V& = {(X^^) : 1 < i < n} denote the 

resulting draw, and let 7?n (•) denote the Kernel based estimator of the profit 

function based on the dataset Vn . 

2) Let Xn € argmax{7Tn \x) : x G [x_, x}} and 

^=7^\x^)-9H\xn). (2.5.7) 

3) Let 

t = lJ2^- (2-5.8) 
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4) For the significance level a, let r a to be the (1 — a) quantile of 7^x2. Then one 

rejects the null if and only if nJv^An > ra. 

Based on classical results on bootstrapping (see, e.g., Efron and Tibshirani (1993) 

and Gine and Zinn (1990)) we expect that 7* converges to 7 under H0 as n and 

rib grow to 00. While spelling out this limit theory is beyond the scope of this 

paper, we compare the results obtained using the bootstrapping procedure with 

those using the estimation procedure (2.5.6) in the next section. 

2.6 Properties of the Proposed Test: Illustrative 
Numerical Examples 

We present below numerical results that illustrate the properties of the performance-

based test, and contrast those with the model-based test discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

For illustrative purposes, we consider two response function models: a logit struc

ture with parameters (61,62), £(x;6) = exp{#i— 62x}(l + exp{6i — 62x}) ; and an 

exponential structure with parameter (6\, 62), £(x; 6) = 6X exp{—62x}. In all cases, 

the revenue function is given by r(x) = (x — 1), and the X^s are drawn form a uni

form distribution on [1,9]. The bandwidth is taken to be hn — C/ln~1//7/(logn)1/'7, 

with c/i > 0, a tuning constant whose effects are examined below. The procedure 

we follow is to approximate the distribution of the scaled test statistic on the basis 

of Theorem 3, or based on the bootstrapping procedure that was discussed above. 

Given the limit distribution and a significance level a, we define the rejection re

gion for the null. Say, for an estimated value of the scaling constant 7, we take 

the (1 — a) quantile ra such that P{7X2 > Ta} = a. In our experiments, we focus 
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on a rather standard choice of a = 5%. 

In Table 2.1, we consider a scenario where the data is generated according to 

a logit with parameters (9\ = 3,02 = —-9), and the assumed structure is well-

specified: in this case, the null hypothesis will be true in both the model-based 

formulation (2.3.1) as well as the performance-based one (2.4.2). We present the 

impact of the constant c^, i.e., of the bandwidth choice and compare the accuracy 

of the test using the asymptotic distribution in Theorem 3, versus the bootstrap 

procedure in Algorithm 1. In particular, we depict the number of times one rejects 

the null at the 5% level based on 500 replications. 

Ch 

performance-based test 
performance-based test (boot) 

1.5 2 3 4 

18.2% 8.4% 4.0% 0.8% 
9.8% 8.2% 4.4% 1.2% 

Table 2.1: Efficacy of the performance-based test. Fraction of time one rejects 
H0 at the 5% level (based on 500 replications) and the effect of the bandwidth 
parameter. The data-generating model is a logit and the assumed structure is a 
logit (well-specified case). 

It is evident that the choice of bandwidth parameter Ch impacts the behavior of 

the test statistic and it seems that a constant c>, in the range [2,3] is appropriate. 

We note that the bootstrapping procedure provides more consistent results across 

bandwidths, and improves the finite sample performance of the test. 

In Table 2.2, we focus again on the fraction of time one rejects the null at 

the 5% level based on 500 replications. We compare the results provided by the 

performance-based test to those of the model-based test. In the first (case 1), the 

true model is a logit with parameters (#i = 3,02 = —.9) and the assumed structure 
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is also logit. In other words, the true response function belongs to the postulated 

family and H0 holds true in this case from both model-based and performance-

based perspectives. The second (case 2) considers again a true model which is 

logit with parameters as above but the assumed structure is exponential £(x; 6) = 

0iexp{—62x}. In the last (case 3), the true model is a logit with parameters 

(#i = 4.5,02 = —.9) and the assumed structure is exponential. The bandwidth for 

the performance-based test is taken to be hn = 2n~1/7/(logn)1/ 'r. 

true model 
assumed structure 
Data size (n) 
model-based test 
performance-based test 

case 1 

logit: (3,-0.9) 
logit: (01;02) 

5 x 102 

3.0% 
8.2% 

10a 

6.2% 
8.4% 

cast 52 

logit: (3,-0.9) 
exp: (0i,02) 

5 x 10z 

98.6% 
12.8% 

10a 

100% 
14.4% 

case 3 

logit: (4.5,-0.9) 
exp: (0i, 02) 

5 x l 0 2 

100% 
91.4% 

10a 

100% 
98.8% 

Table 2.2: Comparison of the performance-based test and model-based 
test. Fraction of time one rejects HQ at the 5% level (based on 500 replications). 

Focusing exclusively on the performance-based test, we observe that when the 

model is well specified (case 1) and hence H0 is correct for both model- and 

performance-based tests, the latter rejects H0 about 8% of the times at the 5% 

level. Turning to case 2, where the assumed structure is incorrect, we observe that 

the model-based test rejects the exponential model more than 98% of the times. 

This is in sharp contrast with the performance-based test that only rejects the 

exponential model about 13% of the times. In case 3, where again the assumed 

structure is misspecified relative to the true response function, both tests reject 

the null more than 90% of the times. To better understand the phenomena at play 

in cases 2 and 3, we present in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 the true demand model (logit) 
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and the "best" exponential fit (see discussion in Section 2.4). We observe that 

the discrepancy between the two response curves are quite noticeable, exceeding in 

places 10% in absolute value (Figures 2.2(a), 2.3(a)). Analyzing the profit curves 

corresponding to case 2 in Figure 2.2(b), we observe that the difference between the 

optimal performance under the true model, and the performance of the decision 

dictated by the best exponential fit differ by an amount A which is quite minute. 

Thus the performance-based test indicates that it is difficult to distinguish the 

difference in performance with dataset sizes of 500 or 1000. In case 3, focusing on 

the profit curves in Figure 2.3(b), we see that the difference A becomes significant 

when compared to case 2. This is why the performance-based test now rejects the 

null more than 90% of the time. Note also that the amount of times one rejects the 

null increases with the size of the data, illustarting that the difference A becomes 

more significant for larger sample sizes. 

2.7 Empirical Example 

This section focuses on applying the proposed performance-based test to the case 

of an auto lender operating in the online direct-to-consumer sales channel. We 

provide a description of the dataset in Section 2.7.1, then discuss the setup and 

objective of the firm in Section 2.7.2 and present the results of the performance-

based test in Section 2.7.3. 
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x x 

Figure 2.2: Model misspecification that is not rejected by the 
performance-based test. The true model is a logit with parameters (#i = 
3, #2 = —0.9). Panel (a) gives the true demand model and the best exponential 
fit; Panel (b) depicts the true profit function and that based on the best exponen
tial fit. A indicates the difference between the optimal performance, and the one 
achieved by the optimal decision based on the best exponential fit. 

2.7.1 Data description 

The loan process can be described as follows: i.) first, a customer fills an online loan 

request consisting of the amount and term desired as well as a questionnaire with 

personal data; ii.) the lender then analyzes the loan application and either directly 

discards the application or quotes a rate to the applicant; iii.) the customer, upon 

receiving the offer, has a few weeks to decide whether to accept the offer or not. 

The data contains all instances of incoming customers who are ultimately of

fered a loan during the period ranging from July 2002 to December 2004. For each 

such customer i, the following information was available: 
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x x 

Figure 2.3: Model misspecification that is not rejected by the 
performance-based test. The true model is a logit with parameters (#i — 
4.5, #2 = —0.9). Panel (a) gives the true demand model and the best exponential 
fit; Panel (b) depicts the true profit function and that based on the best exponen
tial fit. A indicates the difference between the optimal performance, and the one 
achieved by the optimal decision based on the best exponential fit. 

1) characteristics of the loan requested: 

a) date of the request 

b) amount requested (in dollars), denoted W^. 

c) term requested (in months), , denoted W^i-

d) loan type, denoted W^. This variable indicates whether the loan was used 

for a used car, a new car or to refinance a car. 

2) annual percentage rate that was quoted to the customer; this was decided 

by the firm. 
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3) decision of the customer: 

a) accept/reject decision, denote Y*. This is a binary variable indicating whether 

the customer accepted or rejected the offer 

b) date of acceptance of the offer for customers who accepted the rate quoted 

4) customer characteristics: 

a) the FICO score, denoted W^i- FICO is computed through a proprietary 

algorithm using the credit history of customers and has become a standard 

measure to quantify the risk associated with lending to a given customer. 

The score ranges from 300 to 850 and the higher the score the lower the 

probability of default of a customer. 

b) the state in which the customer lives, denoted W5)i. 

2.7.2 Problem definition 

Let W be the vector summarizing the loan/customer characteristics. The firm 

would ideally like to have a handle on the response function, Xw(x), i.e., the prob

ability of acceptance as a function of the quoted rate x for a given loan/customer 

profile. If XQ denotes the cost of funds faced by the lending firm, the profit maxi

mization problem can be approximated by 

max (x — XQ — risk factor)\w(%), (2.7.1) 
r>xo 

where the risk factor might also depend on other characteristics of the loan and 

the customer. The risk factor term was not available and we will not consider it 
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for this illustration. However, it should be apparent that a proper description of 

the risk factor, if available, can easily be incorporated. In what follows, we will 

take x0 = 2%. 

Rather than solving (2.7.1) for every profile W, we will segment the space of 

profiles W along various dimensions and and attempt to maximize the profits on 

each segment. For the purposes of this study, we will focus on the data from 

incoming customers in the period from December 2003 to December 2004, loans 

for used cars only and customers with FICO scores in the range 690 to 740. Within 

that group of customers/loans that we focus on, we segment customers with two 

possible FICO score ranges ((690—715] and (715—740]) and four possible requested 

terms: term 1, term 2, term 3, term 4. 

For each segment, the parametric family of models for the acceptance proba

bility is assumed to be the logit class where 

£ ( M l A ) - l + e x p { 0 1 + ^ } ' ( 2 'T-2 ) 

and #i and #2 are two parameters. 

2.7.3 Results 

We present in Table 2.3 the results we obtain when applying the model-based 

test and the performance-based test to four of the segments described earlier over 

the period of a year. The four other segments either did not have an interior 

maximum or had insufficient data. For the experiments, 250 bootstrap samples 

were used for both tests and the bandwidth h for the performance-based test was 
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/in = (2.25)n-1/7/(logn)1/7. 

term 1 term 3 

range 1 (690-715] 
sample size n 592 3080 

"parameter estimates (O1J2) (1.15,-0.35) (0.94,-0.34) 
model-based test p-value 8.8% 0.4% 
performance-based test p-value 22.5% 1.8% 

"range 2 (715-740] 
sample size n 658 2402 

"parameter estimates (0i,02) (1.59,-0.41) (1.71,-0.49)" 
model-based test p-value 0.0% 9.2% 
performance-based test p-value 58.6% 81.5% 

Table 2.3: Comparison of the model-based test and the performance-based test for 
the Logit model (250 bootstraps). 

We observe that at the 5% level, one rejects the logit model in two out four 

segments. In contrast, the performance-based rejects the logit model only in one 

of them. At the 10% level, one rejects the logit model in all four segments based 

on the model-based test while the logit is rejected in only one segment in one of 

them. In other words, the logit model appears to be "good enough" for purposes 

of revenue management in three out of four segments eventhough the logit is not 

necessarily a good global fit. In order to illustrate in further detail this point, 

we depict in Figure 2.4 the logit fit and the nonparametric estimates of both the 

response and profit functions for the segment with term 3 and FICO scores in 

(715 — 740]. We observe that while the response functions differ for example for 

rates above 6.5%, the performances associated with the decisions dictated by the 

best logit fit and the nonparametric fit are indistinguishable, leading to a very high 

p-value for the performance based-test. 
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Figure 2.4: Model misspecification that is not rejected by the 
performance-based test. Illustration of the result in the segment with FICO 
range 715-740 and Term 3. x is the maximizer of the Kernel based approximation 
to the profit function and x* (0) is the maximizer of the profit function based on 
the best logit fit. Here, An is too small to be indicated on the figure. 
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Chapter 3 

The Dynamic Pricing Problem 
under Model Uncertainty 

3.1 Introduction 

A critical assumption made in most academic studies of revenue management prob

lems is that the functional relationship between the mean demand rate and price, 

often referred to as the demand function or demand curve, is known to the decision 

maker. This makes the underlying problems more tractable and allows one to ex

tract structural insights. At the same time, this assumption of "full information" 

endows the decision maker with knowledge that s/he does not typically possess in 

practice. 

Lack of information concerning the demand model raises several fundamental 

questions. First, and foremost, is it possible to quantify the "value" of full informa

tion (for example, by measuring the revenue loss due to imperfect information)? 

Second, is it possible to achieve anything close to the maximal revenues in the 

full information setting by judiciously combining real-time demand learning and 

pricing strategies? Finally, how would such strategies exploit prior information, if 
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any, on the structure of the demand function? 

The main objective of this chapter is to shed some light on the aforementioned 

questions. Our departure point will be a prototypical single product revenue man

agement problem first introduced and formalized by Gallego and van Ryzin (1994). 

This formulation models realized demand as a Poisson process whose intensity at 

each point in time is determined by a price set by the decision maker. Given an 

initial inventory, the objective is to dynamically price the product so as to maxi

mize expected revenues over a finite selling horizon. In the dynamic optimization 

problem considered in Gallego and van Ryzin (1994), the decision maker knows 

the demand function prior to the start of the selling season and designs optimal 

policies based on this information. In the setting we pursue in this chapter it is 

only possible to observe realized demand over time, and the demand function it

self is not known. To that end, we consider two levels of uncertainty with regard 

to the demand model: i.) a nonparametric setting where the demand function 

is only assumed to belong to a broad functional class satisfying mild regularity 

conditions; and ii.) a parametric setting in which the demand function admits a 

given parametric structure but the parameter values are not known. 

The absence of perfect prior information concerning the demand model intro

duces an important new component into the above dynamic optimization problem, 

namely, tension between exploration (demand learning) and exploitation (pricing). 

The longer one spends learning the demand characteristics, the less time remains to 

exploit that knowledge and optimize profits. On the other hand, less time spent on 
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demand learning leaves more residual uncertainty that could hamper any pricing 

strategy in the exploitation phase. One of the main contributions of this chapter is 

to formulate this dynamic pricing problem under incomplete information, and to 

pursue an analysis that highlights the key tradeoffs discussed above, and articulate 

them in a precise mathematical manner. 

To address uncertainty with regard to the demand model, we introduce a family 

of pricing policies that learn the demand function "on the fly." Their performance 

will be measured in terms of the revenue loss relative to a full information bench

mark that assumes knowledge of the demand function. We refer to this loss as the 

regret associated with not knowing the demand function a priori; the magnitude of 

the regret quantifies the economic value of prior model information. The policies 

we consider are designed with the objective of achieving a "small" regret uniformly 

over the relevant class of demand functions (either parametric or nonparametric). 

This adversarial setting, where nature is allowed to counter a chosen policy with 

the "worst" demand function, ensures that policies exhibit "good" performance 

irrespective of the true demand model. 

The complexity of the problem described above makes it difficult to evaluate 

the performance of any reasonable policy, except via numerical experiments. To 

address this issue, we consider an asymptotic regime which is characterized by 

a high volume of sales. More specifically, the initial level of inventory and the 

magnitude of demand ("market size") grow large in proportion to each other; see 

Gallego and van Ryzin (1994) and Talluri and van Ryzin (2005) for further exam-
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pies in the revenue management literature that adopt this framework. This regime 

allows us to bound the magnitude of the regret, and to establish a rather surprising 

result with regard to our proposed policies: as the sales volume grows large, the 

regret eventually shrinks to zero. That is, these policies achieve (asymptotically) 

the maximal full information revenues, despite the absence of prior information 

regarding the demand function; in that sense, they are asymptotically optimal. 

In more detail, the main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. 

i.) We introduce a nonparametric pricing policy (see Algorithm 1) that requires 

almost no prior information on the demand function. In settings where the 

structure of the demand function is known up to the value/s of certain param-

eter/s, we develop a parametric pricing policy based on Maximum Likelihood 

estimation (see Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3). 

ii.) We establish lower bounds on the regret that hold for any admissible learning 

and pricing policy (see Propositions 2 and 4). 

iii.) We derive upper bounds on the performance of our nonparametric and para

metric pricing policies (see Propositions 1 and 3). In all cases the proposed 

policies achieve a regret that is "not far" from the lower bound described 

above. In the parametric setting when only one parameter is unknown, we 

prove that essentially no admissible pricing policy can achieve a smaller regret 

than our proposed method (see Proposition 5). 

iv.) Building on ideas from stochastic approximations, we indicate how one can 
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develop more refined sequential policies, and illustrate this in the nonpara-

metric setting (see Algorithm 4). 

Returning to the questions raised earlier in this section, our results shed light 

on the following issues. First, despite having only limited (or almost no) prior 

information, it is possible to construct joint learning and pricing policies that 

generate revenues which are "close" to the best achievable performance with full 

information. Our results highlight an interesting observation. In the full informa

tion setting, Gallego and van Ryzin (1994) prove that fixed price heuristics lead 

to near-optimal revenues, hence the value of dynamic price changes is (at least 

asymptotically) limited. In a setting with incomplete information, price changes 

play a much more pivotal role, as they are relied upon to resolve uncertainty with 

regard to the demand function. 

The regret bounds described above rigorously quantify the economic value of 

a priori information on the demand model. Alternatively, the lost revenues can be 

viewed as quantifying the "price" paid for model uncertainty. Finally, our work 

highlights an important issue related to model misspecification risk. In particular, 

if an algorithm is designed under parametric assumptions, it is prone to such risk 

as the true demand function may not (and in many cases will not) belong to the 

assumed parametric family. Our regret bounds provide a means for quantifying 

the "price" that one pays for eliminating this risk via nonparametric approaches; 

see also the numerical illustration in Section 3.6. 

The remainder of the chapter. The next section reviews related literature. 
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Section 3.3 introduces the model and formulates the problem. Section 3.4 studies 

the nonparametric setting and Section 3.5 focuses on cases where the demand 

function possesses a parametric structure. Section 3.6 presents numerical results 

and discusses some qualitative insights. Section 3.7 formulates adaptive versions 

of the nonparametric algorithm and illustrates their performance. All proofs are 

collected in two appendices: Appendix B.l contains the proofs of the main results; 

and Appendix B.2 contains proofs of auxiliary lemmas. 

3.2 Related Literature 

Parametric approaches. The majority of revenue management studies that ad

dress demand function uncertainty do so by assuming that one or more parameters 

characterizing this function are unknown. The typical approach here follows a dy

namic programming formulation with Bayesian updating, where a prior on the 

distribution of the unknown parameters is initially postulated. Recent examples 

include Aviv and Pazgal (2005), Araman and Caldentey (2005) and Farias and 

Van Roy (2006), all of which assume a single parameter is unknown. (See also 

Lobo and Boyd (2003) and Carvalho and Puterman (2005).) Scarf (1959) was 

one of the first papers to use this Bayesian formulation, though in the context of 

inventory management. 

While the Bayesian approach provides for an attractive stylized analysis of the 

joint learning and pricing problem, it suffers from significant shortcomings. Most 

notably, the objective of the dynamic optimization problem involves an expecta-
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tion that is taken relative to a prior distribution over the unknown parameters. 

Hence any notion of optimality associated with a Bayesian-based policy is with 

respect to that prior. Moreover, the specification of this prior distribution is typi

cally constrained to so-called conjugate families and is not driven by "real" prior 

information; the hindering element here is the computation of the posterior via 

Bayes rule. The above factors introduce significant restrictions on the models that 

are amenable to analysis via Bayesian dynamic programming. Bertsimas and Per-

akis (2003) have considered an alternative to this formulation using a least squares 

approach in the context of a linear demand model. Our work in the parametric set

ting is based on maximum likelihood estimation, and hence is applicable to a wide 

class of parametric models; as such, it offers an alternative to Bayesian approaches 

that circumvents some of their deficiencies. 

Nonparametric approaches. The main difficulty facing nonparametric ap

proaches is loss of tractability. Most work here has been pursued in relatively 

simple static settings that do not allow for learning of the demand function; see, 

e.g., Ball and Queyranne (2006) and Eren and Maglaras (2007) for a competitive 

ratio formulation, and Perakis and Roels (2006) for a minimax regret formulation. 

These studies focus almost exclusively on structural insights. The recent paper 

by Rusmevichientong et al. (2006) develops a nonparametric approach to a mul-

tiproduct static pricing problem, based on historical data. The formulation does 

not incorporate inventory constraints or finite sales horizon considerations. In the 

context of optimizing seat allocation policies for a single flight multi-class prob-
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lem, van Ryzin and McGill (2000) show that one can use stochastic approximation 

methods to reach near-optimal capacity protection levels in the long run. The 

absence of parametric assumptions in this case is with respect to the distributions 

of customers' requests for each class. (See also Huh and Rusmevichientong (2006) 

for a related study.) 

Perhaps the most closely related paper to our current work is that of Lim and 

Shanthikumar (2006) who formulate a robust counterpart to the single product 

revenue management problem of Gallego and van Ryzin (1994). In that paper 

the uncertainty arises at the level of the point process distribution characterizing 

realized demand, and the authors use a max-min formulation where nature is 

adversarial at every point in time. This type of conservative setting effectively 

precludes any real-time learning, and moreover does not lend itself to prescriptive 

solutions. 

Related work in other disciplines. The general problem of dynamic op

timization with limited or no information about a response function has also at

tracted attention in other fields. In economics, a line of work that traces back to 

Hannan (1957) studies settings where the decision maker faces an oblivious oppo

nent. The objective is to minimize the difference between the rewards accumulated 

by a given policy, and the rewards accumulated by the best possible single action 

had the decision maker known in advance the actions of the adversary; see Foster 

and Vohra (1999) for a review of this line of work and its relation to developments 

in other fields. 
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A classical formulation of sequential optimization under uncertainty that cap

tures the essence of the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, is the multiarmed bandit 

paradigm that dates back to the work of Robbins (1952). This was originally intro

duced as a model of clinical trials in the statistics literature, but has since been used 

in many other settings; see, e.g., Lai and Robbins (1985) and references therein. 

Related studies in the computer science literature include Auer et al. (2002) who 

study an adversarial version of a multi-armed bandit problem, and Kleinberg and 

Leighton (2003) who provide an analysis of an on-line posted-price auction using 

these tools. (See Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006) for a recent and comprehensive 

survey). Our work shares an important common theme with the streams of liter

ature survey above, insofar as it too highlights exploration-exploitation tradeoffs. 

On the other hand, our work represents a significant departure from antecedent 

literature along three important dimensions that are characteristic of our dynamic 

pricing problem: we deal with a constrained dynamic optimization problem (the 

constraint arising from the initial inventory level); the action space of the deci

sion maker, namely the feasible price set, is uncountable; and the action space of 

the adversary (nature), namely, the class of admissible demand functions, is also 

uncountable. 

3.3 Problem Formulation 

Model primitives and basic assumptions. We consider a revenue management 

problem in which a monopolist sells a single product. The selling horizon is denoted 
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by T > 0, and after this time sales are discontinued and there is no salvage value 

for the remaining unsold products. Demand for the product at any time t € [0, T] 

is given by a Poisson process with intensity Xt which measures the instantaneous 

demand rate (in units such as number of products requested per hour, say): Letting 

A : M+ —> 1R+ denote the demand function, then if the price at time t is p(t), the 

instantaneous demand rate at time t is given by Xt = X(p(t)), and realized demand 

is a controlled Poisson process with this intensity. 

We assume that the set of feasible prices is \p,p]Upoo, where 0 < p < p < oo and 

Poo > 0 is a price that "turns off" demand (and revenue rate), i.e., \(poo) = 01. 

With regard to the demand function, we assume that A(-) is non-increasing in 

the price p, has an inverse denoted by 7(-), and the revenue rate r(X) := X^y(X) 

is concave. These assumptions are quite standard in the revenue management 

literature resulting in the term regular affixed to demand functions satisfying these 

conditions; see, e.g., Talluri and van Ryzin (2005, §7). 

Let (p(t) : 0 < t < T) denote the price process which is assumed to have sample 

paths that are right continuous with left limits taking values in \p,p]^Poo- Let N(-) 

be a unit rate Poisson process. The cumulative demand for the product up until 

time t is then given by D(t) := N(f*\(p(s))ds). We say that (p(t) : 0 < t < T) 

is non anticipating if the value of p{t) at each time t € [0, T] is only allowed to 

depend on past prices {p(s) : s G [0, t)} and demand values {(D(s)) : s e [0, t)}. 

(More formally, the price process is adapted to the filtration generated by the past 

JThe case poo = oo can be incorporated by assuming r(A(poo)) : = limj>-̂ Poo r(^(p)) = 0 which 
implies that lim^-^^ X(p) = 0. 
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values of the demand and price processes.) 

Information structure and the economic optimization problem. We 

assume that the decision maker does not know the true demand function A, but is 

able to continuously observe realized demand at all time instants starting at time 

0 and up until the end of the selling horizon T. The only information available 

regarding A is that it belongs to a class of admissible demand functions, £; in 

Section 3.4, C will be taken to be a nonparametric class of functions, and in 

Section 3.5 it will be restricted to a parametric class. Thus, the makeup of the 

class C summarizes prior information on the demand model. 

We shall use n to denote a pricing policy, which, roughly speaking, maps the 

above information structure to a non anticipating price process (p(t) : 0 < t < T). 

With some abuse of terminology, we will use the term "policy" to refer to the price 

process itself and the algorithm that generates it, interchangeably. Put 

Nn(t) -=N(f X(p(s))ds^ for 0 < t < T, (3.3.1) 

where Nn(t) denotes the cumulative demand up to time t under the policy 7r. 

Let x > 0 denote the inventory level (number of products) at the start of the 

selling season. A pricing policy n is said to be admissible if the induced price 

process satisfies 

/ dN*(s) < x a.s., (3.3.2) 
Jo 

p(s) G\p,p]UPoo, 0<s<T. (3.3.3) 

It is important to note that while the decision maker does not know the demand 
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function, knowledge that X(poo) = 0 guarantees that the constraint (3.3.2) can be 

met. Let V denote the set of admissible pricing policies. 

The dynamic optimization problem faced by the decision maker under the 

information structure described above is: choose ir € V to maximize the total 

expected revenues 

J*(x, T; A) := E [ f p{s)dNn(s)]. (3.3.4) 

The dependence on A in the left-hand-side is indicative of the fact that the expecta

tion on the right-hand-side is taken with respect to the true demand distribution. 

Since the decision maker cannot compute the expectation in (3.3.4) without know

ing the underlying demand function, the above optimization problem does not seem 

to be well posed. In a sense one can view the solution of (3.3.4) as being made pos

sible only with the aid of an "oracle" which can compute the quantity Jn(x, T; A) 

for any given policy. We will now redefine the decision maker's objective in a more 

suitable manner, using the notion of a full information benchmark. 

A full information benchmark. Let us first explain how the analysis of the 

dynamic optimization problem described in (3.3.4) proceeds when one removes two 

significant obstacles: lack of knowledge of the demand function A prior to the start 

of the selling season; and stochastic variability in realized demand. In particu

lar, consider the following full information deterministic optimization problem, in 
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which the function A is assumed to be known at time t = 0: 

sup f r(X{p(s)))ds, (3.3.5) 
Jo 

fT 

s.t. / X(p(s))ds < x, 

Jo 

p(s) e \p,p] Upoo for all s G [0, T]. 

This problem is obtained from (3.3.4), and the admissibility conditions (3.3.2)-

(3.3.3), by replacing the random process characterizing customer purchase requests 

by its mean rate. For example, if one focuses on the objective (3.3.4), then the de

terministic objective in (3.3.5) is obtained by substituting "A(p(s))<is" for "dN*(s)n 

since r(X(p(s))) — p(s)X(p(s)). The same parallel can be drawn between the first 

constraint of the deterministic problem and (3.3.2). Consequently, it is reasonable 

to refer to (3.3.5) as a full information deterministic relaxation of the original 

dynamic pricing problem (3.3.4). 

Let us denote the value of (3.3.5) as JD(x,T\X) where 'JD' is mnemonic for 

deterministic and the choice of notation with respect to A reflects the fact that the 

optimization problem is solved "conditioned" on knowing the true underlying de

mand function. The value of the full information deterministic relaxation provides, 

as one would anticipate, an upper bound on expected revenues generated by any 

pricing policy n € V, that is, Jn(x,T;X) < JD(x,T\X) for all A £ £; this rather 

intuitive observation is formalized in Lemma 4 in Appendix B.l which essentially 

generalizes Gallego and van Ryzin (1994, Proposition 2). 

The minimax regret objective. As indicated above, for any demand func-
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tion A G £, we have that J*(x, T; A) < JD(x, T\X) for all admissible policies TT € V. 

With this in mind, we define the regret TZn(x,T;X), for any given function X £ £ 

and policy n G V, to be 

The regret measures the percentage loss in performance of any policy TT in relation 

to the benchmark JD(x,T\X). By definition, the value of the regret always lies in 

the interval [0,1], and the smaller the regret, the better the performance of a policy 

7r; in the extreme case when the regret is zero, then the policy -n is guaranteed to 

extract the maximum full information revenues. Since the decision maker does 

not know which demand function s/he will face in the class C, it is attractive 

to design pricing policies that perform well irrespective of the actual underlying 

demand function. In particular, if the decision maker uses a policy n G V, and 

nature then "picks" the worst possible demand function for that policy, then the 

resulting regret would be 

supTZn(x,T;X). (3.3.7) 

In this game theoretic setting it is now possible to restate the decision maker's 

objective, initially given in (3.3.4), as follows: pick TT G V to minimize (3.3.7). 

The advantage of this formulation is that the decision maker's problem is now 

well posed: for any ir E V and fixed A € £ it is possible, at least in theory, 

to compute the numerator on the right hand side in (3.3.6), and hence (3.3.7). 

Roughly speaking, one can attach a worst case A G £ to "each" policy n G V, and 

subsequently one can try to "optimize" this by searching for the policy with the 
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best worst-case performance. In other words, we are interested in characterizing 

the minimax regret 

mfsupKn(x,T;\). (3.3.8) 

This quantity has an obvious physical interpretation: it measures the monetary 

value (in normalized currency units) of knowing the demand function a priori. 

The issue of course is that, barring exceedingly simple cases, it is not possible to 

compute the minimax regret. Our objective in what follows will be to characterize 

this quantity by deriving suitable bounds on (3.3.8) in cases where the class C is 

nonparametric or is restricted to a suitable parametric class of demand functions. 

3.4 Main Results: The Nonparametric Case 

3.4.1 A nonparametric pricing algorithm 

We introduce below a learning and pricing policy defined through two tuning pa

rameters (K,T): ft is a positive integer and r € (0,T]. The general structure, 

which is summarized for convenience in algorithmic form, is divided into two main 

stages. A "learning" phase (exploration) of length r is first used, in which K prices 

are tested. Then a "pricing" phase (exploitation) fixes a "good" price based on 

demand observations in the first phase. The intuition underlying the method is 

discussed immediately following the description of the method. 

Algorithm 1 : 7r(r, K) 

Step 1. Initialization: 
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(a) Set the learning interval to be [0,r], and the number of prices to ex

periment with to be K. Put A — T/K. 

(b) Divide \p,p] into K equally spaced intervals and let {pi,i = 1,..., n} be 

the left endpoints of these intervals. 

Step 2. Learning/experimentation: 

(a) On the interval [0, r] apply p^ from U-i = (i — I) A to U = iA, i = 

1, 2,..., ft, as long as inventory is positive. If no more units are in stock, 

apply Poo up until time T and STOP. 

(b) Compute 

9, . total demand over [tj_i,ij) 
a(Pi) = 2\ ' i = l, ...,«• 

Step 3. Optimization: 

Compute pu = argmax{pjd!(pj)}, pc = argmin|<i(pj) — x/T\, (3.4.1) 
l<i<K l<i<K 

and set p = max{pc,pu}. (3.4.2) 

Step 4. Pricing: 

On the interval (r, T] apply p as long as inventory is positive, then apply p ^ 

for the remaining time. 

Intuition and key underlying ideas. At first, a nonparametric empirical 

estimate of the demand function is obtained based on a learning phase of length 
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T described in Steps 1 and 2. The intuition underlying Steps 3 and 4 is based on 

the analysis of the deterministic relaxation (3.3.5) whose solution (see Lemma 4 in 

Appendix B.l) is given by p(s) — pD := max{pu,pc} for s € [0, T'\ and p{s) — p^ 

for s > T', where 

pu = argmax{r(A(p))}, pc = argmin |A(p) — x/T\, 
p<E\p,p] P<Z\P,P] 

and T' = min{T, x/\{pD)}. Here, the superscripts V and "c" stand for uncon

strained and constrained, respectively, in reference to whether the inventory con

straint in (3.3.5) is binding or not. In particular, the deterministic problem (3.3.5) 

can be solved by restricting attention to the two prices pu and pc. Algorithm 1 

hinges on this observation. 

In Step 3 the objective is to obtain an accurate estimate of pD based on the 

observations during the "exploration" phase, while at the same time keeping r 

"small" in order to limit the revenue loss over this learning phase. The algorithm 

then applies this price on (r, T]. With the exception of the "short" initial phase 

[0, r], the expected revenues (in the real system) will be close to those achieved 

by pD over [0,T]. The analysis in Gallego and van Ryzin (1994) establishes that 

those revenues would be close to JD(x, T\X), and as a result, the regret Hn(x, T; A) 

should be small. 

To estimate pD, the algorithm dedicates an initial portion [0, r] of the total 

selling interval [0, T] to an exploration of the price domain. On this initial interval, 

the algorithm experiments with K prices where each is kept fixed for T/K units of 

time. This structure leads to three main sources of error in the search for pD. 
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First, during the learning phase one incurs an exploration bias since the prices 

being tested there are not close to pD (or close to the optimal fixed price for that 

matter). This incurs losses of order r. Second, experimenting with only a finite 

number of prices K in the search for pD results in a deterministic error of order 

1/K in Step 3. Finally, only "noisy" demand observations are available at each 

of the K price points, and the longer a price is held fixed, the more accurate the 

estimate of the mean demand rate at that price. This introduces a stochastic error 

of order ( T / K ) - 1 / 2 stemming from the nature of the Poisson process. The crux of 

the matter is to balance these three error sources by a suitable choice of the tuning 

parameters r and K. 

3.4.2 Model uncertainty: the class of demand functions 

The nonparametric class of functions we consider consists of regular demand func

tion (satisfying the standard conditions laid out in Section 3.3) which in addition 

satisfy the following. 

Assumption 5 For some finite positive constants M, K_, K, m, with K_< K: 

(i.) Boundedness: |A(p)| < M for all p £ \p,p]-

(ii.) Lipschitz continuity: |A(p) — X(p')\ < K\p — p'\ for all p,p' G \p,p] and 

MO - 7(01 < K~l\l ~ V\ for all I, V € [A(p), A(p)]. 

(iii.) Minimum revenue rate: max{pA(p) : p G \p,p]} > m. 

Let C := C{M,K_,K,m) denote this class of demand functions. Assumption l(i.) 

and 1 (ii.) are quite benign, only requiring minimal smoothness of the demand func-
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tion; (ii.) also ensures that when A(-) is positive, it does not have "flat regions." 

Assumption 5(iii.) states that a minimal revenue rate exists, hence avoiding trivi

alities. 

Note that assumptions (i.)-(iii.) above hold for many models of the demand 

function used in the revenue management and economics literature (e.g., linear, 

exponential and iso-elastic/Pareto with parameters lying in a compact set; cf. 

Talluri and van Ryzin (2005, §7) for further examples). 

3.4.3 Performance analysis 

Since minimax regret is hardly a tractable quantity, we introduce in this section an 

asymptotic regime characterized by a "high volume of sales," which will be used 

to analyze the performance of Algorithm 1. We consider a regime in which both 

the size of the initial inventory as well as potential demand grow proportionally 

large. In particular for a market of "size" n, where n is a positive integer, the 

initial inventory and the demand function are now assumed to be given by 

xn = nx and An(-) = n\(-). (3.4.3) 

Thus, the index n determines the order of magnitude of both inventory and rate of 

demand. We will denote by Vn the set of admissible policies for a market of scale 

n, and the expected revenues under a policy 7rn € Vn will be denoted J*(x,T; A). 

With some abuse of notation, we will occasionally use TT to denote a sequence of 

policies {-7rn,n = 1,2,...} as well as any element of that sequence, omitting the 

subscript "n" to avoid cluttering the notation. For each n — 1, 2 , . . . , we denote by 
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Jn(x, T\\) the value of the deterministic relaxation given in (3.3.5) with the scaling 

given in (3.4.3); it is straightforward to verify that J^{x,T\\) = nJD(x,T\\). 

Finally let the regret be denoted as KZ(x, T; A) := 1 - J£(x, T; A)/ Jj? (s, T\X). The 

following definition characterizes admissible policies that have "good" asymptotic 

properties. 

Definition 1 (Asymptotic optimality) A sequence of admissible policies irn € 

Vn is said to be asymptotically optimal if 

sup Tll(x, T; A) -> 0 as n -> oo. (3.4.4) 

In other words, asymptotically optimal policies achieve the full information upper 

bound on revenues as n —* oo, uniformly over the class of admissible demand 

functions. 

For the purpose of asymptotic analysis we use the following notation: for real 

valued positive sequences {an} and {bn} we write an = 0(bn) if an/bn is bounded 

from above by a constant, and if an/bn is also bounded from below then we write 

anxbn. We now analyze the performance of policies associated with Algorithm 1 

in the asymptotic regime described above. 

Proposition 1 Let Assumption 5 hold. Set rn x n~1//4, Kn x n1/4 and let 

Tvn := 7T(T„, Kn) be given by Algorithm 1. Then, the sequence {7rn} is asymptot

ically optimal, and for alln>\ 

s u p K ( ^ r ; A ) < C ( 1 ° ^ ) 1 / 2 , (3.4.5) 

for some finite positive constant C. 
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The constant C above depends only on the parameters characterizing the class 

£, the initial inventory x, and the time horizon T. The exact dependence is 

somewhat complex and is omitted, however, we note that it is fully consistent with 

basic intuition: as one expands the class C by suitably increasing or decreasing the 

value of the parameters in Assumption 1, the magnitude of C grows, and vice versa. 

(This can also be inferred by carefully inspecting the proof of the proposition.) 

We next present a lower bound on the minimax regret which establishes a 

fundamental limit on the performance of any admissible pricing policy. Roughly 

speaking, the main idea behind this result is to construct a "worst case" demand 

function such that the regret is large for any policy. 

Proposition 2 Let Assumption 5 hold with M, K satisfying M > max{2ifp, Kp+ 

x/T}. Then there exists a finite positive constant C such that for any sequence of 

admissible policies {7rn} and for all n > 1 

suvK*(x,T;\)>^. (3.4.6) 

Combining Propositions 1 and 2, one can characterize the magnitude of the mini

max regret as follows: 

^ - < inf s u p K ( x , T ; A) < ^ | ^ ! ? (3.4.7) 
nl/2 n€Vn Xe/, nl/4 

and hence the performance of Algorithm 1 is "not far" from being minimax optimal 

(i.e., achieving the lower bound). A question that remains open is whether one can 

close this gap by further refining the algorithm. We revisit this point in Sections 

3.5 and 3.7. 
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3.5 Main Results: The Parametric Case 

In this section we assume the demand function is known to have a parametric form. 

Our goal is to develop pricing policies that exploit this information and that will 

work well for a large class of admissible parametric demand functions. One of the 

main questions of interest here is whether these policies achieve a smaller regret 

relative to the nonparametric case, and if there exist policies whose performance 

cannot be improved upon. 

Preliminaries. Let k denote a positive integer and C{0) — {X(-;9) : 9 6 0} 

be a parametric family of demand functions, where 0 C M.k is assumed to be a 

convex compact set, 9 € 0 is a parameter vector, and A : R+ x 0 —*• K+. We 

consider all parametric families that are subsets of the class of admissible regular 

demand functions defined in Section 3.4, i.e., C{0) C £ := C(M,Ki,K,m). 

In the current setting, we will assume that the decision maker knows that 

A G £(0), i.e., s/he knows the parametric structure of the demand function, but 

does not know the value of the parameter vector 9. We continue to denote by V 

the set of admissible pricing policies, i.e., policies that satisfy (3.3.2)-(3.3.3). For 

any policy 7r € V, let J*{x,T;9) denote the expected revenues under 7r, and let 

JD(x, T\6) denote the value of the deterministic relaxation (3.3.5) when the value 

of the unknown parameter vector is revealed to the decision maker prior to the 

start of the selling season. Let 72.̂  (x, T;0) denote the regret under a policy n, 
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namely 

3.5.1 The proposed method 

We consider a simple modification of the approach taken in Algorithm 1 that now 

exploits the assumed parametric structure of the demand function. 

Algorithm 2: K(T) 

Step 1. Initialization: 

(a) Set the learning interval to be [0, r]. Put A = r/k, where k is the 

dimension of the parameter space 0. 

(b) Choose a set of k prices, {pi,i = 1,..., k}. 

Step 2. Learning/experimentation: 

(a) On the interval [0, r] apply Pi from £;_i = (i — \)A to U = iA, i = 

l,...,k, as long as the inventory is positive. If no more units are in 

stock, apply Poo up until time T and STOP. 

(b) Compute 

- total demand over [ti_i,tj) 
di = — , i = l,..., k. 

(c) Let 6 be a solution of {X(pf,6) = di, i= 1,... ,k} 
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Step 3. Optimization: 

pu{9) = argmax{pA(p;0) :p€ \p,p}}, 

pc{9) = argmin{|A(p;0) - x/T\ : p € \p,p}}, 

set p = meix{pu(6),pc(0)}. 

Step 4. Pricing: 

On the interval (r, T] apply p as long as inventory is positive, then apply p ^ 

for the remaining time. 

Note that Step 1(b) requires one to define the prices {pi, ...,Pk} and Step 2(c) 

implicitly assumes that the system of equations admits a solution. (We define 

the prices and state this assumption more formally when analyzing the perfor

mance of Algorithm 2.) The intuition behind this algorithm is similar to the one 

that underlies the construction of Algorithm 1, the only difference being that the 

parametric structure allows one to infer accurate information about the demand 

function using only a "small" number of "test" prices (k). In particular, recall

ing the discussion following Algorithm 1, a key difference is that the deterministic 

error source associated with price granularity does not affect the performance of 

Algorithm 2. 

3.5.2 The parametric class of demand functions 

First note that the inclusion C(0) C C implies that A(-;#) has an inverse for all 

9 € 0; this inverse will be denoted j('m,9). (Note also that conditions (i.)-(iii.) 
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in Assumption 5 hold.) For any parameter vector 9 6 & we denote the revenue 

function by r(l; 9) := ^(l; 9)1. Let {PQ : 9 G &} be the family of demand distribu

tions corresponding to Poisson processes with controlled intensities X(-;9), 9 e O. 

We denote by f\(p-e)(-) the probability mass function of a Poisson random variable 

with intensity \{p\9). 

The following technical conditions articulate standard regularity assumptions 

in the context of Maximum Likelihood estimation (cf. Borovkov (1998)), and are 

used to define the admissible class of parametric demand functions. 

Assumption 6 

(i.) There exists a vector of distinct prices p = (pi, ...,Pk) £ [p_,p] such that: 

a) For some l0 > 0, mini<i<fe inf^© A(p;; 9) > l0. 

b) For any vector d = (d i , . . . , <4), the system of equations {X(pi] 9) = di,i = 

1,. . . ,£} has a unique solution in 9. Let g(p,a) denote this solution. 

We assume in addition that g(p,-) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 

a > 0 . 

c) For % = 1,..., A;, \/\{pi',9) is differentiable on 0 . 

(ii.) For some F 2 > 0, |A(p;0) - A(p;0')l < F 2 | |0 - 0'IU for all p e [p,p] and 

9,9' G 0 . 

Condition (i.) ensures that the parametric model is identifiable based on a suffi

cient set of observations. Condition (ii.) is a mild regularity assumption on the 
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parametric class, controlling for changes in the demand curve as parameters vary. 

We provide below an example of a parametric class that satisfies Assumption 2. 

Example 1 (Linear demand function) Let X(p;0) = Q\ — 92p1 and set \p,p] — 

[1,2]. Let C{9) = {A(-;0) : 6 G [10,20] x [1,4]}. If one sets (pi,p2) = (1,2), it 

is straightforward to verify conditions (i.)a), (i.)c) and that (ii.) is satisfied with 

K2 = 1. It is also easy to see that the unique solution associated with condition 

(i.)b) is given by 

g(Pi,P2,du d2) = (di + — [dx - d2] , [di - d2]) 
^ P 2 - P 1 P2-P1 ' 

and g(pi,p2, d\,d2) is clearly Lipschitz continuous with respect to (di,d2). • 

3.5.3 Performance analysis 

Suppose that the initial inventory level and the demand function are scaled accord

ing to (3.4.3), and denote the regret by nZ(x,T;9) - 1 - J^{x,T\ff)/J^{x,T\e). 

Proposition 3 Let Assumptions 5 and 6 hold and let {pi, ...,Pk} be as in Assump

tion 6(L). Set rn x n - 1 / 3 and let irn := 7r(r„) be defined by Algorithm 2. Then the 

sequence of policies {7rn} is asymptotically optimal and satisfies 

supf l to ,T ;0 ) < C (1°f" )1 /2 , (3.5.2) 

for all n > 1 and some finite positive constant C. 

Contrasting the above with Proposition 1, we observe that the parametric struc

ture of the demand function translates into improved performance bounds for 
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the learning and pricing algorithm that is designed with this knowledge in mind. 

In particular, the regret is now of order lZn = O{(log n)112rTlIz) as opposed to 

TZn = (^((logn)1/2??,-1/4) in the nonparametric case. In addition, note that the up

per bound above holds for all admissible parametric families. The improvement in 

terms of generated revenues, as quantified by the smaller magnitude of the regret, 

spells out the advantages of using a parametric approach versus a nonparamet

ric one. The downside, namely, model misspecification and its consequences, is 

illustrated and discussed in Section 3.6. 

At an intuitive level, classical estimation theory tells us that parameter uncer

tainty cannot be resolved faster than rate n - 1 / 2 with n observations. This suggests 

that for the asymptotic regime we consider in this chapter, no admissible pricing 

policy would be able to achieve a convergence rate faster than n~1/2. This intuition 

is made rigorous in the next proposition. 

Proposition 4 Let Assumption 5 hold with M, K satisfying M > max{2ffp, Kp+ 

x/T}. Then, there exists a parametric family C(0) C £(M,I£,K,m) satisfying 

Assumption 6 such that for some positive constant C and for all admissible policies 

M 

snpni(x,T;0)>-^, (3.5.3) 

for all n > 1. 

This result follows in a relatively straightforward manner from Proposition 2. 
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3.5.4 An optimal algorithm when a single parameter is un
known 

Given the lower bound in (3.5.3), the natural question that arises is whether it is 

possible to close the remaining gap with respect to the upper bound in Proposition 

3. We study this question in the context of a single unknown parameter, i.e., k = 1 

and hence 0 C R. Consider the following £-step policy n(£, A^\ . . . , A^). 

Algorithm 3: <rr(£, A^\ ..., A®) 

Step 1. Initialization: 

(a) Set the number of steps to be £ and define A^\ i = 1 , . . . ,£ so that 

AW + ... + A®=T. 

(b) Choose a price pi € \p,p] as in Assumption 6(i.). 

Step 2. Learning/Optimization/Pricing: 

Set h = 0. 

For i = !,...,£, 

(a) Learning/Pricing: 

i.) Apply pi on the interval [ti,ti + A^) as long as the inventory is 

positive. If no more units are in stock, apply p ^ up until time T 

and STOP. 
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ii.) Compute 

- _ Total demand over [ti,U + A^) 
di = Z» ' 

iii.) Set ti+1 =tt + A®. 

iv.) Let Ql be the unique solution of X(pi, 0) — di. 

(b) Optimization: 

pu(0*) = argmax{pA(p;^) :pG \p,p]}, 

pc(^) = a rgmin{ |A(p ;^ ) -a ;M:pe[p ,p ]} , 

pi+1 = m a x { p " ( n P
c ( ^ ) } . 

End For 

The intuition underlying Algorithm 3 is as follows. When a single parameter 

is unknown, one can infer information about the parameter from observations of 

demand at a single price. Given this, the idea of Algorithm 3 is to price "close" to 

pD after the first stage, but to continue learning. In particular, the estimate of pD 

is improved from stage to stage using the demand observations from the previous 

stage. As a result, losses are mitigated by two effects: i.) after stage 1, the price 

is always close to pD; and ii.) the estimate of pD becomes more precise. For what 

follows, we slightly strengthen Assumption 6(i.) 

Assumption 7 infpg^p] infgee X(p; 0) > IQ and for any price p € \p,p] and any 
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d > 0, the equation X(p; •) = d has a unique solution. If g(p, d) denotes this 

solution, then g(p, •) is Lipschitz continuous with constant a > 0. 

We now analyze the performance of policies associated with Algorithm 3. 

In particular suppose that the initial inventory level and the demand function 

are scaled according to (3.4.3), and define the sequence of tuning parameters 

{£n,A
{n\...,A{nn)} as follows: 

£n = (log 2)-1 log log n (3.5.4) 

A^fi = Ay0 '"/0™) - 1 , m = l,...,£n, (3.5.5) 

where am = 2m _ 1 / (2m — 1) for m > 1, and f3n > 0 is a normalizing constant chosen 

so A$ + .... + A{nn) = T. We then have the following result. 

Proposition 5 Let Assumptions 5,6 and 7 hold. Let {£n, Ah , . . . , Ahn } be de

fined as in (3.5.4)-(3.5.5) and put nn :— n(£n, Ah, ,..., An), defined by Algorithm 

3. Then the sequence of policies {7rn} is asymptotically optimal and satisfies 

,upR;(l,T;«) = 0 ( W ^ ! ) . (3.5.6) 
eee ^ n ' ' 

Note that the regret of the sequence for policies introduced in Proposition 5 

achieves the lower bound spelled out in Proposition 4 (up to logarithmic terms). In 

that sense, these policies cannot be improved upon. On the other hand, Algorithm 

3 is restricted to the case where only one parameter is unknown, and exploits the 

fact that in this setting it is possible to learn the single unknown parameter by 

conducting price experiments in the neighborhood of the near-optimal price pD. 
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Designing policies that achieve the lower bound in Proposition 4 in the multi

parameter case remains an open question. 

3.6 Numerical Results and Qualitative Insights 

3.6.1 The "price" of uncertainty 

We examine the performance of three polices developed in the previous sections: 

i.) The nonparametric policy defined in Algorithm 1; ii.) The parametric policy 

defined by means of Algorithm 2 and designed for are a finite number of unknown 

parameters; and iii.) The parametric policy defined in Algorithm 3 designed for 

cases with a single unknown parameter. (The tuning parameters are taken as in 

Propositions 1, 3 and 5, respectively.) 

The performance of these policies are measured by the magnitude of the regret. 

Note that fi^x, T; A) « C/n1 implies that log7?.£(x, T; A) should be approximately 

linear in logn with slope —7. In Figure 3.1, we depict TZ^(x,T; A) as a function of 

n in a log-log plot for large values of n, and compute the best (least squares) linear 

fit for these values. The results depicted are based on running 103 independent 

simulation replications from which the performance indicators were derived by 

averaging. The standard error for TZ^(x, T; A) was below 0.05% in all cases. 

Figure 3.1(a) summarizes results for an underlying exponential demand model 

X(p) = 0exp(—.5p), where 9 = 10exp(l), and Figure 3.1(b) presents results for an 

underlying linear demand model A(p) = 30 — dp where 9 = 3. The nonparametric 

algorithm does not make any assumptions with regard to the structure of the 
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demand function (beyond those spelled out in Section 4), while the parametric 

algorithms are assumed to know the parametric structure but the true value of 6 

is not revealed to them. In both cases, the initial normalized inventory level was 

x = 20, the selling horizon was T = 1 and the feasible price set was [p, p] = [0.1,10]. 
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Figure 3.1: Performance of pricing policies as a function of the market size (n). 
Stars show the performance of the nonparametric policy defined in Algorithm 1; 
dots represent the performance of the parametric policy defined Algorithm in 2; 
and squares depict the performance of the parametric policy defined in Algorithm 
3. The dashed lines represent the best linear fit to each set of points; in panel (a), 
the demand function is exponential and in panel (b) linear. 

Discussion. The slopes of the best linear fit in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) are 

very close to 7 = —1/4, 7 — —1/3 and 7 = —1/2, predicted by the upper bounds 

in (3.4.5), (3.5.2) and (3.5.6), respectively. These results provide a "picture proof" 

of the Propositions 1, 3 and 5. As is evident, the less structure is assumed a priori, 

the higher the profit loss relative to the full information benchmark: informally 
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speaking, this is the "price" paid due to increasing uncertainty with regard to the 

demand model. 

An additional fundamental difference between the various policies concerns the 

degree to which the price domain is explored. The nonparametric policy (Algo

rithm 1) essentially needs to explore the "entire" price domain; the general para

metric policy (Algorithm 2) needs to test a number of prices equal to the number 

of unknown parameters; and the parametric policy designed for the case of a sin

gle unknown parameter (Algorithm 3) explores only prices in the vicinity of the 

price pD. In other words, as uncertainty "decreases," the price exploration region 

shrinks as well. 

3.6.2 The "price" of hedging misspecification risk 

We have seen in the previous section that more refined information regarding 

the demand model yields higher revenues. Thus, it becomes tempting to postulate 

parametric structure, which in turn may be incorrect relative to the true underlying 

demand model. This misspecification risk can be eliminated via nonparametric 

pricing policies, but at the price of settling for more modest performance revenue-

wise. We now provide an illustration of this trade-off. 

We fix the time horizon to be T = 1 and the set of feasible prices to be 

\PiP] = [0-1) 10]- Figure 3.2 depicts the regret TZ^(x,T;X) for two underlying de

mand models, various values of n, and three policies. The first policy assumes an 

exponential parametric structure for the demand function, X(p; 9) — Q\ exp(—#2£>) 

with 6 = (61,02), and applies Algorithm 2 with rn = n - 1 /3 . The second policy 
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assumes a linear parametric structure A(p; 9) = {9\ — #2P)+ and applies Algorithm 

2 with rn = n - 1 / 3 . Finally, the third policy is the one given by the nonparamet-

ric method described in Algorithm 1 (with tuning parameters as in Proposition 

1). The point of this comparison is to illustrate that the parametric algorithm 

outperforms its nonparametric counterpart when the assumed parametric model 

is consistent with the true demand function, otherwise the parametric algorithm 

leads to a regret that does not converge to zero due to a model misspecification 

error. 

In Figures 3.2(a),(b) the underlying demand model is given by A(p) = a exp(—ap) 

with a = 10exp(l) and a = 1, and hence the policy that assumes the exponential 

structure (squares) is well specified, while the policy that assumes a linear demand 

function (crosses) suffers from model misspecification. 

In Figures 3.2(c),(d) the underlying demand model is given by X(p) = (a — ap)+ 

with a = 30 and a = 3. Now the policy that assumes the exponential structure 

(squares) corresponds to a misspecified case, while the policy that assumes a linear 

demand function (crosses) corresponds to a well specified case. 

In Figures 3.2(a),(c) the normalized inventory is x = 8 and in Figures 3.2(b),(d) 

it is taken to be x = 20. The results depicted in the figures are based on running 

103 independent simulation replications from which the performance indicators 

were derived by averaging. The standard error was below 0.9% in all cases. 

Discussion. We focus on Figures 3.2(a),(b) as similar remarks apply to Figures 

3.2(c),(d). First, note that the parametric algorithm is able to achieve close to 90% 
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Figure 3.2: Performance of the parametric (Algorithm 2) and nonparametric poli
cies (Algorithm 1) as a function of the market size: the parametric algorithm 
that assumes a linear model (crosses) and exponential model (squares); and the 
nonparametric algorithm (stars). The underlying demand model is exponential 
in Figures (a) and (b) and linear in Figures (c) and (d). Arrows indicate if the 
approach used is nonparametric [np] or parametric [p], and whether the model is 
well/misspecified in the case of the parametric algorithm. 

of the full information revenues when the parametric model is well specified, when 

the market size is n = 100 or more. In addition, the convergence of the regret for 

Algorithm 2 is faster for small n under the well specified parametric assumption 

(squares) in comparison to the nonparametric algorithm (stars). [We note that the 

non-monotonic performance of the nonparametric algorithm (stars) stems from the 
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fact that the price grid used by this algorithm changes with n, and consequently 

the minimal distance of the sought fixed price to any price on the grid need not 

be monotonic with respect to n.} 

In contrast, if the model is misspecifled, the regret 1Z^(x,T; A) converges to 

a strictly positive value (crosses), as expected, and hence the performance of the 

parametric algorithm fails to asymptotically achieve the full information revenues. 

The takeaway message here is that a nonparametric approach eliminates the risk 

stemming from model misspecification but at a price of extracting lower revenues 

than its parametric counterpart. The regret bounds derived in earlier sections 

precisely spell out the magnitude of this "price" of misspecification. 

3.7 Sequential Learning Strategies in the Non-
parametric Setting 

The performance guarantees associated with Algorithm 1 rely heavily on how well 

one is able to estimate the two prices pu and pc arising from the solution of the 

deterministic relaxation (3.3.5). In Algorithm 1, this estimation is executed in 

a single stage over the interval [0, r]. A natural extension would be to consider 

policies in which the learning phase searches for the optimal price in a sequential 

and dynamic manner. 

Recall the definitions of p" and pc, the unconstrained and constrained solutions 

of the deterministic relaxation: pu = argmaxperppi{r(A(p))}, pc = argminperpp] \X(p) — 

x/T\. Suppose for simplicity that the two critical prices belong to the interior of 

the feasible price set \p,p]. Thenp" is the unique maximizer of the revenue function 
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and pc is the x/T-crossing of the demand function, which is assumed to be decreas

ing. Using this interpretation, one could use stochastic approximation schemes to 

search for the two prices rather than via the estimation of the demand function over 

the whole price domain (as in Algorithm 1). We detail below how such schemes 

could be designed. 

Background on stochastic approximations. Suppose one wants to esti

mate the maximizer z* of a real valued function M(z) on a domain [z, ~z], and that 

the available observations are in the form H(z) = M(z) + e(z), where e(z) is a 

stochastic noise term with E[e(z)] = 0 and E[e2(z)] < oo for all z G [z,~z]. The 

basic Kiefer-Wolfowitz (KW) scheme estimates z* using the recursion 

Zk+i = zk + ak —, & = 1 ,2 , . . . , (3.7.1) 
Cfe 

where y2k = H(zk + ck) and y2k-i = H(zk — ck), and {ak} and {ck} are predefined 

deterministic real-valued positive sequences. Under suitable technical conditions 

on the function M(-) and the sequences {ak} and {ck}, Kiefer and Wolfowitz 

(1952) showed that the sequence zk —» z* in probability as k —> oo. Similar ideas 

lead to a sequence {zk} that converges to an a-crossing {z : M(z) = a} via the 

Robbins-Monro (RM) procedure (see Robbins and Monro (1951)), viz. 

Zk+i = zk + ak(a - yk), (3.7.2) 

where yk = H(zk). For further details and other variants the reader is referred to 

Benveniste, Metivier, and Priouret (1990). 

A stochastic approximation-based algorithm. A straightforward way 
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to blend adaptive search procedures into Algorithm 1 is given below. Here /?.(•) 

denotes the projection operator h(y) := mm{ma,x{y,p},p}. 

Algorithm 4 : 7rSA(r, A, {ak}, {ck}) 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Set the learning interval to be [0,r], and set A to be the holding time for 

each price during that period. 

Step 2. Learning/experimentation: 

(a) KW-type scheme: 

Set K\ = T/(4A) \,ti = 0, zi=p and U = h + (i - l)A, i = 2, 

For k — 1,..., K± 

i.) Apply pk = min{zk + cklp} on [t2k-2, hk-i) and compute 

Vik = (total demand over [*2fc-2,*2fc-i))/^ 

ii.) Apply pk = max{zk - ck,p} on [hk-uhk) and compute 

2/2fe-i = (total demand over [t2k-i,t2k))/A 

iii.) Update: zk+l = h(zk + (ak/ck)(y2k - y2k-i)) 

end For 

Set pu = zKl+i 
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(b) RM-type scheme: 

Set K2 = T/(2A) \,ti = 2KIA, zi=p and ti = ti + (i- 1)A, i = 2, 

For k = 1, ...,K2 

i.) Apply pk = mm{zk,p} on [tk,tk+1) and compute 

yk = (total demand over [£&, tk+i) )/A 

ii.) Update: zk+x = h(zk + ak(x/T - yk)) 

end For 

Set pc = zK2+1 

Step 3. Optimization: Set p = max{pu,pc}. 

Step 4. Pricing: Set r' = (2«i + AC2)Z\. On the interval (T',T] apply p as long 

as 

inventory is positive, then apply p^ for the remaining time. 

Comments on the structure of the algorithm. The algorithm exploits 

the structure of the single product problem, adaptively estimating each of the two 

prices pu and pc based on its characterization as either a point of maximum or a 

level crossing; the former is executed in Step 2(a) and the latter in the step 2(b). 

This also requires two consecutive price testing phases to be carried out. Note 
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that in Step 2 above, the number of iterations is different for the KW and RM 

procedures. This is due to the fact that a KW-based procedure uses two prices at 

each iteration in order to estimate an improvement direction. (For brevity, in Step 

2 it was left implicit that as soon as inventory is depleted, the shut-off price p ^ is 

applied.) 

Numerical results. We present a comparison between the performance of 

the policy defined by Algorithm 1 with tuning parameters as in Proposition 1, and 

the policy given by Algorithm 4 that uses stochastic approximations. We use irfA 

to denote the policy which uses Algorithm 4 taking rn = n - 1 / 4 and An = n_ 1 ; 

this corresponds to the KW-scheme using (l/4)n3^4 steps. Similarly, we let 7rfA 

denote the policy which corresponds to taking rn = n~1//4 and An = n - 1 /2 . (The 

choice of rn is driven by our previous asymptotic considerations and is meant only 

for illustrative purposes.) The key difference between nfA and 7rfA is that in the 

latter there are fewer test prices being used, and the observations for a given price 

are less noisy since each price is held for a longer time interval. 

Table 3.1 presents results for the three policies discussed above and for two nor

malized initial inventory levels (x); if the problem size is n and the total inventory 

is y then x = y/n. For each policy we record the regret 72£(x, T; A), and the num

ber of prices K that are used during the interval [0, T\. To generate the results in 

Table 3.1 we take the underlying demand function to be linear, \{p) — (10 — 2p)+ 

and the set of feasible prices is taken to be [p, p] = [0.1,4.5]. In the first case where 

x = 3, and hence pc = 3.5 and pu = 2.5, the constrained price pc is optimal in 
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the deterministic relaxation (3.3.5). In the second case, there is a larger initial 

normalized inventory x = 8 and the prices of interest are given by pc = 1 and 

pu = 2.5, hence the unconstrained price is optimal in the deterministic relaxation. 

Problem "size" 

X = 3 , 7T 

irSA 

x = 8, n 
Trf4 

Trf4 

n = 102 

nZ(x,T;X) K 
AA 5 
.25 33 
.27 12 
.86 5 
.28 33 
.22 12 

n = 103 

TZZ(x,T;X) K 

.19 7 

.12 180 

.12 18 

.08 7 

.17 180 

.08 18 

71= 104 

^ ( x , T ; A ) /c 
.12 12 
.05 1002 
.05 33 
.04 12 
.10 1002 
.01 33 

Table 3.1: Performance of stochastic approximation based schemes. TZ^(x,T;X) 
represents the regret associated with a given policy, and x is the normalized inven
tory level. Here ix is the basic nonparametric pricing policy defined by Algorithm 1, 
7rfA and 7rfA correspond to two implementations of Algorithm 4, and K = number 
of prices used by a given policy. 

The results depicted in the table are based on running 500 independent simulation 

replications from which the performance indicators were derived by averaging. The 

standard error for TZ^(x, T; A) was below 0.8% in all cases. (We note that numerical 

experiments with other simple demand models give rise to similar results and 

therefore, for space considerations, we only report on the linear demand example.) 

Discussion. A quick inspection of the results in Table 3.1 leads to the following 

observations. First, all three policies are seen to have comparable performance 

achieving a regret which is smaller than 20% for problems where the inventory 

is of the order of a thousand; this translates to excess of 80% of the optimal full 

information revenues. It is also interesting to contrast the structure of the two 

adaptive policies 7rfA and Trf"4. We observe that the former uses significantly more 
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prices than the latter (180 prices for a problem with n = 103, compared with 

18 for 7rfA) and hence is not very practical to implement. Considering that the 

performance of nfA and 7rfA is comaprable, it seems that choosing the length A 

so that observations are less noisy is potentially pereferable, even though less price 

changes are allowed. The nonparametric policy IT uses less than half of the price 

changes that -K^ utilizes, and is overall the simplest to implement. 

A detailed performance analysis of Algorithm 4 is beyond the scope of the 

chapter. However, based on convergence rate results associated with stochastic 

approximation schemes (see Polyak and Tsybakov (1990) and Polyak and Juditsky 

(1990)), we expect that the policies associated with Algorithm 4 would achieve at 

best a regret of order lZn « n - 1 /3 . 

In Algorithm 4, we use a KW scheme that seeks an estimate of pu (the un

constrained maximizer of r(-)) and an RM-based scheme that seeks an estimate 

of pc (the inventory-constrained "run out" price). Only after these estimates are 

obtained, by running each stochastic approximation procedure separately, can one 

attempt to deduce which of the two prices is "near-optimal" for the given problem. 

An interesting direction is to investigate methods for finding an estimate of the 

optimal price of the deterministic relaxation using a single combined procedure. 

Stochastic approximations for constrained problems exist (see, e.g., Kushner and 

Sanvicente (1975)), however, to the best of our knowledge there are still open 

questions with regard to their performance and rates of convergence. 
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Chapter 4 

Extensions to the Multi-product 
Case 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Background and overview of the main contributions 

Among the first papers to propose a general mathematical model for network rev

enue management problem was that of Gallego and van Ryzin (1997). In their 

model they assume realized demand is given by a (multivariate) Poisson process 

whose instantaneous rate represents mean demand for each product type, and is 

controlled by a vector of prices chosen by the decision maker. Given an initial 

inventory of primitive resources used to construct the finished products, the ob

jective is to to maximize the total expected revenues over the course of a selling 

season. For this, the optimal dynamic pricing policy can be obtained, at least in 

principle, by exploiting Markovian structure and solving the associated Bellman 

equation. Roughly speaking, the resulting policy seeks to adjust prices at each 

point in time based on current inventory levels so as to maximize future expected 

profits. 
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The dynamic programming logic articulated above, and variants thereof, form 

the analytical backbone of most revenue management studies to date (cf. Talluri 

and van Ryzin (2005)). The vast majority of these studies are predicated on 

the assumption of "full information," namely, that the demand function, i.e., the 

functional relationship that determines how price affects mean demand rate, is 

known to the decision maker at the start of the selling season. The only remaining 

source of uncertainty is the randomness of realized demand. Needless to say, this 

type of stipulation is invalid in most practical settings where one does not possess 

accurate information, if at all, on the nature of the demand function. 

The present paper is, to the best of our knowledge, among the first to propose 

and analyze a general approach for solving dynamic pricing problems on a network, 

without any significant prior information on the demand model; see further discus

sion in the next section that reviews relevant work. The main building blocks that 

are used here are quite distinct from almost all antecedent literature on the topic, 

in particular, they are not guided by dynamic programming principles. Rather 

we pursue a blend of ideas from nonparametric estimation and large scale system 

analysis to derive efficient pricing policies, that perform well by suitably balancing 

exploration-exploitation tradeoffs which are intrinsic to the problem at hand. 

Overview of the main contributions and qualitative insights. The 

aim of our work is to extend the classical network revenue management setting 

of Gallego and van Ryzin (1997) to one where the demand function is unknown 

and little is assumed insofar as its properties (in particular, it need not admit 
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a parametric representation). For this reason we refer to the class of problems 

studied in this paper as "blind" network revenue management, to indicate the 

opaque nature of information available to the decision maker. 

The problem described above falls into a broader setting whose focal point is 

dynamic optimization under model uncertainty. A key challenge here, in particular 

in the context of the problem of blind network revenue management, is the curse 

of dimensionality. To elucidate this point, it is beneficial (and mathematically 

appealing) to first consider the case in which the action space in our control problem 

is finite. That is, we will first consider the case where the set of feasible prices is 

finite and fixed in advance. Such instances arise, for example, in settings where 

prices need to be defined as given percentages of a "base" price (see also, e.g., 

Talluri and van Ryzin (2005, §5.2.1.3)). 

In this context, we develop a simple linear programming-based policy, sum

marized in Algorithm 5, which uses an initial learning phase to determine "how 

long" to hold each price so as to approximately maximize revenues. We prove 

that this policy is asymptotically optimal in the following sense: as the volume 

of sales grows large, the revenue it generates approaches the revenues extracted 

by the optimal dynamic pricing policy that knows the demand function a priori; 

see Theorem 4. Moreover the performance of the policy does not depend on the 

number of products being sold, i.e., it is dimension-independent. This is essentially 

seen to be a consequence of the finiteness of the set of feasible actions/prices. 

We then consider the more complicated case in which the action set is un-
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countable, namely, there is a continuum of feasible prices from which one needs 

to construct the optimal pricing policy. The main problems here are: i.) how to 

select a suitable and sufficiently rich subset of "test prices" for purposes of learn

ing demand response; and ii.) how long to experiment with each price in order 

to assure accurate estimates of demand. Since the unknown demand function is 

multidimensional, the number of prices being tested needs to be large. On the 

other hand, since only realized ("noisy") demand is observable, accurate estimates 

of the demand rate require each price to be applied for a sufficient amount of time. 

But throughout this time, extracted revenues are most likely suboptimal. These 

contradicting objectives need to be balanced for a policy to perform well. 

We first develop a simple policy that tests a discrete subset of prices in the 

exploration (demand learning) phase, and then selects the "best" price to be used 

in the exploitation (pricing and revenue extraction) phase; see Algorithm 6. Our 

analysis establishes that the policy is asymptotically optimal, but at the same time, 

its performance degrades significantly with the number of products being sold as 

a consequence of the curse of dimensionality; see Theorem 5. 

We then propose a modification of this policy that uses the demand data ob

tained in the price testing phase to construct a nonparametric estimate of the 

entire demand function and revenue surface. This functional estimate is then fed 

into a deterministic optimization problem which gives rise to the ultimate pricing 

policy; see Algorithm 6'. 

The policy described above exploits prior knowledge on the smoothness of the 
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demand function to guide both data collection (price testing), and the nonparamet-

ric curve fitting stages. Unlike most work in the full information setting, where 

smoothness is typically imposed as a purely technical condition, in our context 

smoothness plays a much more instrumental role: it communicates important in

formation on the unknown demand function. Roughly speaking, the smoother the 

demand surface, the less one suffers from dimensionality effects; this is articulated 

in precise mathematical terms in Theorem 6 (see also Remark 1 following the 

theorem). 

An important implication of the above is that with extra smoothness imposed 

on the unknown demand function, good performance can be achieved while requir

ing only a "moderate" number of prices to be tested in the learning phase. The 

intuition here is that a smooth function can be "pinned down" using a smaller 

number of test points, in contrast to a function that varies more sharply; Theorem 

6 and Remark 2 quantify this point and put it on a rigorous foundation. This 

makes the approach proposed here appealing also from a practical perspective: in 

many settings, especially when prices are visible to all consumers, it is preferable 

to test as few prices as possible. 

A final comment concerns the learning phase in our pricing strategies, which is 

closely related to the widespread industry practice of "price testing." A recent em

pirical study of 32 large U.S. retailers, finds that nearly 90% of them conduct such 

price experiments (see Gaur and Fisher (2005)), and the advent of the Internet 

and the Direct-tc-Customer model have served to greatly facilitate such price test-
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ing practices and their implementation (see, e.g., Williams and Partani (2006) for 

further discussion and examples). Given the central role of price testing practices, 

there is a growing need to better understand this approach and add to its rigorous 

foundations. (It is worth noting that the use of "testing" ideas is not limited to 

prices; see Fisher and Rajaram (2000) for a study involving merchandise testing.) 

Our analysis attempts to shed some light on this issue by providing simple and 

intuitive guidelines for selecting both the number of prices that should be tested, 

as well as the overall fraction of the selling season that should be dedicated to 

experimentation. 

4.1.2 Related literature 

Almost all work we are aware of that incorporates model uncertainty into the 

dynamic pricing problem described above, has effectively been restricted to the 

one dimensional case (where there is only a single product being sold). The bulk 

of these studies focus on a parametric setting where the structure of the demand 

function is assumed to be known up to a finite number of unknown parameters. The 

method of choice in the analysis of such problems has been a Bayesian formulation 

of dynamic programming; see Lobo and Boyd (2003), Aviv and Pazgal (2005), 

Araman and Caldentey (2005), and Farias and Van Roy (2006), all of which restrict 

attention to one or two unknown parameters. Distinct from this stream of literature 

is the analysis of Chapter c:single that proposes a "frequentist" approach to the 

problem, using maximum likelihood to infer the unknown parameters, and policies 

that hinge on a separation of estimation and control. 
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For any parametric approach to work well, it is crucial that the structure as

sumed by the policy be consistent with that of the true underlying demand func

tion. In other words, the postulated model needs to be well specified with respect 

to the actual mechanism that determines realized demand. To remove misspec-

ification risk, one needs to step outside the boundaries of parametric modeling 

assumptions. For example, one can assume that the unknown demand function 

satisfies some mild nonparametric structural conditions (e.g., that it is monotone, 

bounded, differentiable, etc.). Very little work has been done to date in this direc

tion. A few recent studies consider static settings, which do not involve dynamic 

decision making over time and tradeoffs between learning and pricing; see, e.g., 

Rusmevichientong et al. (2006) and Eren and Maglaras (2007) (see also van Ryzin 

and McGill (2000) and Ball and Queyranne (2006) in the context of capacity allo

cation problems). An exception is the work of Lim and Shanthikumar (2006) that 

formulates a robust max-min analogue of the dynamic pricing problem of Gallego 

and van Ryzin (1994); see also Lim et al. (2006) for an analysis of the multiproduct 

case. Their work is fairly conservative insofar as an adversary (nature) is allowed 

to alter the distribution of realized demand at each point in time to counter any 

chosen policy, and with the exception of exceedingly simple cases, the approach is 

not tractable and does not lead to prescriptive solutions. 

In the present chapter, we focus exclusively on the setting where the demand 

function is not assumed to possess any parametric structure. The main issue in the 

current network setting, which does not arise at all in the single product problem, 
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is the so-called "curse of dimensionality," further exacerbated by the lack of prior 

information on the demand function. This is one of the main focal points of the 

present paper. 

The remainder of the chapter. The next section introduces the model and 

formulates the problem. Section 4.3 analyzes the blind network problem where 

the feasible price set is discrete and finite. Section 4.4 shifts focus to the general 

blind network case, and Section 4.5 analyzes ways to exploit further structural 

assumptions about the demand function to counter dimensionality effects. Section 

4.6 contains some concluding remarks and discussion of the modeling assumptions. 

All proofs are collected in two appendices: Appendix C.l contains the proofs of 

the main results and Appendix C.2 contains proofs of auxiliary lemmas. 

4.2 Problem Formulation 

The model. We consider a revenue management problem in which a firm sells d 

different products which are generated (assembled or produced) from £ resources. 

Let A = [a,ij] denote the capacity consumption matrix, whose entries a^ > 0, 

i = 1 , . . . , £ and j = 1 , . . . , d, denote the number of units of resource i required 

to generate product j . It is assumed that the entries of A are integer valued and 

each column contains at least one non-zero entry. The selling horizon is denoted 

by T > 0, and after this time sales are discontinued and there is no salvage value 

for the remaining unsold products. 

Demand for products at any time t G [0, T] is given by a multivariate Poisson 
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process with intensity Xt — (\],..., Xf) which measures the instantaneous demand 

rate (in units such as number of products requested per hour, say). This intensity 

is determined by the price vector at time £, p(t) = ( ^ ( t ) , . . . ,pd(£)) through a 

demand function X : Vp —>• R+, where Vp C R^ denotes the set of feasible prices. 

Thus the instantaneous demand rate at time t is given by Xt = X(p(t)), and the 

realized demand is a controlled Poisson process. More will be said on the demand 

function shortly. 

Let (p(t) : 0 < t < T) denote the price process which is assumed to have 

sample paths that are right continuous with left limits taking values in Vp. Let 

(iV1(-),..., Nd{-)) be a vector of mutually independent unit rate Poisson processes. 

The cumulative demand for product j up until time t is then given by D^{t) := 

Ni(fQ Xi(p(s))ds). We say that (p(t) : 0 < t < T) is non anticipating if the value 

of p(t) at time t G [0, T] is only allowed to depend on past prices {p(s) : s € [0, t)} 

and demand values {(D1(s),... ,Dd(s)) : s E [0, t)}. (That is, the price process 

is adapted to the filtration generated by past values of the demand and price 

processes.) 

Information structure and the dynamic optimization problem. We 

assume that the decision-maker does not know the true demand function and only 

knows that A belongs to the class C := £(M, m,poo), which for finite positive 

constants M, m and a vector p^ G Vp satisfies the following: 

i.) Boundedness of demand: for all A € £, ||A(p)|| < M for all p G Vp. 
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ii.) Minimum revenue rate: for all A € C, max{p • \(p) : p € T>p} > m. 

iii.) "Shut-off" price: for all A <E £, A ^ ) = 0. 

Here for two vectors y, z e M.d, y • z denotes the usual scalar product and \\y\\ := 

max{|yl| : i = 1,..., d}. It is worth noting that Assumptions i.) and ii.) are quite 

benign and hold for many demand models used in the revenue management litera

ture such as linear, exponential and iso-elastic (Pareto), as long as the parameters 

are assumed to lie in a compact set; see, e.g., Talluri and van Ryzin (2005, §7) 

for further examples. The existence of a "shut-off" price in Assumption iii.) is 

not restrictive from a practical standpoint since in most applications there exists a 

finite price that yields zero demand. From a modeling perspective, this is merely 

a convenient way to allow for a sales denial. 

While the decision maker possesses only limited information on the demand 

function, s/he is able to continuously observe realized demand at all time instants 

starting at time 0 and up until the end of the selling horizon T. We shall use IT to 

denote a pricing policy and its associated price process will be denoted (p(t) : 0 < 

t < T). With some abuse of terminology, we will use the term policy to refer to 

the price process itself, as well as the algorithm that generates it interchangeably. 

For 0 < t < T put 

N*>«(t) := Nj ( y \j(p(s))ds), for j = 1 , . . . , d, (4.2.1) 

where N^n(t) denotes the cumulative demand, i.e., number of units requested 

of product j up to time t under the policy TT. Let Nw(t) denote the vector 
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(N^(t),...,N^(t)). 

Let x — (x 1 ,^ 2 , . . . ,^) denote the inventory level of each resource at the start 

of the selling season. We assume without loss of generality that xl > 0, i = 1,..., £. 

A policy 7r is said to be admissible if the induced price process is non-anticipating 

and satisfies 

/ AdNn(s) < x a.s., (4.2.2) 
Jo 

p{s) eVp, 0 < s < T, (4.2.3) 

where A is the capacity consumption matrix defined earlier and vector inequalities 

are assumed to hold componentwise. The term non-anticipating means that at any 

point in time, p(t) can only demand on past realized demand (Nn(s) : 0 < s < t) 

and prices (p(s) : 0 < s < t). It is important to note that while the decision 

maker does not know the demand function, knowledge of p^ guarantees that the 

constraint (4.2.2) can be met. We let V denote the set of admissible policies, and 

the performance of a policy n € V is measured in terms of cumulative expected 

revenues, 

Jn(x,T;X):=E\ [ p(s) • dNn(s)]. (4.2.4) 

'•Jo J 

It is worth noting that the decision maker is not able to compute the expecta

tion in (4.2.4) since the true demand function governing customer requests is not 

known a priori. This lends further meaning to the terminology "blind revenue 

management," where one is attempting to optimize (4.2.4) in a blind manner. 

The full information benchmark and main objective. When the de-
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mand function A is known prior to the start of the selling season, the dynamic 

optimization problem described above can, at least in theory, be solved; this will 

be referred to as the "full information" setting. This problem is precisely the one 

formulated in Gallego and van Ryzin (1997), who also characterize the optimal 

state-dependent pricing policy using dynamic programming. Suppose that we fix 

a demand function A € C. Let us define 

J*(x,T\X) :=sup l [ / p(s)-dNn(s)], (4.2.5) 

where the notation reflects the fact that the optimization problem is solved "con

ditioned" on knowing the demand function A at time t = 0. 

Clearly the value of the full information optimization problem (4.2.5) serves 

as an upper bound on the value of the original optimization problem described in 

(4.2.4). That is, for any demand function A 6 C we have that J*{x, T; A)/J*(z, T\\) < 

1 for all 7r 6 V. This ratio measures the performance of any admissible policy on 

relative scale; generated revenues are expressed as a fraction of the optimal revenues 

in the full information setting. Our objective is to design policies that maximize 

this ratio uniformly over all demand functions in the class C; that is, choose TV 6 V 

to maximize 

J»Qr,r;A) 
S c J*0r,T|A)' ( 4 ' 2 - b j 

The criterion in (4.2.6) can be viewed as the result of a two step procedure: 

first the decision maker selects a policy n € V, and then "nature" picks the worst 

possible demand function A G C for this particular policy. Measuring performance 

in this manner guarantees that "good" policies will perform well regardless of the 
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true underlying demand function. The fact that admissible policies can only learn 

the true demand function by observing realized demand over time introduces an 

obvious tension between exploration (estimation/demand learning) and exploita

tion (optimization/pricing), and balancing these contradicting objectives is one of 

the main issues that will be explored in what follows. 

4.3 The Price Restricted Case 

As alluded to earlier, the simplest instance of the blind network revenue man

agement problem occurs when the set of feasible prices is discrete and finite, say, 

T>p = {pi, ...,Pk,Poo}- This will be referred to as the price-restricted case in what 

follows. In this setting, uncertainty is essentially limited to the value of the de

mand function at the finite collection of prices in Vv \ {poo}- The main issue then 

is how to estimate the mean demand rate at each price (exploration), and how 

these prices will be used to extract maximal revenues (exploitation). 

4.3.1 The proposed pricing policy 

Our proposed blind pricing policy is based on a single tuning parameter r € (0, T], 

and is fleshed out in the pseudo-code given in the algorithm below; intuition is 

discussed immediately thereafter. 

Algorithm 5: ^(T) 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Set the learning interval to be [0, r] and put A = r/k. 
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Step 2. Learning/experimentation: 

(a) While inventory is positive for all resources, price at Pi from £;_i = 

(i - I) A to ti = iA,i = 1,2,..., k 

If some resource is out of stock, apply p^ up until time T and STOP. 

(b) Compute 

?. . total demand over [ti_i,tj] . 1 f / , o l N 

d(Pi) = ^ , z = l , . . . , f c . (4.3.1) 

Step 3. Optimization/exploitation: Let t = (ii , . . . ,4) be the solution of the 

linear program 

k 

max 
K fc K 

{5^Pi-^*i : 5^M*»<a, $^*i<T-r , t4 > 0, i = l,...,*(jl.3.2) 

For each z = 1,..., k, apply p; for ii time units on (r, T] until some resource 

is out of stock, then apply p ^ for the remaining time. 

The intuition underlying the above construction is as follows. In Steps 1 and 2, 

the decision-maker estimates the demand at each of the k feasible prices by testing 

the price on a period of time of length r/k. These estimates are then used in Step 

3 to formulate an optimization problem, which is essentially an empirical version 

of the deterministic relaxation of the full information problem: 

k k k 

max(22pi-\(pi)ti: ^AXfafcKx, ^U<T, U > 0, i = l,...,k}. (4.3.3) 
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It is possible to show (see Gallego and van Ryzin (1997, 1994)) that the solution 

of this linear program leads to near-optimal performance in the full information 

stochastic dynamic optimization problem. The objective of Step 3 is to get "close" 

to said solution. As r increases, so do the quality of the estimates of the demand 

function values and in turn the quality of the approximation to the determinis

tic relaxation (and its solution). However, an increase in r also implies shorter 

exploitation time and higher potential revenue losses. This highlights the main 

trade-off faced in setting the value of r. 

4.3.2 Theoretical analysis 

Exact analysis of the performance of the policy described in the previous section 

is quite difficult. We therefore introduce an asymptotic regime which facilitates 

an approximate analysis, and which has been used in several revenue management 

studies to date (see, e.g., Talluri and van Ryzin (2005, §3.6,5.3) and references 

therein). The regime is predicated on the number of initial resources and potential 

demand growing proportionally large. In particular, for any positive integer n the 

initial resource vector and the demand function are given by 

xn = nx, Xn(-) = n\(-). (4.3.4) 

Here n which serves as a proxy for the market size determines both the order of 

magnitude of inventories and the rate of demand; when n is large this scaling char

acterizes a regime with a high volume of sales but maintains inventory constraints. 

The following notation will be useful: for real valued positive sequences {an} and 
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{bn} we write an — 0(bn) if an/bn is bounded from above for large enough values 

of n (i.e., limsupa„/6ra < oo). If an/bn is also eventually bounded away from zero 

(i.e., liminf an/bn > 0) then we write an x bn. 

We will denote by Vn the set of admissible policies for a system with scale n, 

and the expected revenues under a policy 7rn G Vn will be denoted J£(x,T;\). 

With some abuse of notation we will occasionally use n to denote a sequence 

{irn : n = 1, 2, . . .} as well as any element of the sequence, omitting the subscript 

"n" to avoid cluttering the notation. For each n = 1, 2 , . . . , let J*(x, T|A) denote 

the optimal revenues that can be achieved in the full information case, i.e., when 

the demand function is known a priori in a system of scale n. It follows from 

Section 2.2 that for all n = 1,2,..., we have that J%(x, T; A) < J*(x, T|A). With 

this in mind, the following definition characterizes admissible policies that have 

"good" asymptotic properties. 

Definition 2 (Asymptotic optimality) A sequence of admissible policies {7rn} 

is said to be asymptotically optimal if 

„JI!(x,T;X) 
inf " ) ' ' ; -> 1 as n - • oo. 4.3.5 

Asymptotically optimal policies are those that achieve the full information upper 

bound on revenues as n —* oo, uniformly over the class of admissible demand 

functions. To that end, we have the following result. 

Theorem 4 Forrn x n - 1 / 3 , the sequence of policies {^(rn)} defined by Algorithm 
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5 is asymptotically optimal. In particular, 

s u P l 1 " i*i rpx.i) =°[- ITT - ) asn->oo. (4.3.6) 

The right-hand-side above measures the revenue loss associated with using the 

proposed blind pricing policy, relative to the best achievable revenues under full 

information. As the theorem states, this gap in revenues shrinks to zero as the 

sales volume grows large. It is important to note that the rate at which this occurs 

does not depend on the number of products being sold. 

4.3.3 A numerical illustration 

We consider an example with two products and three resources. The first, second 

and third rows of the capacity consumption matrix A are given by (1,1), (3,1) 

and (0,5) respectively. This means that product 1 requires 1 unit of resource 1, 

3 units of resource 2 and no units of resource 3, etc. We consider three different 

underlying demand models to test the efficacy of our proposed policy: a linear, an 

exponential and a logit model. 

a) A(pi,p2) = (8 - 1.5pi, 9 - 3p2)', 

b) A(px,p2) = (5exp{-0.5pi},9exp{-p2})', 

c) A(pi,p2) = 10(1 + exp{-pi} + exp{-p2})~1(exP{-pi}>exP{-P2})'-

It is important to emphasize that our policies are constructed in a blind man

ner, without knowledge of the demand function. The set of feasible prices is 

{(1,1.5), (1,2), (2, 3), (4,4), (4,6.5)}. In Table 4.1, we illustrate the performance 
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of the policies defined by Algorithm 5 with r„ = n - 1 /3 . Note that in assessing the 

performance ratio J^/J^, we use the upper bound provided by the deterministic 

relaxation in place of J£ (see Gallego and van Ryzin (1997)) and hence the actual 

ratio Jn/Jn is °^ ^eas^ as high a s that reported in the table. The results are based 

on running 103 independent simulation replications from which the performance 

indicators were derived by averaging. The standard error was below 0.1% in all 

cases. 

Market "size" 
Tuning parameters 

initial 
inventory 

xn — ( 3, 5, 7) x n 
initial 

inventory 
xn = (15,12,30) xn 

Linear 
Exponential 
Logit 
Linear 
Exponential 
Logit 

n = 102 

r = 0.22 
7*7 7* 

.65 

.75 

.78 

.76 

.87 

.88 

n= 103 

T = 0.10 
T7T / J* 

.86 

.84 

.87 

.83 

.94 

.94 

n = 104 

T = 0.05 
T7T / T* 

.94 

.91 

.95 

.92 

.98 

.97 

Table 4.1: Price restricted case. Results in the table give a lower bound on 
the performance ratio of the policy 7r(r) to the optimal performance in the full 
information case. Here r = fraction of time allocated to learning. 

The results in Table 4.1 are consistent with the asymptotic optimality statement 

of Theorem 4. The proposed policy generates at least 83% of the full information 

benchmark for n = 103, and this performance is achieved by allocating only 10% 

of the selling horizon to the learning phase. In addition, the perfromance is seen 

to be comparable for the various demand models tested, exhibiting the robustness 

asserted in Theorem 4.1. 
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4.4 The General Case 

In the price restricted case studied in the previous section, demand model uncer

tainty manifested itself in only a finite number of relevant values. When firms are 

free to select their prices beyond a finite collection, the feasible price set T>p becomes 

uncountable and model uncertainty pertains to a surface A(-) in a <i-dimensional 

space. We henceforth assume that Vp is a compact convex set, and one of the key 

questions in the design of blind pricing policies is now concerned with the selection 

of "good" test prices within the feasible set. 

4.4.1 The blind pricing policy 

Ki/d 

Before describing the policy we need to define a price grid. Let Bp := Yli=i\^,P] 

denote the minimum volume hyper-rectangle in R+, such that Bp ~D T>p. Given 

a positive integer «, one can divide each interval [p\p*],i = l,...,«i into 

intervals of equal length. Define the resulting grid of points in M.+ as Bp. Let 

e = ( 1 , . . . , 1) e R .̂ The following algorithm provides pseudo-code that defines a 

class of admissible learning and pricing policies that are parametrized by a triplet 

of tuning parameters (r, K,5): T 6 (0, T] represents the length of an initial interval 

dedicated to learning; K is a positive integer that defines the number of prices to 

"test" during the learning phase; and 5 > 0 is a "fudge factor" that allows for 

some slack in the capacity constraint (4.2.2). 

Algorithm 6: TT(T,K, S) 
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Step 1. Initialization: 

(a) Set the learning interval to be [0, r] , and set K to be the number of 

prices to experiment with. Put A — T/K. 

(b) Define PR = {pi, ...,pK} to be the prices to experiment with over [0,r], 

where PK D fi£ D £>p. 

Step 2. Learning/experimentation: 

(a) On the interval [0, r] apply j>j from t\-\ = (i — 1)A to £$ = iZ\, i = 

1,2,...,« as long as inventory is positive for all resources. If some 

resource is out of stock, apply p^ up until time T and STOP. 

(b) Compute 

*, , total demand over [ti_i,ti) . 
d(pj) = , i = l, . . . ,«. (4.4.1) 

Step 3. Optimization: 

For i = 1,...,K, 

If Ad(pi)T < x + <5e, then [check if price is feasible] 

r(pi) — Pi- d(pi) [compute empirical revenue rate] 

else f{pi) = 0. 

End If 

End For 
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Set p = argmax{f (p) : p 6 PK}. [empirically optimal price] 

Step 4. Pricing: 

On the interval (r, T] apply p until some resource is out of stock, then apply 

Poo for the remaining time. 

In Step 3, A denotes the capacity-consumption matrix defined in the capacity 

constraint (4.2.2) of the original dynamic optimization problem (Section 2.2). Re

garding Step 4, it is clear that any practical implementation of the policy would 

not "shut off" all the demand once a single resource becomes unavailable, but 

would rather do so only for those products that use the unavailable resource. The 

result we present in Theorem 5 is valid for policies that improve upon the above 

by refining Step 4 through partial and/or gradual demand "shut off." 

Intuition. Step 1 sets the first two tuning parameters: r determines the length 

of interval used for learning the demand function; and K sets the number of prices 

that are experimented with on that interval. In Step 2, prices in the discret set PK 

are used to obtain an empirical approximation of the demand function; 

To understand the logic underlying Step 3, imagine that the demand function 

A(-) is revealed at the start of the selling season, and demand is deterministic 

rather than governed by a Poisson process. The revenue maximization problem 
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would then be given by the following deterministic dynamic optimization problem 

maxj / r(X(p(s)))ds : / AX(p(s))ds < x , p(s) <E Vp for all s e [0,T]}, 

(4.4.2) 

where r(-) is the revenue rate. Gallego and van Ryzin (1997) show that the solu

tion to (4.4.2) is constant over time, and establish that this fixed price yields close 

to optimal performance in the original stochastic problem. Step 3 of the algorithm 

uses observed demand to form an estimate of the revenue function, and then pro

ceeds to solve a suitable empirical version of the deterministic problem (4.4.2). 

The optimal solution for this problem p is then used for the remainder of the time 

horizon (r, T]. The choice of the tuning parameter S allows some modest violation 

of the capacity constraints: the logic here is that the estimates of the demand rate 

are "noisy," and the (5-slack avoids restricting too drastically the search for the 

empirical optimal price p. 

Balancing the exploration-exploitation trade-off. The choice of the key 

tuning parameters, the learning horizon r and number of "test prices" K is meant 

to balance several contradicting objectives. Specifically, increasing r results in a 

longer time horizon over which the demand function is estimated, however by doing 

so there is also a potential loss in revenues that stems from spending "too much 

time" on learning and exploration. For every fixed choice of r, there is an inherent 

tradeoff between the number of prices to experiment with, K, and the accuracy of 

estimating the demand function on this price grid which is dictated by the length 

A=TJK. In particular, using more prices translates into a better coverage of the 
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domain of the demand surface, but it also implies that the estimates are more 

"noisy" since each price is used for a shorter interval. The next section explains 

how to balance these error sources. 

4.4.2 Performance analysis 

In addition to the basic assumptions outlined in Section 2.2, we impose the fol

lowing regularity conditions, which are quite standard in the revenue management 

literature (cf. Talluri and van Ryzin (2005)). 

Assumption 8 Every demand function A(-) € C has an inverse, denoted 7(•), the 

set T>\ := {I : I = X(p), p € T>p} is convex and the revenue function r(A) := A-7(A) 

is concave. In addition, A(-) is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., ||A(p) — A(p')|| < if||p — 

p'\\ for all p,p' 6 T>p, where K is a given positive constant. 

In the context of the high sales volume asymptotic regime given in (4.3.4), we 

provide below a result that characterizes the performance of blind policies defined 

by Algorithm 6. 

Theorem 5 Let Assumption 8 hold, and set 

rn x n-W+V, Kn x nd«d+V, Sn = Cn(log n)1'2^1'^, (4.4.3) 

with C > 0 sufficiently large. Then the sequence of policies {nn} defined by Algo

rithm 6 is asymptotically optimal. In particular, 

/ JZ(x,T;\)\ /(logn)1/2^ , . . .. 
sup 1 - " ; ', ' ) = 0 ( , „ , / ^ 1 as n-+ 00, (4.4.4) 

where d denotes the number of products. 
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Remarks. 

1. As in Theorem 4, the first part of the theorem states that the value of full 

information diminishes for large n. Note that the length of the exploration phase 

rn shrinks as n gets large, and in that sense learning occurs on a shorter time 

scale than the sales horizon [0,T]. In particular, we can rewrite (4.4.4) informally 

(ignoring logarithmic terms) as J%{x, T; A)/«/*(#, T\\) ~ 1 — Crn/T and hence the 

"price" (revenue loss) of not knowing the demand function a priori is proportional 

to the relative size of the learning horizon. 

2. It is important to note that, in contrast with the price-restricted case and the 

rate of revenue loss provided in (4.3.6), in this setting this rate degrades with the 

number of products (d); an obvious manifestation of the curse of dimensionality. 

We return to this point in Section 4.5, where a method is proposed to diminish 

this effect. 

Proof sketch. As alluded to in the discussion following Algorithm 5, there 

are three sources of error that impact the revenue loss relative to the maximal full 

information revenue benchmark, as captured by the ratio J£/'J*. The first error 

source can be interpreted as an "exploration bias" that is due to experimenting 

with various prices in the absence of any information on the demand model. This 

will result in potential revenue losses of order rn. The second error source is 

deterministic and stems from restricting to only a finite number of prices the 

search for the optimal solution of (4.4.2); the maximal loss related to this error is 

of order 1/ KJ which is the granularity of the price grid. The last source of error is 
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stochastic, arising from the fact that only noisy observations of the demand function 

are available. Since each price is held fixed for An = rn/Kn units of time, this 

introduces an error of order {nrn/Kn)~
ll2; this observation is less transparent and 

is rigorously detailed in the proof using uniform probability bounds for deviations 

of random variables from their expectation. The overall revenue loss is dictated 

by the sum of the three sources detailed above, namely 

/ i 1/2 \ 

l-W,C(,„ + - F + I ^ _ ) . (4.4.5) 

This last expression captures mathematically the tension that must be resolved in 

choosing the tuning parameters associated with Algorithm 6. Roughly speaking, 

shortening rra decreases the exploration bias, but increases the stochastic error 

since there is more "noise" at each tested price. Similarly, increasing the number 

of test prices nn shrinks the deterministic error, but increases the stochastic error 

since more prices need to be tested in rn time units. Balancing the three error 

terms in (4.4.5) yields the choice of tuning parameters reported in the theorem 

and gives rise to the revenue loss rate in (4.4.4). • 

4.4.3 A simple state-dependent refinement 

The learning phase in the policy described by Algorithm 6 results in an estimate 

of the demand function at the price vectors that are tested over the interval [0, T) . 

These estimates are subsequently used to solve an empirical version of the full 

information deterministic relaxation problem, which results in a single price which 

is then used for the rest of the selling season. This strategy does not make further 
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use of the estimates of the demand function after time t = r. A simple way to 

refine this approach would be to re-solve the aforementioned optimization problem 

at additional points in time downstream of r. For example, consider a policy 

^ ( r , K, S,Tr) that re-solves at time Tr. It proceeds as in Algorithm 6 except that 

Step 4 is replaced by: 

Step 4 ^ . Pricing: 

On the interval (r, Tr] apply p. If some resource is out of stock, apply poo 

up until time T and STOP. Otherwise, let Ir be the inventory at time Tr 

and re-solve: 

For i = 1,...,«, 

If Ad(pi)(T - Tr) <Ir + Se, then 

r(2)(Pi) =Pi-d(Pi) 

else f^ipi) = 0. 

End If 

End For 

Set p(2) = arg max{r(2) (p) : p G PK}. 

On the interval (Tr, T] apply p^ until some resource is out of stock, then apply 

Poo-
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Intuition. While such re-solving strategies are not guaranteed to yield bene

fits (see, e.g., Cooper (2002) in the context of a capacity allocation problem), the 

main idea here is to allow for some adaptation of the price to a given sample path 

of demand. As our discussion following Theorem 5 indicates, the average perfor

mance of the policy described in Algorithm 6 is essentially dictated by a law of 

large numbers, hence introducing re-solving points is expected to "hedge" against 

deviations from the average case behavior, and lead to potential improvements in 

performance. We illustrate this in the next section. 

4.4.4 Illustrative numerical examples 

Note that, as in the price restricted case, J^(x,T\X) is not readily computable in 

most cases. However, an upper bound is easy to obtain through the value of the 

deterministic optimization problem given in (4.4.2). This upper bound is fairly 

tight for moderate sized problems (see Gallego and van Ryzin (1997)), and hence 

one can compute a "good" lower bound on the ratio J£(x,T; X)/J*(x, T\X) based 

on this deterministic relaxation. The results depicted in Table 4.2 were obtained 

by running 103 independent simulation replications from which the performance 

indicators were derived by averaging. The standard error was below 0.5% in all 

cases. 

The capacity consumption matrix A and true demand functions are the ones 

defined in Section 4.3.3. The set of feasible prices is taken to be Vp = [0.5,5] x 
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[0.5,5] and T = 1. In Table 4.2, we give performance results for the policy IT 

defined by Algorithm 6, and the re-solving policy TTT (with tuning parameters 

given in (4.4.3), with C = 2 and Tr = 1/2 for each n). 

Market "size" 
Tuning parameters 

Policy 

initial 
inventory 

x = ( 3, 5, 7) 
initial 

inventory 
x= (15,12,30) 

Linear 
Exp 
Logit 
Linear 
Exp 
Logit 

n -
K = 9, 
7T 

.57 

.73 

.68 

.77 

.69 

.68 

= 102 

r = 0.29 
7Tr 

.60 

.75 

.67 

.78 

.68 

.68 

n -
K = 16, 
7T 

.65 

.77 

.81 

.85 

.81 

.83 

= 103 

r = 0.18 

7Tr 

67 
.83 
.81 
.86 
.82 
.83 

n -
K = 36, 

7T 

.76 

.89 

.85 

.91 

.91 

.90 

= 104 

r = 0.12 

7Tr 

.74 

.89 

.87 

.91 

.91 

.90 

Table 4.2: Results in the table give a lower bound on the ratio of the revenues 
extracted by the policies 7r(r, K, S) (Algorithm 6) and 7rr(r, K, 8, Tr) (Algorithm 6 
with Step 4(r)), to the optimal revenues in the full information case. Here K = 
number of prices tested by the policy, r = fraction of time allocated to learning, 
and Tr = 1/2 is the time of re-solving and price adjustments in 7rr. 

We observe that with inventory levels of the order of a few thousands, the 

expected revenues under the proposed policy 7T2 exceed 65% of the optimal expected 

revenues in the full information case (where the demand function is known a priori). 

The policy utilizes approximately 18% of the time horizon T to learn the demand 

function and experiments with 16 prices. Inspecting the results, we observe that 

the ratio J£/'J* approaches 1 as the market size increases, as predicted by the 

asymptotic optimality result in Theroem 5. We also observe that the performance 

of the re-solving policy ^ is roughly on par with that of the original policy 7T2 

and does not yield significant improvements. This suggests that dynamic price 

adjustments following the learning phase have little impact on performance and 

that the latter is primarily driven by the uncertainty associated with the demand 
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function. Comparing the results above with those in Table 4.1 that summarize 

the price restricted case, it is evident that superior performance is observed when 

the set of feasible prices is finite; this is in line with intution and the performance 

guarantees given in Theorems 4 and 5, respectively. In particular, the performance 

in the price-restricted case does not degrade with the dimension of the set of 

products. 

4.5 The Curse of Dimensionality 

The policies we have outlined in Section 4.4 suffer from the curse of dimensional

ity, which leads to a degradation in the performance guarantee given in Theorem 

5 (as the number of products d increases). The culprit here is the necessity to 

experiment with sufficiently many price combinations to "cover" the domain of 

the unknown demand function. To mitigate this problem, and improve the result 

in (4.4.4), one would need to exploit additional structural information on the un

known demand function. We first explore how one can exploit further smoothness 

of the demand function; such information can be used to reconstruct the entire 

demand surface through techniques from nonparametric statistics and to design 

more "clever" pricing policies. Then we comment briefly on the case where the 

demand function is separable (a common assumption in the literature). 

4.5.1 Exploiting smoothness of the demand function 

Rather than restricting smoothness to the function, as in Assumption 8, we now 

essentially require that the Lipschitz condition given there hold for the first s — 1 
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derivatives. Thus, our class of demand functions is assumed to be s-times differen-

tiable with uniformly bounded derivatives. Note that almost all demand functions 

commonly used in the literature fall into this category. We state this more formally 

in the following assumption. 

Assumption 9 For some constant L > 0 and positive integer s, the demand 

function X is s times differentiate, and for all i — 1, ...,d 

|Sai--a<'Ai(p) 
< L (4.5.1) 

dPT...dP
a

d
d 

for all p € Vp and nonnegative integers a\,..., aj, such that ai + ... + a^ = s. 

Here d is the dimension of the set of products, and s is mnemonic for smoothness 

of the demand function. The idea now is the following: given a price grid, e.g., as 

detailed prior to the statement of Algorithm 6, and the observed demand at each 

of those price vectors y — (d(pi),...,d(pK)), reconstruct an approximation to the 

entire demand surface X(p; y) over the price domain, p € Vp. To achieve this goal, 

we will focus here on a nonparametric method based on local polynomials, which 

roughly works as follows: for a given price point p 6 Vp, consider a neighborhood 

of that point Bp which is a hypercube with edge length h1; fit a polynomial of 

degree s — 1 to that neighborhood using observed demand and approximate the 

value of the function A(-) at p by that of the polynomial at the same point. 

More specifically, let us focus initially on the first component of the demand 

function Ax(-) and detail the development of the approximation. For i = 1,...,K 

1where h is a tuning parameter and Bp = \[i=l Bl where Bl = [p1,!? + h] if p1 < pz + h/2, 
Bi = \pi-h,p} if pi >pl - h/2 and Bi = [p* - h/2,pi + h/2] otherwise 
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and j = 1, ...,d, yj denotes the number of requests for product j when pricing at 

p% in the learning phase, yi denotes the row vector (y{,...,y3
Kn), and yi denotes the 

column vector (yj, ...,yf)T. Select the parameter h > 0 such that h,Klld > s + 1. 

For every p € Vp, we define a window 5 p = Ili=i-^*' w n e r e B% = \p\Pl + ^] if 

p* < p* + /i/2, B* = [p* - /t, 1] if pi > p1 - h/2 and Bi = |>* - V 2 ^ + ^/2] 

otherwise. 

The local polynomial approximation to the function A1(-) will be a weighted 

sum of the observations y\. We construct a set of weights as follows. Let ft1,..., (3N 

be a basis in the space of polynomials of degree s — 1 of d variables. Fix a price 

p G Vp and denote by G = Bp fl PK the set of price points in the grid that also 

lie in the window Bp. Let (3%
G denote the column vector whose j t h component is 

given by the value of f3l at the j t h point in G amd let M = \/3Q, ...,(3Q\. Given that 

hnlld > s + 1 , it is possible to show that M has full rank (see Nemirovski (2000)). 

We define a vector of weights u>B(p) as follows 

uB(p) = M(MTM)-1V(p), (4.5.2) 

where V(p) — {^(p),..., f3N(p))T. Given the weights, the approximation takes the 

following form 

AW)= £ u?(p)yl (4.5.3) 
i:pi€Bp 

A similar approach conducted for every component of the demand function yields 

the approximation 

KP;V)= Yl "?(p)yi- (4-5-4) 
i:piGBp 
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The proof of Theorem 6 in Appendix C.l contains further details on the approxi

mation and some of its properties. Nemirovski (2000) is a recent reference on such 

approximations. 

To describe a policy that uses this nonparametric regression methodology, con

sider now replacing Step 3 of Algorithm 6 by the following Step 3': 

Step 3'. Optimization: 

a) Let yi = d(pi), i = 1,..., K 

b) Let A(-, y) be an approximation to A(-) based on local polynomials of order s — 1 

c) Set p = argmaXpe:Dj){p • A(p; y) : A\(p; y) < x + 5e] 

Let Algorithm 6' denote Algorithm 6 where Step 3' replaces Step 3. The policy 

described by Algorithm 6' takes as input four tuning parameters (r, K, 5, h), where 

h is a smoothing parameter associated with the local polynomial regression to 

estimate and reconstruct the demand function; See footnote 1 and further details 

in the proof of Theorem 6. In the context of the asymptotic regime given in 

(4.3.4), the performance of policies defined by means of Algorithm 6' is given in 

the following result. 

Theorem 6 Let Assumptions 8 and 9 hold. Let TT denote the policies defined by 

Algorithm 6' where rn K n-V(3+d/«); Kji ~ ^nd/(3s+d)^ ^ = ^ + y-i^i/d^ and 
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Sn x C(logn)1/2n-1/(3+d/ ,s) with C > 0 sufficiently large, then {7rn} is asymptoti

cally optimal and 

S" JZ(x,T\\) ) ~ ° W/<W> J' (4-5'5) 

Remark 1 (the curse of dimensionality). While the revenue loss relative 

to the full information optimal revenues given in (4.5.5) degrades as the number of 

products, d, increases, it is now evident that the smoother the demand function, 

the lesser are the curse of dimensionality effects. In particular the rate of conver

gence for the policy given by Algorithm 6' is n - 1 ^ 3 4 " ^ compared to n -1^34"^ for 

the original policy described by Algorithm 6. Note that if the demand function 

is "very smooth" (roughly speaking infinitely continuously differentiable), then 

J^/Jn f« 1 — C/n1/3, up to logarithmic terms. That is, revenue losses resulting 

from not knowing the demand function are dimension-independent, approaching 

the performance of the price restricted case given in Theorem 4. Given that most 

commonly used demand functions are very smooth, the potential of our proposed 

approach is evident. 

Remark 2 (implications for price testing). Theorem 6 implies that the 

number of prices to be tested in the learning phase is reduced compared to Theorem 

6. This is an important implication from a practical perspective: Algorithm 6' 

exploits smoothness of the demand function to extract more information (per tested 

price). The theoretical basis for this can be found in Theorems 5 and 6 if one 

focuses on the magnitude of the number of price tests: Kn — nd^d+3^ in the former; 
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and nd/(d+3s) in the latter. The intuition here is that a smoother function can be 

"pinned down" using fewer points. 

Intuition. The main intuition underlying the result in Theorem 6 is as follows: 

as the smoothness of the underlying demand function increases, the variation of this 

function between any two points becomes more and more restricted. Exploiting 

this yields an improvement in the approximation of the demand function. In 

particular, one can show that with tuning parameters Kn and hn chosen such that 

nn x |"nd/(3s+d)] and hn = (s + l ) - 1 «£ 1 / d , one has 

supE||An(p;j/) - \{p)\\oo « {nrn)-^u. (4.5.6) 
XeC 

Let us revisit the proof sketch of Theorem 5 (outlined following the statement 

of that result). Three main error sources were highlighted there: an exploration 

bias; a deterministic error; and a stochastic error. In the current context, the key 

observation is that the magnitude of the deterministic and stochastic errors can 

be reduced by exploiting smoothness. In particular, we now have for all A G C 

where s is the smoothness index and d is the dimensionality. Balancing the error 

sources, one gets that the optimal choice of the learning horizon is rn « n-
s/(3a+d)_ 

Now, one has that the fraction of the optimal full information revenue extracted by 

7r is of order J£/Jn ~ 1 — Tn. The rate rra degrades gracefully with the dimension 

d, due to the smoothness of the demand function which is exploited by the policy 
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7T. 

A numerical example: performance analysis. To illustrate the perfor

mance of Algorithm 6' defined above, we consider the same setting as in Section 

4.4.4. Let 7r denote the policy given by Algorithm 6. Let n' denote the policy 

that follows Algorithm 6' and uses local polynomials of degree 1 to approximate 

the demand function. In Table 4.3, we provide performance results when both 

policies use the same tuning parameters. This comparison highlights the value of 

"reconstructing" the demand function (as in Step 3' of Algorithm 6') rather than 

restricting the search to prices that were tested in the learning phase (as in Step 3 

of Algorithm 6). 

Market "size" 
Tuning parameters 

Policy 

•En 

•En 

initial 
inventory 

= ( 3, 5, 7) x n 
initial 

inventory 
= (15,12,30) xn 

Linear 
Exponential 
Logit 
Linear 
Exponential 
Logit 

n = 
AC — 1 6 , 

7T 

.65 

.77 

.81 

.85 

.81 

.83 

= 10a 

r = 0.18 
-K' 

.76 

.87 

.85 

.88 

.82 

.83 

n = 
K = 36, 

IX 

.76 

.89 

.85 

.91 

.91 

.90 

= 104 

r = 0.12 
7T' 

.83 

.90 

.94 

.92 

.91 

.93 

Table 4.3: Exploiting smoothness. Results in the table give a lower bound on 
the ratio of the revenues extracted by the policy n (Algorithm 6) and ir' (Algorithm 
6'), relative to the optimal revenues in the full information case. Here K = number 
of prices tested by the policy, and r = fraction of time allocated to learning. 

We observe a general improvement in performance when using policy n' com

pared to what is achieved by policy n. This improvement can be significant, at 

times exceeding 10% of the full information optimal revenues. In particular, for 

the examples considered, the performance of policy ir' always exceeds 76% of the 
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full information optimal revenues for market sizes of the order of 103. The im

provements are more marginal for cases where initial inventories are large (the 

case x = (15,12,30)); where n already achieves a good performance. These results 

illustrate that it is possible to take advantage of the smoothness of the underly

ing unknown demand function to reconstruct an estimate of the entire demand 

function, and hence improve upon the revenue optimization. Note that the perfor

mance of policies n and IT' was illustrated using identical tuning parameters, and 

in particular the same number of prices were tested. Thus, one may interpret the 

numerical results as follows: for any given performance level, fewer prices need to 

be tested when using ir' as opposed to 7r. 

A numerical example: reconstructing the demand function. In order 

to illustrate how local polynomials are used to reconstruct the demand function and 

in turn the revenue function, we depict in Figure 4.1(a) the revenue function derived 

from a logit model (A(p1;p2) = 10(l-H3xp{-pi}+exp{-p2})~HexP{-Pi}>exP{_P2})) 

and in Figure 4.1(b) the approximation obtained by using local polynomials of 

degree 1 that is used by the policy TT' with market size of 104. Note that this 

approximation is based on a single realization of the learning phase. In particular, 

36 prices are tested in the domain Vp = [0.5,5] x [0.5, 5], and the resulting demand 

observations are used to reconstruct the demand function. 

If one focuses on the iso-revenue contours, one observes that the general shape 

of the revenue function is recovered reasonable well and in particular, the location 

of the maximizer of the revenue function is well approximated. This is one of 
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2.5J 

Figure 4.1: Reconstructing the revenue surface, (a) revenue function derived 
from a logit demand model; (b) approximation to the revenue function using local 
polynomials of degree 1. Iso-revenue contours are indicated on the (pi,P2) plane. 
The construction is obtained by testing 36 prices. 

the reasons why the policy TT' works so well. The main takeaway here is that a 

relatively small number of prices allows for a reasonable accurate reconstruction 

of the demand function on the entire price domain, and this translates to the 

performance improvement reported in Table 4.3. 

4.5.2 Exploiting separability of the demand function 

If it is known a priori that the demand function is separable, meaning that the 

demand for the ith product, Xl(p), is only a function of the price of the ith product 
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pl, then the products are only linked through the capacity constraints in the revenue 

optimization problem. In such cases, one can refine the learning stage of Algorithm 

6, by testing every product price once (since the demand is separable), as opposed 

to having to test all price combinations in the price grid. From this, one can 

construct estimates of the demand function at all price vectors in the price grid. 

By limiting the number of price tests as above, it is straightforward to show that 

the relative revenue loss would be 

1 - f ^ ' ! / ^ « n~l'\ (4.5.8) 

In particular, performance no longer depends on the number of products that 

are being sold and hence is dimension-independent. The proof of this result is 

omitted as it follows exactly along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 5. 

(Of course, one can combine this observation with the method outlined earlier to 

exploit smoothness and further improve on (4.5.8)). 

4.6 Concluding Remarks 

Incorporating additional prior information. The policies proposed in this 

paper make no significant a priori assumptions on the unknown demand function 

or its domain (feasible price set). In particular, all prices within the domain Vp 

are effectively assumed to be equally likely candidates for generating the highest 

revenues in the deterministic relaxation. If certain price combinations are con

sidered to be more likely to generate higher profit versus others, one can encode 

such beliefs in the form of a prior distribution with support contained in T>p. The 
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structure of this prior would then lead to the use of non-uniform price grids in the 

proposed algorithms: regions in T>p that have higher prior probability mass will be 

"quantized" more finely as opposed to other areas which have lower probability. 

On the Poisson process assumption. We have made the assumption that 

requests for products arrive according to a Poisson process whose rate is given by 

the underlying demand function (evaluated at a given price). This assumption is 

made primarily for concreteness and in order to keep technical details to a bare 

minimum. In essence, the notion of asymptotic optimality we advocate in this 

paper only relies on a rough estimate of the rate of convergence in the strong 

law of large numbers. Thus, the results given in Sections 4.3-4.5 can be derived 

under far more general assumptions on the underlying point process that governs 

demand. 

Extensions. Our approach hinges on the fact that the revenue management 

problem being discussed can be "well approximated" by an appropriate determin

istic relaxation which admits a simple solution. This is encoded in Step 3 of the 

policies described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 of this paper. Roughly speaking, this 

ensures that a static fixed price nearly maximizes revenues in the full information 

case (cf. Gallego and van Ryzin (1994, 1997)). Problems that admit such structure 

appear in various other contexts, see, e.g., Paschalidis and Tsitsiklis (2000) and 

Maglaras and Zeevi (2005)), and the techniques developed in this paper may prove 
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useful in those problems as well. 

Adaptive algorithms. Even though the performance of the proposed policies 

was shown to be near-optimal, the decision maker will not necessarily wish to fully 

separate the learning phase from the pricing phase in the manner prescribed by 

Algorithms 5, 6 and 6'. In particular, it is possible to make the learning phase 

adaptive so that only relevant regions of the feasible price set are explored. That 

is, the estimation and optimization stages might be pursued simultaneously rather 

than sequentially, to perform a better localized search for the near optimal fixed 

price. 
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Appendix A 

Proofs for Chapter 2 

A.l Proof of the Main Result 

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is organized in three main steps. In a first step, 

we decompose An in two terms, whose behavior under Ho and Hi are subsequently 

analyzed separately in Lemmas 1 and 3. 

We decompose An as follows 

An = An + r>n, 

where 

Bn = TTn(x*)-7Tn(x*(9)) 

Next, we analyze each term An and Bn separately under the null and the alternative 

hypotheses. 

Lemma 1 Suppose that nh^ —> oo and nh7
n —> 0, then 

nh\An => 7x2, 
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where 7 was defined in (2.5.4) an^ X2 ^s a Chi-squared random variable with one 

degree of freedom. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Noting that 7r(-) is differentiable, a Taylor expansion gives 

that that for some x^n e [min{xn,x*},max{xn,x*}] 

An = ~^n\
Xn)\x ~ xn) ~ ^n\

X^-,n)\x ~ xn) 

= -\^{xltn){x* - xnf (A.l-l) 

Now, by Ziegler (2002, Theorem 3.1), we have under the assumption that nh^ —> 

+00 and that nh7
n —» 0 

^K{x* - xn) =* Af(0, ^$$1^ /(*(1)(V0)2#), (A.1-2) 

where Af(0, a2) denotes a centered normal distribution with variance a2. 

Let {xn} be any sequence of reals in X. We next establish that 7r^(xn) converges 

to TT"(X) whenever \xn — x\ converges to zero in probability. 

< sup \n':(x) - TT"(X)\ + \n"(xn) - ir"(x)\ 
r0<r<rm ax 

The second term on the right-hand-side converges to zero in probability by conti

nuity of 7r"(-). The first term on the right-hand-side also converges to zero under 

the current assumption that nh^ —> 00 (see Ziegler (2002, Theorem 1.5)). 

Now note that the sequence x^n converges in probability to x* (since xn con

verges in probability to x* by (A.1-2) and \x\tH — x*\ < \xn — x*\) . Applying the 
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result above, we have that 7r^(xi)Tl) converges to n"(x*) in probability. Noting that 

(A. 1-1) implies that 

1 r -i2 
nh\An = - - ^ ( z 1 ) n ) | y n / 4 ( x n - x * ) J , 

Slutsky's theorem and the continuous mapping theorem, in conjunction with (A. 1-2), 

imply that 

We now turn to analyze the second contribution to An, Bn. We start with a re

sult on the estimate 9. The next lemma provides a characterization 0's convergence 

to 0* under both H0 and Hi. 

Lemma 2 i.) Under Ho, 

y/n~(9-0*)=>N(O,I]2) asn^oo, (A.l-3) 

where S2 = 1$} and Ig* is the Fisher information matrix, 

ii.) Under Hi, 

0 —> #* almost surely as n —• oo, (A. 1-4) 

Proof of Lemma 2. For part i.), note that the conditions spelled out in Assump

tion 4 ensure asymptotic normality of the ML estimator (see, e.g., Serfling (2002)). 

For part ii.), Assumption 4 ensures that one can apply White (1982, Theorem 2.2) 

which yields the result. • 
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We now characterize the asymptotic behavior of Bn under the null and alter

native hypotheses. 

Lemma 3 

i.) Under H0 nh^Bn —> 0 in probability as n —> oo. 

ii.) Under Hi nhz
nBn —> oo in probability as n —• oo. 

Proof of Lemma 3. To prove the result, we decompose Bn into two terms. We 

have Bn = Cn + Dn, where 

Cn = 9n(x*)-nn(x*(9*)) 

Dn = 9n(x*(e*))-Trn(x*(e)) 

Analysis under H0. By a Taylor expansion, we have 

- Dn = n'n(x*(9*))(x*(9) - *•(*•)) + ^ W ( ^ ( n - x*(6))2,(A.l-5) 

for some xhn e [min{x*(6*),x*(e)},m&x{x*(d*),x*(d)}}. 

We next establish that x*(-) is Lipschitz continuous. Let C2 = max{\d2p(x*(6); 9)/d9idx\ : 

i = 1,.., d, 9 e 9} and Cz - mm{\dp{x*(9);9)/d2x\ : i = 1,.., d, 9 e 6>}. Note that 

C2 and C3 are well defined as the maximum and minimum of continuous functions 

over compact sets. In addition, note that by Assumption 3ii.) that C3 > 0. The 

fact that x*(6) is an interior maximizer implies that it satisfies 

dp(x*(9);9) _Q 

dx 
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In addition, the fact that Q2X < 0 (Assumption 3ii.)) implies that the 

equation above has a unique solution in the neighborhood of x*(9). Applying the 

implicit function theorem yields that x*(9) is differentiate and 

dx*(9) _ d2p{x*(9);9)/d9jdx 

89i ~ d2p(x*(9);9)/d2x ' 

We then have that \dx*{9)/d9i\ < C2/C3 and x*(9) is Lipschitz continuous with 

constant C2/C3. 

Under H0, x*(9*) = x* and hence n'(x*(9*)) = 0. Coming back to (A.l-5), it 

follows that 

nh3
nDn = -nhln>n(x*(9*))(x*(9) - x*(P)) ~ n ^ ^ K » ) ( * * ( 0 - x*(9)f 

= -hX'y/nh&fax'iF)) - TT'(X*(9*))) hnJn{x*{9) - x\9*)) 

-\K{*i,n)nhl(x*{9*) - x\9))2. (A.l-6) 

Focusing on the the second on the right-hand-side above, one can establish as in 

Lemma 1 that 7r '̂(a;i)n) converges to TT'^X*(9*)). We also have that nhn(x*(9*) — 

x*(9)) < h%l{C2/Cz)2[\/n{9 — 9*)]2 and the right hand side converges to zero in 

probability by (A. 1-3) and the fact that hn —• 0. 

Turning to the first term on the right-and-side in (A.l-6), we have that 

hn yjnhn(jx'n{x*{9*)) — IT'(x*(6*))) converges to zero under the assumption that 

nhn —> 0 (see Pagan and Ullah (1999, Theorem 4.3)). On another hand, hn^/n{x*{9*)-

x*(9)) < hn{C2/Cz)\/n{9 — 9*) and again the right hand side converges to zero in 

probability by (A. 1-3) and the fact that hn —• 0. We deduce that 

nhnDn => 0 (A. 1-7) 
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Under Ho, x*(9*) = x*, which implies that Cn = 0 and hence i.) follows. 

Analysis under Hi. We now analyze Dn and Cn under Hi. Under Hi, it is 

clear that Dn converges to zero in probability from (A. 1-5), the continuity of x*{6) 

and the consistency (A. 1-4). On another hand, we have 

Cn = nn(x*)-TTn(x*(e*)) 

= irn{x*) - TT(X*) + n(x*) - 7r(x*{0*)) + ir(x*(9*)) - 7rn{x*(9*)), 

Both terms nn(x*) —n(x*) and n(x*(9*)) + n(x*(6*)) — irn(x*(6*)) converge to zero 

by the consistency of the nonparametric estimator. We deduce that Cn converges 

to n(x*) - ir(x*(6*)) > 0 in probability. Hence Bn converges to n(x*) — n(x*(6*)) 

and nh^Bn =̂> oo since nh^ —> oo. ii) is now established and the proof of Lemma 

3 is complete. • 

Combing the results of Lemmas 1 and 3, the result of the theorem follows by 

an application of Slutsky's theorem. This completes the proof. 
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Appendix B 

Proofs for Chapter 3 

B. l Proofs of Main Results 

Preliminaries and notation. For any real number x, x+ will denote max{a;, 0}. 

Ci ,C2, . . . will be used to denote positive constants which are independent of a 

given demand function, but may depend on the parameters of the class C of ad

missible demand functions and on x and T. A sequence {an} of real numbers is 

said to increase to infinity at a polynomial rate if there exist a constant (3 > 0 such 

that lim i n ^ - ^ an /n^ > 0. To lighten the notation, we will occasionally omit the 

arguments of J£(x, T; A) and j£(x, T\X). In what follows we will make use of the 

following facts. 

Fact 1. Recall the definition of JD{x, T|A), the optimal value of the deterministic 

relaxation (3.3.5). First note that J% = nJD. We will also use the fact that 

miJD(x,T\X) >mD, 
\ec ~ 

where mD = mT' > 0 and V = min{T, x/M}. Indeed, for any A e £ , there is a 

price q € \p,p] such that r(q) > m. Consider the policy that applies q on [0, T"] 
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and then applies p^ up until T. This solution is feasible since X(q)T' < MT' < x. 

In addition the revenues generated from this policy are given by mT'. 

We provide below a result that generalizes Gallego and van Ryzin (1994, Propo

sition 2) and that is used throughout the proofs of the main results. Its proof can 

be found in Appendix B.2. 

Lemma 4 The solution to problem (3.3.5) is given by p(s) = pD := max{pw,pc} 

for s <E [0,T'] and p(s) = p^ for s > T', where pu = argmaxpe[pp]{r(A(p))}, 

pc = argmnipg^p] \X(p) — x/T\ and T — min{T, x/X(pD)}. In addition, for all 

X G C, the optimal value of (3.3.5), JD(x,T\X), serves as an upper bound on 

Jn(x,T;X)forallir£V. 

Before proceeding, we state the following lemma which is needed throughout 

the analysis and whose proof is deferred to Appendix B.2. 

Lemma 5 Suppose that fi € [0, M] and rn > n13 with (3 > 0. 

Ifen = 2n1'2Ml/2{\ogn)l/2rn112, then for alln>\ 

*[N(/j,rn) - ixrn > rn€ri) < 
n^ 

C 
p(iV(//rn) - nrn < - r n e„ ) < 

for some suitably chosen constant C > 0. 

This lemma bounds the deviations of a Poisson process from its mean. It will be 

used to control for the estimates of the demand function evaluated at given prices. 
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B. l . l Proofs of the results in Section 3.4 

Proof of Proposition 1. Fix A e C, r\ = 2. We consider the sequence of policies 

irn := 7r(rn,Kn), n = 1,2,... denned by means of Algorithm 1. The proof is 

organized in four steps. The first step develops an expression for a lower bound on 

the expected revenues achieved by the proposed policy. This lower bound highlights 

the terms that need to be analyzed. The second step provides probabilistic bounds 

on the estimate p of the price pD and the associated revenue rate. This is done 

by controlling the deviations of a Poisson process from its mean (see Lemma 6). 

The third step finalizes the analysis of the lower bound. For this step, two cases 

have to be considered separately depending on the starting level of inventory. The 

key issue here is to control for stochastic fluctuations of customer requests at the 

estimated price p. In the last step, we conclude the proof by combing the results 

from the two cases and plugging in the tuning parameters. 

Let rn be such that rn —> 0 and nrn —> oo at a polynomial rate as n -> oo. 

Let Kn be a sequence of integers such that Kn —> oo and nAn :— nrnj'Kn —• oo 

at a polynomial rate. We divide the interval [p,p] into Kn equal length intervals 

and we let Pn = {pi,i = 1 , . . . ,K„} be the left endpoints of these intervals. Now 

partition [0, Tn] into Kn intervals of length An and apply the price px on the ith 

interval. Define 

A(p0 = l -r , l=l,...,Kn, (B.1-1) 

nzAn 

where N(-) is a unit rate Poisson process. Thus \(pi) denotes the number of 
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product requests over successive intervals of length An, normalized by nAn. 

Step 1. Here, we derive a lower bound on the expected revenues under the 

policy 7rn. Let Xn
L) = £ £ i \{Pi)nAn, Xn

P) = \{p)n(T - rn) and put Yn = 

N{Xn
L) + XP), r i L ) = N(Xn

L)) and Y^P) = Yn - Y^K Y^L) represents the 

maximum number of requests during the learning phase if the system would not run 

out of resources, y„(P) the maximum number of requests during the pricing phase 

and Yn the maximum total number of requests throughout the sales horizon. Now 

note that one can lower bound the revenues achieved by 7rn by those accumulated 

during the pricing phase and during the latter, the maximum number of units that 

can be sold is exactly min {y„(P), (nx - y n
( L ) ) + } . We deduce that 

Jl > E p m i n { r j p \ (nx - FJL)) + }] (B.l-2) 

Next, we analyze the lower bound above by getting a handle on p, the estimate of 

pD and the quantities Yn and Yd . 

Step 2. Here, we analyze the estimate p through the estimates pu and pc. 

Recall the definition of 

pu = argmax{pjA(pi)}, pc = argmin|A(pj) - x/T\, 
l<i<nn l<i<Kn 

which are estimates of pu and pc, respectively. We define the following quantity 

un = ( l p g n ^ m a x l l / ^ l / f a A , ) 1 7 2 } , (B.l-3) 

that will be used throughout the analysis to quantify deviations of various quanti

ties associated with the proposed policy from their full information counterparts. 
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We provide below a result that characterizes the revenue rate at p = max{pc,pu} 

as well as pc. The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix B.2. 

Lemma 6 For some positive constants C\, C2, C3, for and all n>l, 

F{r(X(pD))-r(X(p))>C1un}<:^I, 

F{\pc-pc\>C2un}< °3 

n^ - l 

(B.l-4) 

(B.l-5) 

Step 3. In what follows we will separate two cases: A(p) < x/T and X(p) > 

x/T. The latter case is one where the decision-maker would on average run out of 

inventory during the sales horizon and has to be analyzed separately. 

Case 1. Suppose first that \{p) < x/T. Note that min{Y„(P), (nx-Y^L))+) = 

Yd — (Yn — nx) . Hence, using (B.l-2) and the fact that p <p, we have 

Jl > E[pYP]-pE[(Yn-nx)+] 

= E [E [pN(X(p)n(T - rn)) | p\ ] - pE [(Yn - nx)+' 

- E[r(A(p))]n(T - rn) - pE [(Yn - nx)+]. (B.l-6) 

Now, 

E[r(A(p))] 

+E[r(A(p)) - r(X(pD)) | r(X(pD)) - r(A(p)) < C lW„]p{r(A(p^)) - r(A(p)) < ClUn) 

+E[r(A(p)) - r(X(pD)) | r(X(pD)) - r(A(p)) > C lWn]p{r(A(pD)) - r(A(p)) > ClUn) 

rl£(p°))-Clun-^ (B.l-7) 
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where (a) follows from Lemma 6 and one can take C4 = 2pMC^ (recall that A(-) 

is bounded above by M under Assumption 1 (i) and hence r(-) is bounded above 

by pM.) We now turn to analyze the second term on the RHS of (B.l-6). The 

following result gives a probabilistic bound on the deviations of the random variable 

Yn from nx and its proof is deferred to Appendix B.2. 

Lemma 7 For some positive constants C5, C6, for and alln> 1, 

C6 F(Yn -nx> C5nun) < — ^ 
ni-

(B.l-8) 

Using (B.l-8), we have 

E (y„ - nx)~ < C^nUn + E 

(a) 

(y„ - nx)+ ; y„ - nx > C5mtn I 

C6 

< C5nun + (nx + C5nun + 1 + nM) r 
nV-L 

< C7nun, (B.l-9) 

where C7 is a suitably large positive constant, (a) follows from the fact that for 

a Poisson random variable Z with mean /x, M[Z \Z>a]<a + l+fi. We thus 

conclude from (B.l-7) and (B.l-9) that 

C3 r(\(pD)) - Ciun -\n(T - r„) - p C 7 n u n 

> nr{\(pD))T-C8n(un + Tn), (B.l-10) 

where C8 is a suitably chosen constant. Now, from (B.l-10) and the definition of 

mD in Fact 1 in the preamble of the appendix, we have that 

ID „TD £ 1 mDKun+Tn)-JS nJD 
m1 

(B.l-11) 
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Case 2. Now suppose A(p) > x/T. In this case, note that pc = pD — p. 

Recalling the lower bound expression in (B.l-2), we seek to get a handle on 

min{Fn , (nx — Yn ) }. The following result, whose proof can be found in 

Appendix B.2, says that the previous quantity will be "close" to the total units in 

inventory, nx, with very high probability. 

Lemma 8 Define A := {co : min{l^ \ (nx — Yn ') } > nx — Cgun, \p — pD\ < 

C<zun}. Then for some positive constants CQ, Ci0, for and alln>l, 

F(A) > 1 - ^ (B.l-12) 

The revenues generated by 7rra can be bounded below as follows 

^ > E[pmm{Y^p\(nx-Y^) + } 

> E [pmin{Yn
(F), (nx - FJL)) + } I A] ¥{A) 

> F,[(pD -C2un)mm{YP,(nx-YM)+} \A]F(A) 

> (pD - C2un)(nx - C9nun) ( l - - ^ - ) (B.l-13) 

> pDnx-nCnun (B.l-14) 

where both (a) and (b) follow from the definition of A and (B.l-12) and where 

Cio > 0 is suitably large. Now, recall that since X(p) > x/T, pD — p and J^ = nxp. 

Hence 

JIT JIT (^ 

% = - 4 : > 1 - ^ V (B.l-15) 
J% nxp px 

Step 4. Let C12 = max{C8/(mD), Cn/(px)}. Combining (B.l-11) and (B.l-15), 

we have for all A € £, VJ^x, T; A) < C^iy^n + Tn)i a n d note that C\2 does not de-
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pend on the specific function A € C. Note that the choice of tuning parameters 

that minimizes the order of the the upper bound on the regret is exactly rn x n - 1 / 4 

and Kn x n1/4. Plugging in, we get for some C13 > 0 

xec - ' • nV4 
s u p ^ ( ^ T ; A ) < 

The proof is complete. 

Proof of Proposition 2. Since J£(x, T; A) < J*(x, T\X), the result will be estab

lished if we can prove that for some C > 0 

Consider the demand function A(p) = (a — 6p)+ with 6 € [K_, K] and 

a = max{2Kp, ifp + x/T}. Note in particular that A € C since a < M. In 

addition, for this demand function we have pu = pc = p. By Proposition 1 in 

Gallego and van Ryzin (1994), any dynamic pricing policy will never price below 

pu, hence the optimal dynamic pricing policy is to price at pu until T or the time 

when inventory is depleted. We deduce that 

J*(x, T\X) = puE[N(n\(pu)T)] - puE[{N(nX{pu)T) - nx)+] 

= nr{pu)T - puE[(N(nx) - nx)+] 

= Jj?(x, T\X) - pE[(N(nx) - nx)+] 

= JZ(x,T\X)-pnxe-™{^. 

Hence, 

J?(x,T\\) - JZ(x,T\\) 1 ^__nx(nx)nx 
pnxe J°{x,T\X) npX{p)T^ (nx)\ 
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Using Sterling's approximation, n1 / 2( l - J*(x,T\\)/J®(x,T\\)) —• C\ > 0 as 

n —> oo and hence (B.l-16) is established. This completes the proof. • 

B.1.2 Proofs of the results in Section 3.5 

In this section, we define for any 9 e 0, pD(0) := max{pu(0),pc(0)}, where pu{9) = 

argmax{pA(p;#) : p € \p,p]}, pc(0) = argmin{|A(p;#) — x/T\ : p € \p,p]}. In 

addition, we define T>\(9) — {1:1 — \{p; 9) for some p € [p,p]}-

Proof of Proposition 3. In what follows, we let 9* denote the true parameter 

value. The proof follows the structure of the proof of Proposition 1. The first step 

provides a lower on the revenues achieved by the proposed policy. The second 

step bounds the difference between the estimated parameter vector and its true 

value and analyzes the revenues at pu(9), pc(9) and p = max{pu(9),pc(9)}. Step 3 

finalizes the analysis of the lower bound. The proof concludes with the resulting 

upper bound obtained for the regret. 

Step 1. Here, we derive a lower bound on the expected revenues under the 

policy 7rn. Let X)t = YH=I KPi)n^n, ^n = A(p)n(T - rn) and put Yn = 

N(xiL) + Xip)), Y^L) = N(xiL)) and V„(JP) = Yn - Y^L). As in the proof of 

Proposition 1, we have 

Jl > E pmin{Ff ) , (nx - Y^)+}] (B.l-17) 

Next, we analyze the lower bound above by getting a handle on p, the estimate of 

pD and the quantities Yd and Yn • 

Step 2. Here, we analyze the estimate p. 
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We first analyze pu(9). Note that for any p € \p,p] and 9,9' G 0, we have 

|r(A(p; 0) - r(A(p; 0'); 6K)| = |pA(p; 6) - pA(p; 6') 

< p\X(p;9)-X(p;9')\ 

(B.l-18) 

where (a) follows from Assumption 6(ii.). Now 

0 < r(X(pu(9*); 9*); 9*) - r(X(pu(9);9*); 9*) 

r(\(pu(9*);9*);9*)-r(\(pu(9y,9);9)\ + \r(X(pu(9*y,9);9) - r(X(pu(9);9);9) 

+ r(X(pu(9yJ);9)-r(X(pu(9);9*);9*) 

< K2p\\9-9*\\oo + 0 + K2p\\9-9*\\oo, 

where (a) follows from (B.l-18) and the fact that pu(9) maximizes r(X(-;9);9) on 

\p,p]. Hence, we have established that 

0 < r{X(pu(9*); 9*); 9*) - r(X(pu{9);9*); 9*) < 2K2p\\9 - 9* (B.l-19) 

We now turn to analyze pc{9). Note that under Assumption 5(i.),(ii.), r(-,9) is 

Lipschitz with constant p + MK~l. Using this, 

\r(X(pc(n9*);9*)-r(X(pc(9y9*);9*)\ 

< {p + MK-l)\X{p\9*y9*)-X{p\9y9*)\. (B.l-20) 

Now note that 

\X(pc(9*);9*)-X(pc(9);9*)\ 

< \X(pc(9*);9*) - X(pc(9);9)\ + \X(pc(9);9) - X(pc(9);9*) 

< \X{pc{9*);9*) - X(pc(9);9)\ + K2\\9 - 0*|U, 
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where (a) follows from Assumption 6(ii.). Let h2{l;9) denote the projection on 

VX(P), i.e., h2(l;9) = max{mm{y,A(p;0)},X(p;0)} and note that X(pc(9);9) = 

h2(x/T; 9). It is easy to show that for all y, h2(y, •) is Lipschitz with constant K2 

where the latter was defined in Assumption 6(ii.). Using this, we have \X(pc(9*); 9*)— 

X(pc(9);9)\ = \h2(x/T;9*) - h2(x/T;9)\, and we deduce that 

\X(pc(0*);9*)-X(pc0);9*)\ < 2K2\\9 - 9*\U (B.l-21) 

Combining (B.l-20) and (B.l-21), we get 

\r(\(p\9*)-0y,9*)-r(X(p%9);9y,9*)\<2(p + MK-1)K2\\9-9* |U(B.l-22) 

We now turn to analyze the revenues achieved by p = pD{9). For this purpose, 

we divide the analysis into two cases: 

Case 1. Suppose first that pu(9*) > pc(9*), i.e., pD{9*) = pu{9*). 

i.) If pu(9)>pc0), then 

\r(X(pD(9*); 9*)- 9*) - r(A(p; 9*); 9*)\ = \r(X(pu(9*); 9*); 9*) - r(X(pu0);0*);9*)\ 

< 2tf2p||0-01o o . 

ii.) If pu0) < pc0) < pu(9*), then the fact that r(X(-;9*),9*) is nondecreasing to 

the left of pu(9*) implies that 

\r(X(pD(9*);9*);9*) - r(A(p;0*);9*)\ = \r(X(pu(9*);9*);9*) - r(X(pc(9);9*);P)\ 

< \r(X(pu(9*); 9*); 9*) - r(X(pu0); 9*); 6*)\ 

< 2^11(9-61*1100. 
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iii.) If pu{9) < pc(9) and pc{9) > pu(9*), then 

\r(A(pD(d*); 0*); 9*) - r(A(p; 0*); 0*)| = |r(A(pu(0*); 0*); 0*) " r(A(pc(0); 0*); 0*)| 

< (p + MK-l)\\(P
u(e*y,e*)-\(p%§y,e*)\ 

< (P + M I C - ^ I A ^ O J O - A ( P W * ) | 

< 2(p + M K - 1 ) F 2 | | ^ - r | | 0 O . 

where (a) follows from the fact that pc(9*) < pu(9*) < pc(9) and that A(-;0*) is 

nonincreasing and (6) follows from (B.l-21). 

Case 2. Suppose now that pu(9*) < pc(9*), implying that pD(9*) = pc{9*). 

i.) Ifpc(0) >pu{9), then 

|r(A(pD(0*); 0*); 0*) - r(A(p; 0*); 0*)| = |r(A(pc(0*); 0*); 0*) - r(A(pc(0); 0*); 0*)| 

< 2(p + MK-1)K2\\9-9*\\00. 

ii.) Ifpc(0) <pu(0), then 

r(A(pD(0*);0*);0*)-r(A(p;0*);0*) = r(A(pc(0*);0*);0*) - r(A(p"(0); 9*); 9*) 

= r(\(pc(9*y,9*);9*)-r(\(pc(9);9*);9*) 

+r(\(pc(9);9*yi9*)-r(\(pu(9*);9*);9*) 

+r(\(pc(9*y,n9*)-r(\(pu(§y,9*y,9*) 

< (2(p + MK_~X)Ki + 2K2p)\\9 - 0*||oo. 

where (a) follows from the fact that pw(9*) maximizes r(A(-;0*);0*) on \p,p] and 

the inequalities (B.l-19) and (B.l-22). Combining the results from cases 1 and 2, 
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we have established that 

r(\(pD(9*); 9*);9*) - r(A(p; 9*); 9*) < d\\§ - 0*|U (B.1-23) 

where d = (2(p + M I _ 1 ) f 2 + 2K2p). We are now left with controlling 9. This 

is done in Lemma 9, whose proof is deferred to Appendix B.2. 

Lemma 9 Under Assumption 6, for some C2 > 0, 

E||g-Alloc < , %/2 for all n> 1. (B.l-24) 

Using the result above and (B.1-23), we have 

E[r(A(p;9*);9*)] = r(\(pD(9*);9*);9*) +E[r(\(p;9*);9*) - r{\{pD{6*)-9*));9*)] 

> r{X(pD(9*);9*);9* ~D(n*\. n*\. a*\ ^ 1 ^ 2 

Step 3. Finalizing the analysis of the lower bound can be conducted in a 

similar manner as in the proof of Proposition 1 (Step 3) by letting in this case 

^ ( l o g n ) 1 / ^ ) - ! / * . 

Step 4. As in the proof of Proposition 1 (Step 4), we get that for some Cz > 0, 

( 1 - ; f ) - ^(^+( l og^)1 / 2(^)_ 1 / 2)' (R1-25) 

and the result follows by plugging in r„ x n - 1 /3 . This completes the proof. • 

Proof of Proposi t ion 5. Throughout the proof, we let 9* denote the true under

lying parameter value. Also, to simplify notation, we let pD := pD(9*). The proof 

is organized as follows. We first lower bound the expected revenues achieved by 

the proposed policy. The key issue here is to account for the performance losses 
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throughout the various stages of the algorithm. This is done by analyzing the esti

mates 9l and the prices pl at each stage and controlling for the amount of inventory 

depleted as well as the revenues generated. 

For i = 1,..., e, let Xi = £ < = 1 nX(pr, 9*)A{J\ and put Y* = N(X*n) - N(XfX). 

Finally, let Yn = Y,LiYn a n d r e c a 1 1 t h a t PD(°) = max(pu(0),pc(0)). We restrict 

attention to the case X(p; 6*) < x/T (the case of A(p; 6*) > x/T can be handled 

by following arguments similar to those in the second case of Step 3 in the proof 

of Proposition 1). The total revenues over the selling horizon under the policy 7rn 

can be bounded below as follows 

rn > E PiYn + E ^ y n ] - PE [(Yn - nx)+] 

= np1X(p1-e*)A^ + J2^[piN(nX(pi;e*)A^)\p^\ - pE[{Yn - nx)+' 
i=2 

= nr(X(pD; 9*); 9*) £ A$ - n[r(X(pD; 9*); 9*) - r(A(pl5 9*); 9*)] A^ 
%=\ 

tn 

-nJ2(r(X(pD;9*)]9*)-E[r(\(pi;9*);9*)])A^ -pE[(Yn - nx)(^.l-26) 
i=2 

= r(X(pD;9j,9*)nT-n[r(X(pD;9*);9*)-r(X(p1;0*);9*)]A^ 

-nJ2(r(X(pD;0*);9*)-E[r(X(pi;9*);0*)})A^ -pE[(Yn - nx)^l-27) 
i=2 

where p^ i = 2, ...,£n were defined in Algorithm 3 (Step 2(b)). 

Note that (r(X(pD;9*);9*)-r{X(pl;9*);9*))A{n) < r(X(pD;9*);9*)A(n) < dn^-1, 

where C\/2 = Mp bounds the revenue rate. The main task is to derive bounds 

on r{X(jpD; 9*); 9*) — E[r(A(pj; 9*); 9*)]. Using Lemma 9 and a parallel reasoning to 
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the one in Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 3, we have that for some C2 > 0 

r ( A ( p ^ ) ; r ) - E [ r ( A ( & ; 0 * ) ; 0 * ) ] < 
Co 

(nAtl)Y^ 

and hence, 

i=2 i=2 

C2(3
1/2Y^nae~1 ^ C2T^2£nnae-1, 

i=2 

where the last inequality follows since A\J = (3 and hence (5 < T. We deduce that 

n[r(A(pD;0;0-''(A(pi;0;0]4 l
1) 

+njr(r(\(pD; 9*); 9*) - E[r(A(p,; 0*); 0*)])z\« +pE[(F„ - nx)+] 
i=1 

< nm&x{C2T
1/2, C i } 4 ^ - 1 +pE[(y„ - nz)+]. (B.l-28) 

Let en be a sequence of positive numbers to be defined later. We have 

E (Yn — nx)+ — E\(Yn — nx)+;Yn — nx < nen +E\(Yn — nx)+;Yn — nx > nen 

< nen + E 

(a) 

(Yn — nx)+ I Yn — nx > nen P(Fn — nx> nen) 

< nen + (nen + nM + l)F(Yn - nx > nen), 

where (a) follows from the fact that for a Poisson random variable Z with mean 

li, E[Z \Z>a]<a + l + fi. Now note that nx = n(x/T)T > n\{pc; 9*) £ f " i A%\ 

(Note that under the assumption that X(p;9*) < x/T and since A(-;#*) is con

tinuous and decreasing, either \{p;0*) > x/T in which case \(pc;9*) = x/T or 
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X(p; 0*) < x/T in which case X(pc) < x/T.) Hence we have 

F(Yn - nx > £nnen) 

< p{jV(nA(pi; 9*)A^) > nX(pc; 9*)A^ + nen} 

in 

+ Y,v{N(n\(pi;9*)A®) > nX(pc;9*)A^ +nen}. (B.l-29) 

Choose en = Cz{\ogn)1/2An
1} = C^logn)1/2 n a ^ , where C3 > 0 is suitably large. 

Note that A^/tn -»• 0 as n —> 00, hence by Lemma 5 the first term on the RHS 

of (B.l-29) is bounded from above by C^/n71 for some C4 > 0 and some rj > 2. 

Consider any term in the sum which constitutes the second term on the RHS of 

(B.l-29). Using the same reasoning as the one leading to (B.2-10), we have for 

some C5, CQ > 0 

P { A ( A ; » - ) - W O > ^ ^ } < £ • (B-i-30) 

Now, for i = 2,...,£ 

p{iV(nA(^; 9*)A$) > nX(pc; 6*)A® + nen) 

< PJ 7V(nA(p,; r ) Z \ « ) > nA(pc; O 4 0 + n*n , A(p,; 9*) < X(pc; 9*) + T - | L 
l_ (TlZJn ) ' 

nr,-l 

C6 

n7!-

< p{iV(nA(pc;0*) +nC6A
(p/(At1))1/2) > nX(pc;9*)A^ + nen} 

< p{iV(nA(pc; 0*) + C6n
a*) - (nX(pc; 6*) A® + C6na£) > -nC%na*-x + nen\ 

< F{N(nX(pc; 9*) + C6n
a') - (nX(pc; 9*)A® + C6n

a') > ±nen} + ^ , 

where (a) follows from (B.l-30) and (b) follows from the definition of the sequence 

An ,i — !,...,£. Appealing to Lemma 5 yields that the first term on the RHS 
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above can be bounded by Cj/ri0 for some C^ > 0. We conclude that for some 

C 8 > 0 , 

E {Yn-nx)+\ < nC8(logn)1/2na^-\ 

and this in turn, in conjunction with (B.l-27) and (B.l-28), implies that for some 

C 9 > 0 

T7T 

4? " 
Co 

m D 
4na/n"1 + (logn)1/V/»_1 (B.l-31) 

By taking ain = 2(-n-l/{2lln - 1) with £n = (log2)_1 log log n, we get that n ° ^ _ 1 < 

exp(l)n -1/2 . Plugging in (B.l-31), we get the final assertion of the proposition. A 

similar result holds when A(p, 6*) > x/T and the the proof is thus complete. • 

B.2 Proofs of Auxiliary Results 

In what follows, CI, i = 1,2,... will denote positive constants that depend only 

on x, T and the class £ (but not on a specific function A G C). 

Proof of Lemma 4. Fix A G £ and let V\ denote the class of policies that 

"know" the demand function prior the the start of the selling season, and whose 

corresponding price process is non anticipating and satisfies the admissibility con

ditions (3.3.2)-(3.3.3). Put 

J*(x,T\X) := sup E[ / p(s)dNw(s)], (B.2-1) 

Problem (B.2-1) would be the one that the decision maker would solve if s/he 

would know the demand function A prior to the start of the selling season. Clearly 
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Jn(x, T; A) < J*(x, T\X) for all IT G V. Hence, to establish the bound of the lemma, 

it is sufficient to show that J*(x,T\X) < JD(x,T\X). Consider the optimization 

problem given in (3.3.5) and its equivalent formulation in terms of rates: 

JD(x,T\X) 

= m a x / / r(\(s))ds : / X(s)ds < x , X(s) G [1,7] U {0} for all 0 < s < T\. 

(B.2-2) 

If { = 0, then the set of feasible rates is convex and Gallego and van Ryzin (1994, 

Theorem 2) yields the result. Suppose now that [ > 0 and let 

Ac = arg min \l - x/T\ , Xu = arg maxr(Z) , XD = min{A", Ac}. 
ie\ij] ie[l,l} 

Claim 1: If x/T > I, then setting X(s) — \D for 0 < s < T is an optimal solution 

to the deterministic problem (B.2-2). In addition the value of the deterministic 

problem serves as an upper bound on the original stochastic problem. 

To verify the claim we consider two cases. Suppose first that x/T G [1,1], in 

which case Ac = x/T. If Xu < x/T, then applying Xu throughout is feasible and is 

hence optimal. In addition, the optimal value of the deterministic problem is given 

by r(Xu)T which is an upper bound on the stochastic problem (since r(l) < r(Xu) 

for all I G [1,1]) • If A" > x/T, then Xu > I and hence r(-) is necessarily non-

decreasing on [0, Au] (by the concavity assumption). Thus if we relax the domain 

of feasible rates to the convex set [0,1], applying XD throughout is an optimal 

solution (see Gallego and van Ryzin (1994)). This is a feasible solution for the 

constrained problem and is hence optimal for that problem as well. Let J^fO, 7] be 
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the value of the deterministic problem with feasible rates in [0,1] and let J* [0,7] 

be the value of the stochastic problem. We clearly have that 

17,1 _ (P) _ (c) 

jD[l,l]{^ JD[O,J] > J*[0,7] > J*[/,7], 

where: (a) follows from the result we just established; (b) follows from Gallego 

and van Ryzin (1994, Theorem 2); and (c) is a clear consequence of constraint 

relaxation. 

Suppose now that x/T > 7. In this case, Xu < 7 < x/T. Applying A" through

out is feasible and hence optimal. The optimal value of the deterministic problem 

is hence given by r(Xu)T which is an upper bound on the stochastic problem. The 

assertion of the claim follows. 

Claim 2: If x/T < I, then X(s) = XD = I for s G [0,T'] and X(s) = 0 for 

s € (T", T], where T" = x/l, is an optimal solution to the deterministic relaxation. 

To verify the claim, note that all units are sold at the maximum allowable 

price with the proposed solution and hence the revenues achieved are xp, which is 

a clear upper bound on the performance of any solution of the deterministic or the 

stochastic problem. Thus the assertion of the claim follows. 

Combining the two claims yields the result of the lemma in the case Z > 0. • 

Proof of Lemma 5. If /i = 0, then result is immediate. Now suppose /i e (0, M}. 

Using a Chernoff bound, we have for any 9 > 0 

v(N(nrn) - (irn > r„en) < exp{-0r n (^ + en) + (exp{0} - l)/«•„}. (B.2-3) 

The expression in each of the exponents is minimized by setting 9 = log(l + en//Lt). 
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Plugging this into (B.2-3) yields 

¥^N(jirn) - fj,rn > rnen) 

< exp | - log( l + —J (// + €„) + e n j 

< e x p { r n ( - l o g ( l + ^ : ) ( M + e n ) + e n ) } . (B.2-4) 

For the last inequality, note that the derivative of the term in the exponent with 

respect to n is given by — log(l + en/^) + en//j,, which is always positive for e„ > 0. 

Now, using a Taylor expansion we get that for some £ 6 [0, e„], 

1 1 el 
- log( l + -^ ) (M + en) + en 

21+£M 

If en < 1, we have 

2 1 + £ M ~ AM 

If en > 1, then 

1 1 4 < _J fn_ < 1 
2 1 + £ M ~ 2Ml + en~ 4M 

Letting C{rj) — 2?y1//2M1//2 and substituting for en, we get 

F(N(nrn)-nrn>rnen) < exp{-r r amin{ — , J ^ " ^ } } 

= max< exp< ——- l, — >, 
I 14MJ rtfiy 

Now it is easy to check that exp{-r n /4M} < (AMr]/P)1/l3 exp{-?7//?}l/n,?. Hence 

the first result follows with d = max{l, (4Mrj//3y^ exp{-rj/(3}}. The other 

inequality is established using identical arguments. This completes the proof. • 

Proof of Lemma 6. The proof is divided into three main steps. The first step 

analyzes key properties of the estimate pc and establishes (B.l-5). The second step 
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focuses on pu, and the third step uses the results from the previous two steps to 

derive properties of p = max{pu,pc} and establishes (B.l-4). 

Step 1. Here, we focus on pc and show the following. Put C[ = (M + Kp)C'2 

where C2 = K _ 1 m a x ^ ^ M 1 / 2 , 2 i ? ( p - p)}, then for some C3 > 0 and for all 

n> 1 

P{|r(A(pc)) - r(\m)\ > C[un} < - S L (B.2-5) 

¥{\pc-pc\ > C'2un] < ^ L (B.2-6) 

For each n, let [pj,pi+i] be the interval that contains pc. Here, we drop the depen

dence on n to avoid cluttering the notation. Now 

\X(pc) - X(pc)\ < \X(f)-X(f)\ + \X(pc)-X(pc)\ 

< \X(f)-X(f)\ + \X(Pi)-X(f)\ 

(b) 
< 2 max \X(pk) - X(pk)\ + \X(Pi) - X(pc)\ 

\<k<Kn 

(c) ~ ~K{p - p) 
- 2i¥l^ \x(Pk) - HPk)\ + ^ , 

where (a) follows from the definition of pc = argmin1<J<Kri|A(pj) — A(pc)|, (b) 

follows from the triangle inequality, and (c) follows from the fact that A(-) is K-
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Lipschitz (Assumption 1 (ii.)). We have 

F{\pc-pc\>C'2un} < v{\\(pc)-\(pc)\>C'2Kun} 

<? T P / \u ^ w M . (C'2K)un Kjp-p)} 

(6) v^^r.T/ x w M (C iKk i 
< ^>{lA(Pfc)-A(Pfc)l> k Y ) fc=i 

where (a) follows from the fact that 7(-) is K_1-Lipschitz (Assumption l(ii.)), (b) 

follows from a union bound and the fact that C'2 > 2K(p — p)K~x and and (c) 

follows from Lemma 5 in conjunction with the inequality C2/ (4K_~l) > 2r]1/2M1/2. 

Note that (B.l-5) has now been established by setting C3 = C2. The inequality for 

revenues now follows. Indeed, note that under Assumption 5, r(A(-)) is Lipschitz 

with constant M +p~K. Hence, \r(\(pc)) - r(X(pc))\ < (M + ~Kp)\pc -pc\, and 

P {\r(\(pc))-r(\(pc))\ > C[un] < W[\pc-pc\ > C[un/(M + Kp)} 

= F{\pc-pc\>C'2un} 

< « 
nn-1 

This concludes the proof of (B.2-6) and (B.2-5). In Step 2, we derive properties of 

pu which are subsequently used in Step 3 to prove (B.l-4). 

Step 2. Here, we focus on pu and show the following. Put 

C'A = maxfV^M 1 / 2 ^ , 2M +psK}, then for some C'b > 0 and all n > 1 

P{r(A(p«)) - r(A(p")) > C ^ } < ^ , (B.2-7) 

First, for each n, let _?' be the index such that pu € [pj,pj+i]. Recall that under 
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Assumption 5, r(A(-)) is Lipschitz with constant M + pK. This, in conjunction 

with the fact that \pu — Pj+i\ < (p — p)/nn yields 

I fM aw f\i \ \ | ^ {M + p~K){p-p) 
HKP)) ~ r(\(pj+i)) I < ^ - (B.2-8) 

We now establish an upper bound on the difference in revenues r(X(pu)) — r(X(pu)) 

as follows 

r(A(p")) - r(A(p")) 

= r(A(pu)) - Pj+1 A(pi+1) + p i + i A(tf+1) - p-ACp") + puA(pM) - p"A(p") 

< r(A(pu)) - p j+iA(p j+i) + p«A(p") - p"A(p") 

< |r(A(pu)) - r(A(pj+i))| + 2 max |pfeA(pfc) -p*A(pfc)| 

(6) ( M + p K ) ( p - g ) ~ 
< 1_ 2 max |pfcA(pfc) -pkX{pk)\, 

where (a) follows from the definition of pu given in (3.4.2), and (6) follows from 

(B.2-8). Now 

F{r(\(pu))-r(\(pu))>C'4un} 

*> in./ I W \ W M^u" (M + pK)(p-p)} 

< P{ max |pfcA(pfc) -pfcA(pfc)| > - j ^ } 

< E P { | A W - A W | > % } 
fc=l ^ 

< 
nr,-l 

where (a) follows from the fact that (C'j2)un > C'3(p — p)/nn, (b) follows from a 
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union bound and (c) follows from the fact that C'J{4>p) > 2r]1l2Mll2 and Lemma 

5. We have now established (B.2-7). 

Step 3. In this last step, we now turn to analyze the revenue function evaluated 

at p = max{pM,]3c}, which is an estimate of pD = max{pu,pc}. Define C7 = 

m.ax{2C'1,2C'4,C'2(M + Kp)}. We divide the analysis in two cases: pu > pc and 

pu < pc. 

Case 1. Suppose first that pu > pc, i.e., pD = pu. 

i.) If p" > pc, then r{\{pD)) - r(A(p)) = r(\{pu)) - r(X(pu)). 

ii.) If pu <pc< pu, then r(X(pD)) - r(A(p)) = r(X(pu)) - r(X(pc)) < r(X(pu)) -

r(X(pu)), where the last inequality follows from the fact that r(A(-)) is non-decreasing 

on \pu,pu]. Since, C7 > C'A, in both i.) and ii.), we have by (B.2-7) that 

P{r(A(pD)) - r(A(p)) > C'7un} < C'JnP-1. 

iii.) The last subcase we analyze is when pu < pc and pc > pu. In this case, note 

that 

¥{r(X(pD))-r(X(p))>C7un} 

= F{r(X(pu))-r(X(pc))>C'4un} 

< F{r(X(pu)) - r(X(pc)) > C'7un ; \pc - pc\ < C'2un} 

+¥{\pc-pc\>C'2un} 

< F{(M + Kp)\pu-pc\>C7un; \pc -pc\ < C'2un} + - p j 

(6) r<i 

< P{(M + Kp)\pc ~ P°\ > C'7un ; \pc - pc\ < C'2un] + ^ 

(j 3_ 
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where (a) follows the fact that r(A(-)) is (M + Kp)-Lipsch.itz under Assumption 1, 

and (B.2-6). Note that (6) stems from the fact that in case iii.), \pu — pc\ < \pc— pc\ 

since pc > pu > pc and (c) follows since C7/(M + Kp) > C2. In all subcases, we 

have 

P{r(A(p*)) - r(A(p)) > C'un} < EE^*).. 

Case 2. We now turn to the case where pu < pc, implying that pD = pc. 

i.) If pc > pu, then r(\(pD)) - r(X(p)) = r(X(pc)) - r(X(pc)). Hence, 

P{r(A(p°)) - r(A(p)) > C ^ n } = P{r(A(pc)) - r(A(pc))U)) > C7«„} < ^ , 

where (a) follows from (B.2-5) and the fact that C'7 > C[. 

ii.) Ifpc < pu, thenr(A(pD))-r(A(p)) = r(X(pc))-r(X(pu)) = r(X(pc))-r(X(pc)) + 

r(X(pc))-r(X(pu))+r(X(pu))-r(X(pu)) < r(X(pc))-r(X(pc))+r(X(pu))-r(X(pu)), 

where the inequality follows from the definition of pu. We deduce that 

¥{r(X(pD))-r(X(p))>C'7un} 

< P{r(A(pc)) - r(X(pc)) + r(X(pu)) - r(X(pu)) > C7un} 

< P{r(A(pc)) - r(A(pc)) > C'7un/2} + ¥{r(X(pu)) - r(X(pu)) > C7un/2} 

where (a) follows from (B.2-5) and (B.2-7) and the fact that C7 > 2max{C|, C4}. 

Putting together the results from cases 1 and 2, we have shown that 

C'+C' 
¥{r(X(pD))-r(X(p))>C'7un} < 

nv-
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which establishes (B.l-4). The proof is now complete. • 

Proof of Lemma 7. Put C[ = 4max.{~KTC2, M, 2rj1/2M1/2} where C2 was defined 

in Lemma 6. First, using the fact that Yn = Yn +Yn , note that 

P(yn - nx > C[nun) 

< P(yjL) > C[nun/2) + ¥(Y^ >nx + C[nun/2). (B.2-9) 

Prior to bounding the second term on the RHS above, note that since pc — p = 

pc — max{pu,pc} < pc — pc and hence 

F{pc-p>C2un] < F{pc-pc>C2un}<^, 

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 6. Let C'2 = KC2. Recalling that 

A(-) is monotone decreasing and i^-Lipschitz, we have that X(p) — X(pc) > C'2un 

implies that pc — p > C2un. Hence 

PJA(p) > \{pc) + C'2un] < F{pc -p> C2un} < - p j . (B.2-10) 

Coming back to the second term on the RHS of (B.2-9), we have 

P ( V „ ( P ) > nx + C[nun/2} 

< P(V(A(p)n(T - rn)) >nx + C[nun/2 , A(p) < \{pc) + C'2u^j 

+P(A(P)>A( / ) + C X ) 

< F(N{{\{P
C) + C'2un)nT) >nx + C^nuji) + ^ - , 

< F(N((X/T + C2un)nT) >nx + C^nUn/2) , , 

= p(iV(x(l + C'2Tun/x)n) - x(l + C'2Tun/x)n > -C'2Tnun + C[nun/2\ + —^, 
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where (a) follows from (B.2-10), and (b) follows from the fact that A(pc) < x/T. 

For the latter, note that under the assumption that X(p) < x/T and since A(-) 

is continuous and decreasing, either X(p) > x/T in which case X(pc) = x/T or 

X(p) < x/T in which case X(pc) < x/T. Now, using the fact that C[ - C'2T > C'2T, 

we have 

F(N((X(PC) + un)nT) >nx + C[nun/2\ 

< F(N(X(1 + C'2Tun/x)n) - x(l + C'2Tun/x)n > C^Tnu^ 

< S (B.2-11) 

where C'3 is suitably large and we have used Lemma 5 for the last inequality (since 

un/\i}ogn)ll2n~ll2) a s n - > co). The first term on the RHS of (B.2-9) can be 

bounded using Lemma 5. 

p(yn<
L> > C[nun/2J = F^N(j^X(Pi)nAn)>C[nun/2) 

i=l 

< x ;p( iv(A( f t K)>^) 
i=\ 

< Kj>{N{MnAn)-MnAn>^^>j 

(ft) C'z (*) C\ 

where C'A > 0 is suitably large, (a) follows from the fact that 

C[nun/(4Kn) > MnAn, (6) follows from Lemma 5 and the fact that C[nun/(4K,n) > 

2?y1/2M1/2(logn)1/'2(nAl)
1/2 and (c) follows from the fact that nn = o{n). Now, 

combining the above, we have 

F(Yn -nx> C[nun) < C3 + °l + C'4. (B.2-12) 
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The result is now established. • 

Proof of Lemma 8. Note that A — {u : Yd > nx — C9nun, Yd < 

C9nun, \p -pD\ < C2un}. Now, 

P(^ c) < ¥(YP <nx- C9nun) + F(Y^ > Cgnun) + F(\p - pD\ > C2un) 

< F(Y^ <nx- C9nun) + F(Y^ > C9nun) + - ^ L , (B.2-13) 
ft ' 

where (a) follows from a union bound and (b) follows from Lemma 6 (since \p — 

PD\ = \P ~~ P\ < \P° ~P\ = \PC ~ P°\)- We now focus on the first term on the RHS 

of (B.2-13). 

P(Fn
(p) < nx - C9nun) 

= F(N(X{p)n(T - rn)) <nx- C9nun) 

< F(N(X(p)n(T - rn)) < nX{p)T - nen) 

< F(N(X(p)n(T - rn)) - X(p)n(T - rn) < n{Mrn - C9un)) 

(-) C[ 
rfi-

where (a) follows from Lemma 5 as long C9 is chosen large enough and C[ > 0 is 

suitably large. We now turn to the second term on the RHS of (B.2-13). 

f^n 

F(Y^ > C9nUn) < Y^r(^inAn>C<)n/KnUn) 

< ^T F(XinAn - X(pi)nAn > C9n/Knun - MnAn) 

w c>2 ^ c2 
* "o^i* 

rin-i ~ no

where (a) follows from Lemma 5 as long as C9 is chosen large enough and C'2 > 0 
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is suitably chosen. Coming back to (B.2-13), we get 

P C A C ) < C ' ^ ^ C \ (B.2-14) 

and the result follows. • 

Proof of Lemma 9. Consider each interval [(i — l)An,iAn] for i = l,...,k. 

Suppose each is divided into \nAn\ intervals of length 1/n each and measurements 

are taken every 1/n units of time. Let Xl
n — (x\, . . . ,a;]n4 ,) denote the vector of 

total demand observed in each interval. Focusing on the ith interval where price Pi 

is applied, and letting /x* = X(pi,6), the log-likelihood function can be written as 

[nAn\ 

ii(K,»i) = £iog/w(*$). 

This expression is maximized by /ij = $^=i X)/An. This follows since for a 

Poisson process with unknown constant intensity /x, given n observations of the 

number of events in non-overlapping intervals of unit length (yi,...,yn), the ML 

estimate p, is given by /x = (yi + ... + yn)/n. 

Now note that for a Poisson process with unknown intensity /x € (lo, M], the 

Fisher information I is bounded and positive, where / is given by 

I = EM 51og/Aj(rr)/3/x . In addition, note that for any real number s > 2, we 

have 77 := E^dlogf^/dfj,]8 = supMe(;oM] zx~sEM|a: - /x|s < 00. Hence, under 

Assumption 6, the conditions of Theorem 3 in Borovkov (1998, 11.36) are satisfied 

and we have that there exists values 0 < c < 00 and 5 > 0 such that for all v and 

n> 1, 

P((n^n)1 /2 | / i i - /x*| > u) < ce~5v\ (B.2-15) 
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Setting i^i = \(pii 0*) where 9* is the true parameter and using condition (i.)(b) in 

Assumption 6, we deduce that 

k 

p((n4O1 / 2 | |0-0*| |oo > otv) < 53p( (nA,) 1 / a |A*- / i? | > v) < cke^\ (B.2-16) 

and in turn, 
poo 

E | | 0 - n i o o = / F{(nAn)^\\e-e*\\00>(nAnY^s}ds 
Jo 

/>oo 

< a + / cke-5nAns2la2ds 
J a 

cka2 

- a + OX A e' 

2onAna 

-5nAna
2/a2 

Taking a = (nAn)
 1I2, one gets 

E||0 - H o c < ^ 7 ^ , (B.2-17) 

where C[ = 1 + cka2/(28)e 8la . This concludes the proof. 
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Appendix C 

Proofs for Chapter 4 

C.l Proofs of Main Results 

Notation. In what follows, if x and y are two vectors, x ^ y if and only if Xi > yi 

for at least one component i; x+ will denote the vector in which the ith component 

is max{:rj,0}. We define a := max{ajj : 1 < i < m, 1 < j < d}, where dij a re 

the entries of the capacity consumption matrix A. Ci, i > 1 will denote positive 

constants which are independent of a given demand function, but may depend on 

the parameters of the class of admissible demand functions C and on A, x and 

T. Recall that e denotes the vector of ones in Re. For a sequence {an} of real 

numbers, we will say it converges to infinity at a polynomial rate if there exist 

/? > 0 such that lim infn^oo an/n^ > 0. With some abuse of notation, for a vector, 

y € R+ and a d-vector of unit rate Poisson processes iV(-), we will use for N(y) to 

denote the vector with ith component Nl(yl), i = 1 , . . . , d. Finally 

Comment 1. Recall the definition of problem (4.2.4). Since T>v is bounded, the 

price charged for any product never exceeds, say M. Consider a system where 

backlogging is allowed in the following sense: for each unit of resource backlogged 
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the system incurs a penalty of M. Recall that A is assumed to be integer valued 

with no zero column, and hence anytime the new system receives a request such 

that no sufficient resources are available to fulfill it, a penalty of at least M is 

incurred. Consider any admissible policy ir that applies p^ for the remaining 

time horizon as soon as one resource is out of stock. (Note that all the policies 

introduced in the main text are of this form.) Since M exceeds the price that the 

system receives, the expected revenues of such a policy 7r in the original system 

Jn(x,T;\) are bounded below by the ones in the new system (note that in the 

latter, IT does not apply p^ if the system runs out of any resource). 

Comment 2. We will denote by JD{x,T\\) the optimal value of the deterministic 

relaxation (4.4.2). First note that J% = nJD. We will also use the fact that 

inf JD(x,T\X)>mD, 

where mP — mT' > 0, and V = min{T, mmi<i<eXi/(aMd)}. Indeed, for any 

A G £, there is a price q G Vp such that r(q) > m. Consider the policy that 

applies q on [0, T'] and then applies p ^ up until T. This solution is feasible since 

AX(q)T' < daMT'e < x. In addition the revenues generated from the policy above 

are given by mT'. 

We provide below a lemma that will be used in the upcoming proofs. Its proof 

can be found in Appendix C.2. 

Lemma 10 Fix 77 > 0. Suppose that \ij G (0, M), j = l , . . . ,d and rn = n13 

with P>0. Then, if en = C^Xlogn) 1 / 2 ^ 1 7 2 with C(rj) = 2dn1/2aM1/2, then the 
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following holds 

Ci 
¥(A(N{firn) - iirn) % r„ene) < 

P(J4(JV(AW„) - (j,rn) % - r n e n e ) 

where Ci > 0 is an appropriately chosen constant. 

<c-i 
~ nv 

Proof of Theorem 4. Fix A € C and r\ > 1. Denote by {Ai,..., A^} the inten

sities corresponding to the prices {pi, ...,p&}. Let (Po) denote the following linear 

optimization problem 

k k 

max-< 

i=l i=l i=l 

K K K 

i{%2Pi-\ti •• ^A\U<x, ^2u<T, tt>0, i = l , ...,*.} 

The optimal value of (Po), V,*p j is known to be an upper bound to J* (cf. Gallego 

and van Ryzin (1997, Theorem 1)). For a system with "size" n, the optimal value is 

just n times the optimal value of the system with size 1, and the optimal solutions 

are the same. In what follows, for any feasible vector t, we use V(p0)(t) to denote 

the value of the objective function. 

Step 1. We first focus on the the learning and optimization phases. Let rn be 

such that rn = o(l) and nrn —* 00 as n —• 00 at a polynomial rate. Divide rn into 

k intervals of equal length An = rn/k. Apply each feasible price during An time 

units. Let 

A «=- W^ -• *=i-k-
Let (P) denote the following linear optimization problem 

k k k 

m a x j ^ p i - A(pi)*i : J ^ AX(Pi)U < x, ^ £ ; < T - T „ , tt > 0, i = 1,..., k.j. 
i = l i = l i = l 
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For n sufficiently large, the feasible set of (P) is nonempty (since rn = o(l)) and 

compact and hence the latter admits an optimal solution, say i. In what follows, for 

any feasible vector t, we use V,p^ (t) to denote the value of the objective function. 

Step 2. Here, we derive a lower bound on the expected revenues under the 

policy 7T. Consider applying the solution t to the stochastic system on the interval 

(rn,T]. Let M := max{||pi||,..., ||pfc||} and define Xn
L) := £ jLi " A ( P < ) 4 » , X& := 

Ej=i nXA, i= 1, • • •, *:• Finally put Yn = AN(Xn
L) + Xn

k)). As noted in the 

preamble of the appendix, one can lower bound J* as follows 

J: > E ^•[Nfx^+X^-Nfx^+Xt^)} -Me-Il[(Yn-nx)+] 

fe 

= n 5 ^ p i - A i E [ * i ] - M e - E [ ( y n - n a ; ) + ] , (C.l-1) 
i= i 

where the equality follows from the fact that that given i, NI Xn + Xn ) — 

N( Xn + Xn ) is distributed as a Poisson random variable with mean Ajtj. 

Let <5ra := Ci(logn)1/2(nZln)~1/'2 with C\ > 0 to be specified later and 7^ := 

<u : maxi^j^fe ||Aj — A(pi)||T < 5n >. Since revenues are non-negative, we can lower 

bound the first sum in (C.l-1) above as follows 

k k 

J^Pt-AiEfo] > E [ ^ f t - A A | W ] P ( W ) . 
i = l j = l 

Lemma 11 For u <EH, i is feasible for (PQ) and for C%, C3 > 0 suitably large, we 

have 

vm(i)>v{P)(i)-c2sn, (c.1-2) 

V(P)(t) > V(Po) - Czmax{5n, r n } . (C.l-3) 
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We deduce that 

k 

n = E 

(a) 

> E 

v{Po)(i) n 

V{P)(i)-C28n H 

> V(Po) ~ (Ci + ^3) max{<5n, rn}, 

where (a) follows from (C.l-2) and (b) follows from (C.l-3). We now turn to bound 

the probability of the event Hc 

(a) 

F{HC) < F(max\\\i-X(pi)\\T>Sn) 
Ki<k 

(b) 
< 

(c) 

j2nUi-kpi)\\T>sn) 
£ = 1 

k d 

(<} 9± 

where C4 > 0 is suitable large, (a), (b), (c) follow from union bounds and (d) 

follows from a direct application of Lemma 10 and the appropriate choice of C\. 

Hence, 

nJ2Pi-\nii] > n[y (*P o )-(C2 + C 3 ) m a x { ( 5 n , r n } ] ( l - ^ ) . (C.l-4) 

We now look into the penalty term, i.e., the second term on the RHS of (C.l-1). 

To that end, let C > 0 to be a constant to be specified, 5'n = C'5n and put 
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£ := < u>: Yn — nx < nS'ne > and note that 

E \(Yn - nx)+] = E\(Yn - nx)+ £~\P(£) + E\(Yn - nx)+ £c P(£c) 

< n5'ne + E \(Yn - nx)+ £c F(£c) 

(a) 

< nd'ne + (nS'n + 1 + nMT)F(£c)e, 

where (a) follows from the definition of £ and the fact that for a Poisson random 

variable Z with mean //, E[Z | Z > a] < a + 1 + /̂ . Now, 

P(£c) 

( k k 

*£A[N(X^ + X « ) - N(xW +Xt1])] + 5>nA(p,)4, % nx + n6'n 

<v(Y,A[N(xM + * « ) - Ar(xf) +Xt1))} £ nx + \n5'n 

+JJ2An\{Pi)An % \n$\ (C.l-5) 

Using Lemma 10, the second term on the RHS of (C.l-5) is seen to be bounded by 

C 5 /V. On the other hand, the first term on the RHS of (C.l-5) can be bounded 

as follows 

nY^A[N[x^+xf)-N[x^Hxtl))]^nx + \n5'n 

<V(Y,A[[N(XM+XP) -N^+Xt^)] - n U ] * \n8'n 

+P ( J2 M\ - KpSi £ \n6'n ) + P ( J2 AnHPi)*i £ nx 

(C.l-6) 

Note that the feasibility of t for (P) implies that the last term on the RHS above 

is equal to zero. With an appropriate choice of C", Lemma 10 yields that the first 
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two terms on the RHS of (C.l-6) are bounded by Ce/ri0 for C§ > 0 suitably large. 

We deduce that 

E 
C5 + CQ 

(Yn-nx)+] < n5'ne+(n5'n + l + nMT) 5 6e, 
J ft' 

Combining the above with (C.l-1) and (C.l-4), we have 

k 

J$ > nJ2Pi-^[ii\-Me-E[(Yn-nx)+] 

> n [V{*P0) - (C2 + C3) m a x R , rn}] ( l - ^ ) 

-M[n5'ne + (n6'n + 1 + nM)] 
C5 + CQ 

- nV(Po) ~ C9n(max{Sn, rn} + l/nv). 

Step 3. We now conclude the proof. Recalling that mD > 0 bounds below 

V/px for all A G £, we have 

J£ > Jl >x C9{max{6n,Tn} + l/n*i) 
1* ~~ nV* ~ 

implying that uniformly over A G C 

l i m i n f ^ > l . 
n-oo J* 

This, in conjunction with the inequality J£ < J*, completes the proof. 

To obtain the rate of convergence stated in (4.3.6) in Remark 2 note that the 

orders of the terms 8n and rn are balanced by choosing rn x n - 1 /3 . With this 

choice we have 

SxSUf-SP(logn)^/»<00-
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Proof of Theorem 5. Fix A G £ and 77 > 2. For simplicity, we restrict attention 

to the product set Vp = ]^[i=1[p*,p*]. Let M = maxi<i<djp* be the maximum price 

a customer will ever pay for a product. It is easy to verify that the deterministic 

optimization problem given (4.4.2) is a convex problem whose solution is given by 

a constant price vector p (cf. Gallego and van Ryzin (1997)). Let TV be the policy 

defined by means of Algorithm 6. 

Step 1. We first focus on the the learning and optimization phases. Let rn be 

such that Tn = o(l) and nrn —» oo at a polynomial rate. Let Kn be a sequence of 

integers such that Kn —> oo and nAn :— UTnJKn —> oo at a polynomial rate. Divide 

each interval [p\Jf], i = 1,..., d into run equal length intervals and consider the 

J/d d 

resulting grid in Vp. The latter has n'n = Kn hyper rectangles. For each one, 

let pi be the largest vector (where the largest vector of a hyper rectangle I"Ii=i tai> ̂ 3 

is defined to be (&i,..., 6 )̂) and consider the set PK'n = {pi,P2, •••,PK>n}- Note that 

K'nlKn -^ 1 as n —> oo and with some abuse of notation, we use both nn and K'U 

interchangeably. 

Now partition [0, rn] into Kn intervals of length An and apply the price vector 

Pi on the ith interval. Define 

N(nAn E } = 1 Xipj)) - N(nAn £ } - * X(Pj)) 

X(Pi) = -, 2 = 1,...,«„, 
nAn 

where N(-) is the d-vector of unit rate Poisson processes. Thus \{pi) denotes 

the number of requests for each product over successive intervals of length An, 
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normalized by nAn. 

We now choose the "best" price among "almost feasible prices." Specifically, 

we let 8n = Ci(logn)1/2max{l/Kn , (nAn)~
ll2} with C\ = 2max{l,p}C(?]) where 

C(rj) is defined in Lemma 10. Set r(pi) = pt • \(pi) if A\(pi)T < x + e5n; otherwise 

set f(pi) = 0. The objective of this step is to discard solutions of the deterministic 

problem which are essentially infeasible. (The slack term 5n allows for "noise" in 

the observations.) Let 

p = pi* where i* = argmax{r(pj),i = 1,..., Kn}. (C.l-7) 

Step 2. Here, we derive a lower bound on the expected revenues under the 

policy 7T. We will need the following lemma whose proof is deferred to Appendix 

C.2. 

Lemma 12 Let FJ = {pt G PKn : AX(pi)T <x + Sne}. Then for a suitably large 

constant C3 > 0 

F(r(p)-r(p)>5n)<^, 

P ( p £ P ? l < ^ . \P£P?)< 

We define X^L) = YUli A(Pi)nA», xkP) = X(p)n(T - rn) and put 

Yn = AN(Xn + Xn ). In the rest of the proof, we will use the fact that given 

P, Yn = Zi2iA\(Pi)nAn + AN{xiL) + X^P)) - AN(xiL)) and that N{X^L) + 

XP) - N(xiL)) has the same distribution as N(Xn )• Recalling Comment 1 

in the preamble of the appendix, note that Yn is the total potential demand (for 
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resources) under 7r if one would never use p ^ and that one can lower bound the 

revenues under n as follows 

Jn > E p • [AT(Xf) + Xip>) - N(X^)]\ - Me • E[(YU - nx)+] .(C.l-8) 

The first term on the RHS of (C.l-8) can be bounded as follows 

E 'P-[N(XM+X!F)-N(XM)) 

= E 

= E 

E p • N(\(p)n(T - Tn)) P 

r(p)\n(T-rn) 

(=> < r(p) + E rip) ~ r{p) rip) - rip) > -Sn Jp(r(p) - rip) > -SnJ 

+E HP - r r(p) - r(p) < -Sn ]p(r(p) - r(p) < -<Jn) U ( T - rn) 

(ft) 
> 

C4 
r ( p ) - * n - ^ | n ( T - r B ) , (C.l-9) 

where C4 is a suitably large positive constant. Note that (a) follows from condi

tioning and (6) follows from Lemma 12 and the fact that r(-) is bounded say by 

dMM. Let us now examine the second term on the RHS of (C.l-8). Let C > 0 

be a constant to be specified later and 5'n = C'Sn. 

E[(Yn - nx) 1 - E[(Yn - nx) I Yn-nx< nS'ne\F(Yn - nx < nS'ne) 

+E\(Yn - nx) Yn-nx £ ra^elP(y„ - nx £ n5'ne) 

< nS'ne + E Wn I yn ^ nx + n<5ne] P(r n - nx £ n6'ne), 

Now, for a Poisson random variable Z with mean fi, it is easy to see that E[Z | Z > 

a] < a + 1 + ji. In particular, each component of Yn is a Poisson random variable 
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with rate less than nMT and hence 

E Yn Yn£nx + n5'ne \ < nx + (nd'n + 1 + nMT)e. 

Let us evaluate the probability to run out of some resource by more than n8'n. 

Specifically, 

F(Yn-nx£n5'ne\ 

< F(AN(n\(p)(T - rn)) - AnX(p)(T - rn) £ ^n5'ne) 

+F{AX(p)n(T - rn) £ n(x + e-J)) + P Q T AX(Pi)nAn £ -n5'ne) (C.l-10) 

Consider the first term on the RHS of (C.l-10). We have 

n8'n > n(T — rn)3C(?7)(logn)1/'2(n(T — r r e)) -1/2 for n large enough and hence, if 

C' > ST, one can condition on p and apply Lemma 10 (with [i — A(j5), rn — 

n{T - Tn)) to get 

¥{AN(X(p)n(T - rn)) - AX(p)n(T - rn) £ ~nS'ne) 

< E[F(AN(X(P)TI(T - rn)) - AX{p)n{T - rn) £ 

n(T - rn)(C1C73T)(logn)1 /2(n(r - rn))-^e | p)] 

< * . 

Consider now the second term on the RHS of (C.l-10) 

p(A\(p)n(T - rn) £ n(x + - | e ) ) 

= F(A[X(P)T - X(p)T] + AX(p)T £ 1_ln/T(x + § e ) ) 

< F(A[X(P)T - X(p)T] £ -£e) + p(AA(p)r £ x + -f e) 

= F(A(X(p)nAnT - X(p)nAnT) £ nAj^ + F(AX(P)T £ x + ^ e ) . (C.l-11) 
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Suppose that C > 6. Then by Lemma 12, the second term above is bounded by 

C^/riP for a large enough choice of C5 > 0. The first term on the RHS of (C.l-11) 

is upper bounded by Cs/n11 by Lemma 10. Consider the third term on the RHS of 

(C.l-10). 

Y,A\{pi)nAn£-n8'ne 

< V p ( A A ( f t ) n Z i ^ - - ^ e 
l—\ 

= J^r(A[N(\(Pi)nAn) - \(Pi)nAn] £ nAn{--^t - AX(Pi))). 

Now if S'n/Tn —» oo (which holds, for example if rn = n~l^d+3\ nn = nd^d+3^), then 

for n sufficiently large, we have (l/3)5'n/Tne — AX(pi) > 1 for all i = 1, ...,nn and 

Lemma 10 yields 

(
Kn ^ 1 \ C C 

Y:AX(Pi)An ^-nS'nej < ^ < ^ . 

We conclude that with C" = max{3T, 6} and for some Ce > 0, P(l^ % nx+n8'ne) < 

Ce/n^1, and in turn 

E 
C6 (vn - n x ) ] < n5'ne + E [yn | Yn £ nx + n5'ne\ - ^ . (C.l-12) 

Combining (C.l-8), (C.l-9) and (C.l-12) we have 

V > 
Jn — 

r(P) - 5n 
C i - - C 

4- n(T - rn) - Mn6'n - M(nx • e •+• nd'n + 1 + nMT)—^ rtf. ni-

CA r(p)nT -n[(T- rn)Sn + (T-rn)^ + MC'8n 

(a) 
> r(p)nT - nC7 [T„ + Sn + l/n""2 
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where (a) follows from the fact that 5n —> 0 and by choosing Cy > 0 is suitably 

large. 

Step 3. We now conclude the proof. Note that under the current assumptions, 

V\ is convex. Gallego and van Ryzin (1997, Theorem 1) show that under these 

conditions the optimal value of problem (4.4.2) say JP serves as upper bound to 

J*. Note that J? = nr(p)T. Define / (n) := C7 rn + 5n + l /n7 ' - 2 and note that 

f(n) > 0 for all n > 0 and that f(n) —> 0 as n —> co. In addition f(n) does 

not depend on the specific underlying demand A. By the remark in the preamble, 

</,? > nmP > 0 and hence 

J* - r 
implying that uniformly over A e £ 

J* - JP m n "n 

l iminf^> 1. 
n - o o J* 

This, in conjunction with the inequality J% < J*, completes the proof. 

To obtain the rate of convergence stated in (4.4.4) in Remark 1 note that 

the orders of the terms rn and 8n are balanced by choosing rn — n"1^d+3'^ and 

Kn — nd/(d+3\ With this choice we have for Cg = Cj/mP', 

f(n)/mD = C8[(logri)1/2/^1/(d+3) + 1/w"-1], implying that 

S U p l i m S U p rjj^ ,, , < OO. 

xec n-oo (log^VSn-V^+s) 

Proof of Theorem 6. The proof follows three steps. In the first step, we bound 

the error between a function A € C and a an approximation based on the observa-
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tions available. The latter is done using local polynomials along the lines provided 

in Nemirovski (2000, Chap. 1). The main difference is that the noise associated 

with observations of the demand function is the deviation of Poisson increments 

from their mean rather than Gaussian random variables. In the second step, we 

bound below the expected revenues achieved by the proposed policy and the last 

step concludes with balancing all error sources. 

Step 1. Choose the sequences rn, Kn and PKn = {pi,---,pKn} as in Step 1 in 

the proof of Theorem 5 . Let 

N(nAn E ; = 1 Afa)) - N [nAn £ £ Afa)) 
Z{ — . , % 1 , . . . , Kn, 

nAn 

where N(-) is the d-vector of unit rate Poisson processes. Thus Z{ denotes the num

ber of requests for each product over successive intervals of length An, normalized 

by nAn. 

Let us focus on the first component of the demand function which we denote 

by /(•) to simplify notation (/(•) := A1(-)). Let y denote the vector {z\,...,z\n). 

Let hn = o(l) such that hnKn > s + 1. 

We provide below some properties that the weights defined in (4.5.2) satisfy. 

In Nemirovski (2000, Lemma 1.3.1), it is established that 

lip) — z2i ui*(p)liPi) f° r e v e r y polynomial 7 of degree A(C.1-13) 
i:pieBp 

\\"B(p)\\i •= E (wf (P))2 ^ rh> (c-1-14) 
i:pi€Bp

 n n 

II«B(P)III:= E K B ( P ) I < C I , (C.l-15) 
i--Pi&Bp 
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for some positive constant C\ > 0. In other words, one is able to reproduce the 

value of any polynomial of degree k through its value at the points in G and the 

weights uiB{p). In addition, one is able to control uniformly the norms of the 

weights. We now define an approximation for the function /(•) as follows 

T{p;y)= E u^(p)Vi-
i:pieBp 

(C.l-16) 

In what follows we bound the difference between the function /(•) and its approx-

imation /(p; y). Let 9(p) be a Taylor expansion of order A; of f(p) around a point 

in Bp. 

(a) 
< 

f(p) - / (p; y) | 

fip) - E «fb)vi 
i:pi€Bp 

ftp)- E <tf(p)[o(Pi) + f(Pi)-0(Pi) + Vi-f(PiJ\\ 
i-.pteBp 

f(p)-o(P)\ + \ E <»?<p)(f{Pi)-o(Pi))\ + \ E "f(p)fa-/(pO) 
i:pi€Bp i:pi€Bp 

< sup 
q&Bp 

/(g)-%)|[i+ J2 kB(p)|] + | E «f(p)(w-/(ft))|»(ci-i7) 
i-Pi€Bp i:pi€Bp 

where (a) follows from the fact that #(•) is a polynomial of degree k, the property 

(C.l-13) and the triangular inequality. 

Let & = s/i - f(pi) and (pp = i ^ E i ^ e B p ^ f (?)& a n d °n = ^PPevp \CP"\-

Note that (4.5.2) implies that every component ojf{p) is a polynomial in p of degree 

less or equal than k and hence can be written as toB(p) = Ej-p-es u? (p)wB (pj). 
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Now, we have 

sup \(pp\ = sup I Y] w?(p)Zi\ 

LA E E "JWfcte Slk B (p ) | | 2 L : p i G B p M . G B p 

* ; eT^(*w l 2[E(E-f(^)]" 
pepp n WII2 j:p,eBP i:PieBp 

- ^[E(5>Bws)T>. 
P p i:p,eBp i:PieBp 

where (a) follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Let 

Note that as p covers Vp, there are only n' < K^ possible values for 

/ \ 2-1 1/2 

Ylj-.pjeBp [J2i:PieBp
 w f (PjO&J J • Let A; = 1,..., n' index those random variables 

and denote by 7^ the kth possible value. Note that for some p, 

7* == [ E ( E "ftete)2]172- [ E ii"flfo)K]1/a-
j:pj€Bp i:pi&Bp j-Pj^Bp 

Let Mn = (Clogn)1/2(nZ\„)_1/2 where C is a constant to be defined. Let a > 0 
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and define a' = a/||u;B(pj)||2. We have 

P \Pj > Unj 

< exp(—CKWn)E[exp(a/?;')] 

(6) 
< 

= exp(-min)E exp^aj- ^ wf(Pi)^J 
^ i:pi€Bp 

= exv(-aun) J J E[exp(ajwf(pj)^)] 

= exp(-cmn) J J exp^-a5wf(p i)/(Pi))exp(/(Pi)wA l[exp((a5/nA»)wf(pj)) - l J J -
i:pieBp 

exp(-cm„) J J exp^nZ\n(3/2)^(a;/nZ\n)a;f(p j)) ) 
J:pi£Bp 

= exp(-aun)exp(A(3/2)a2(nAn)~
l) 

where (a) follows from the Chernoff bound, (b) follows from the fact that exp(x) — 

1 < x + (3/2) x2 as long as x < 1, that a will be chosen to shrink to zero and that 

A(pi) < A. Now choosing a = (1/(3A))unnAn, we obtain 

P ( & > « „ ) < exp(-(6yl)-1^nZ\n) 

< exp(-(6yl)-1Clogn). 

Similarly, 

p f e < - u „ ) < exp(-(6yl)"1Clogn). 
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Now, 

P (lk>cll2un) < p ( £ W^ivMl^>c,ui) 
j:pj€Bp 

j:pj€Bp 

J2 [p(#>«n)+P(# <"«„)] 

< 2/cn^exp(-(6yl)_ 1Clogn), 

(a) 
< 

< 

where (a) follows from (C.l-14). Focusing on On, we have 

p ( 0 „ > C 1
1 / V ) < nTp(7fc>C1

1 /2«n) 

< n'2Kn^exp(-(6yl)-1Clogn) 

< 2 ^ n e x p ( - ( 6 / r r 1 C l o g n ) . 

By choosing C sufficiently large, we have 

P (On>Un) < —r 

Coming back to (C.l-17), and noting that by the assumptions on / , the difference 

between 9{jp) and f(p) is uniformly bounded by Ĉ fr® on Bp, we have 

sup 
pCDp 

f(p)-f(P;y)\ < c2K + K-^(hn)-d/"un^ 
un 

(b) ,0, l=J C2h
s
n + (nrn)-^(hn)-^(C\ogn)^^, 

where (a) follows from (C.l-14) and (b) follows from the definition of un and 

A* = Tn/Kn. The choice hn — (nr n ) _ 1 ^ 2 s + ^ balances the error terms above and 

with such a choice, we have for some C3 > 0, 

sup 
peVp 

f(p)-f(p;y) < C3(logn)1 /2(nrn)-^2 s + d)fl + ^ l . 
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We have just established that 

Lemma 13 Suppose nn > (s + l^mvi)1^28"1"^, then following Step 1 of Algorithm 

6, one can construct an estimate of the demand function \(-;y) such that for some 

CA > 0, for all n > 1, 

pfsup sup \\X(p;y) - A(p)|U > C ^ ^ ) < % (C.l-18) 

\\ec Pevp (nrn) ^+d J nz 

Steps 2 and 3. Following a similar reasoning as the one in Steps 2 and 3 in 

the proof of Theorem 5 , one arrives at the following inequality 

^ l - C s t T n + ^ + l / n ' - 1 ] , 

where C5 is a positive constant and 8n = (logn)1/2(nrn)~s/'(2s+d) and rj > 2 is fixed. 

The choice of rn x n~
s^3s+d^ leads to 

1 - Jn/Jn SUp lim SUp T-T-TT n " , ,, .. < OO. 
Xec n^oo (logn)1/2n-(V(3+d/S)) 

C.2 Proofs of Auxiliary Results 

In what follows C[, i > 1 will denote positive constants that depend only on A, x, 

T and the parameters of the class C, but not on a specific function A € £. 

Proof of Lemma 10. Let Ji = {j £ {1,..., d} : â - ^ 0}. We proceed with the 
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following inequalities 

F(A[N(»rn) - Mrn] g rnen) (C.2-1) 

(a) t ( d N 

< ^ p ( 7 V ( / i , r n ) - M j r n > ^ ) 

£ ^ e x p { - ^ r „ ( ^ + | r ) + (exp{^} - l ) / / ; r n } , (C.2-2) 
(6) d 

< 

3=1 

where (a) follows from a union bound and (b) follows from the Chernoff bound. 

The expression in each of the exponents is minimized for the choice of 6j > 0 

defined by 

Plugging back into (C.2-2) yields 

P ( i 4 [ t f ( / / r n ) - / / r n ] g r n e n ) 

< « e x p { r „ ( - l o g ( l + ^ ) ( M + ^ ) + | ) } . (C.2-4) 

For the last inequality, note that the derivative of the term in the exponent with 

respect to fj,j is given by — log(l + en//j,j) + en/fij, which is always positive for 

en > 0. Now, using a Taylor expansion we get that for some £ G [0, ^f^], 

1 1 el -Mflogfl + -^-)(1 + -p-) - -^ 
L bV daM)y daM' dak 2 1 + £ d2d2M 
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where the last inequality holds only if en/(daM) < 1 (which is valid for sufficiently 

large n). Substituting for en, we get 

P \A[N(jirn) - nrn] % rnenJ < £dexp{ 
(C(r7))2logn-

4d2a2M ) 

ld_ 

Hence the first result follows. The other inequality goes through in a similar 

fashion. This completes the proof. • 

Proof of Lemma 11. Suppose first that for alH = 1,..., fc, AXiU < x/k, then 

k 

y^J AXdi < x, 

Suppose now that there exists i*, 1 < i* < k such that AX{ti* > x/k. Note that 

this implies that tj* > x/(feM||Ae||) where M is the constant that bounds the 

demand rate at any price (see ...). Let i' be defined as follows: t\ = £j for all % ^ i* 

and t't* = (U* — C[5n)
+ with C[ = kT2 maxi<j<fc{(Ae)j/xi} and (Ae)i denotes the 

jth c o m p 0 n e n t of the vector Ae. t' is clearly feasible for (P) for n sufficiently large. 

For u e H we have 

k k k 

J^ AXfi = ^ A X f a f a + ^ A(Xi - \(pi))ii - AXi*C[5n 

i=l i=l i=l 

< x + ma* ||A, - X(Pi) \\TAe - ~C[8n 

(6) r 

< x + Sn(Ae-—C1) 

(<0 
< X, 

where (a) follows from the feasibility of t for (P) and the fact that AX{ti* > x/k 

implies that AXi* > x/kT; (b) follows from the fact that u € 7i; and (c) follows 

file:////TAe
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from the choice of C[. We deduce that for u> £H,t' is feasible for (Po). In addition 

the revenues achieved by i' in (P0) can be lower bounded as follows (where C'2 > 0 

is suitable large) 

k k 

= J^P* • KPi% + ̂ 2Pi-(\- A(pi))*i - p^ • \i*C[5n 
i=l i=\ 

> V(P) (i) - dM max | | \ - X(Pi) ||T - MMC[Sn 

On the other hand, consider an optimal solution t* to (Po)- We can proceed 

with a similar reasoning, for all i — 1,..., &, ^4A(pj)£* < x/fc, then ^2i=l AXiU < x. 

Now, consider the case where for some i', AXip'^t*, > x/k. By the definition of 

H, we have that t*, > x/(k(M + 5n)||Ae||). In addition AA(p;>) > x/(kT). Let 

r\n = max{rn, C^5n} with C'z = kT2 m.axi<i<k{(Ae)i/xi} and define iy = t*, — r)n 

and ii = t* for all i ^ i'. Note that for n sufficiently large tj > 0 for i = 1,..., k 

and $^i=i *i ^ X)i=i t* — rn < T — rn. In addition, we have for u; € H 

k k 

Y^AX(Pi)ii = J2AX(Pi)t*-AX(Pil)r]n 
i=l i= l 

k k 

i=l i=l 

< x + AeT max ||A* - A(pf)|| - ~C'38n 
l<i<k Kl 

(6) 
< X. 

where (a) follows from the feasibility of t* for (P0) and the non-negativity of the 

elements of A; and (b) follows from the conditions defining 7i and the choice of 
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C3. We see that i is feasible for P (for u G H ). Let C'4 = dMT. The revenues 

achieved by i in (P) can be lower bounded as follows (where C5 > 0 is suitably 

large) 

v{p){t) = ^Pi-Kpfri 
i= l 

fc 

> 5^Pi-A(pi) t t *-C^ 

A; fc 

= J^Pi- Xit*i +^2 Pi' (HPi) ~ A*X* - C3Vn 
i= l i= l 

> ^ ( O - d M m a x l l A i - A C p O I I T - C ^ n 

^ V(P0) (t*) - ^5 max{6„, rn } . 

Proof of Lemma 12. The optimal vector p for the deterministic problem is 

contained one of the hyper-rectangles comprising the price grid. Let pj be the 

closest vector to p in the price grid. Note that the index j depends on n but we 

do not make the ^-dependence explicit to avoid cluttering the notation. We first 

show that Pj € Pf with high probability. Note that \\pj — p\\ < CJnJ for some 

C[ > 0 and hence \\X(Pj) - A(p)|| < KC'jKlJd. we deduce that 

= F(AN(\(Pj)nAnT) > nAn(x + <5ne)) 

< V(AN((\(P) + C[KK-l'd)nAnT^ > nAn(x + 5ne)) 

< F(AN({\(p) + CiKK-V^nAnT) - A(\(p) + C[KK-1/d)nAnT > nAnw^j, 

where wn — 8ne — C[KTKn ' Ae. Note that (a) is a consequence of the feasibility 
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of p for the deterministic problem (in particular, A\(p)nAnT < nAnx). Now since 

5nKn —> co, we have that wn — 5n(e — C[KT/(5nK,n )Ae) > 5n/2 for n sufficiently 

large. By using Lemma 10 (where rn and en are here nAn and 8n/2 respectively), 

we deduce that the above probability is bounded above by C'^vP for a sufficiently 

large C'2 > 0. We then have 

P ( r - ( p ) - r ( p ) > 5 „ ) 

< P(r(p) - r(p) > 5n ; Pj- € Pf, f(Pj) > o) + p ( P j £ Pj) 

+¥(pjePf,f(pj) = d). (C.2-5) 

Now under the condition that ^ 6 ^ , we have 

r{p) - r(p) = r{p) - r(pj) + r(pj) - r(pj) + f(pj) - r{p) + r(p) - r{p) 

< r{p) - r(pj) + r(jpj) - r(pj) + f{p) - r(p), 

where the inequality follows from the definition of p given in (C.l-7). For the first 

term on the RHS above, note that for C'3 > 0 suitably large 

\r(pj) - r(p)| < \Pj • \(Pj) - Pj • \(p)| + \Pj • A(p) - p • A(p)| 

< dllPillllA^-ACpOII + dllA^HI^-pll 
{b) „ nr,C[d l l w_x l lCid 
< IIPill^"^i + HA(P)I|-^ 

l /d ' 

where (a) follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (b) follows from the Lipschitz 

condition on A and (c) follows from the fact that ||p|| < M for all p G Vp. Now, 
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recalling comment 2 in the preamble of Appendix C.l, we have r(p)T > mP > 0 

and hence for n sufficiently large r(pj) > mD/(2T). By Lemma 10, we deduce that 

p(Pi e PI r{pi) = o) < p(Pj • \{Pj) = o) < % 

Coming back to (C.2-5), since C'3/Kn < (l/4)5n for n sufficiently large, 

P ( r (p ) - r (p )>5„ ) 

< P(r(Pi) - f(Pi) > k - i | ; P i € p ; ) + p(f(p) - r(p) > k ; Pj G i ? , f (p,) > o) 

+P(pi * J ? ) + ^(Pi € P; , rfo) = 0) 

< P(r(p,) - rfe) > ^ „ ) + p(pA(p) - r(p) > \sn) + % + ^ 

By Lemma 10 the two first terms on the RHS above are bounded by C'^/nJ1 for 

some C5 > 0 and the proof is complete. • 


